Farm, Garden and Household,
Raising

a

li'om the provinces, anil have no r< iativ.
in Paris.
They are not allowed i
tlic establishment withont a
lnit from Hie chief of the di
partment to
which they
belong.
1 he
sleeping-rooms of tin .■
are neat, and
quite as spa< iou
rooms at one of our tashionabh
places. The furniture romp.

Dairy.

milch cows in our calves,
There is too little system,
manv of us.
ami what there, is, is too oiten wrong. A
call does not want to be fatted if intended
It does not want to be
for a mileh cow.
t<>
s,
limped in its food. It does not want
lie *i-d the wrong food, or in the wrong
All these are common errors. VY ith
w:i\
more pains
pui" bleed among breeders,
The same pains are to be
are
taken.
taken with Mack intended lot the dairy,
whether thoroughbred < r otherwise. I’ar'1,1, in the native cow is benefit re-

spoil

We

our

i;.an

n,

care

in

bedstead,

Profitable Crops.
A

Pity Them.

number ol* letters reae.li us from
fanners who inquire wii:il crops we would

rearing, developing

large

.anginal good qualities which arc recommend to bn* raised* upon certain paro less latent through generations of
,,,.
cels of land \v ith a view of getting from
as the
i!,11-■
“native,” as originally itn- them the
largest cash n turns. These
I. was ,,f good blood, and the inare
difficult
i', .dual- selected and brought over were
questions to an.-wer; in
very
choice spei imens.
fact, any answer mu-t be to a large exI he
all wants to be fell with loud content empirical, and tv opinion untrustto calves.
The mother milk is the
uiditions to be
as
there arc
l ia tin
stall, to be followed by skim worthy,
and hay tea : iien warm as the milk taken into account, of wh'li we can have
prevent souring, in no knowledge. The nature ot the land ;s.
lew w.-ol,' a little hay will be eaten. to be
considered, it> teri 1 it \. it-.-’ituation.
tin:

*

(grass ul'.ermath
»ht. free Irom dirt and
1
:a!f will soon
■aebed
and do well, tic milk mean-

should

i>e

tender

commercial posts were b.lled ; lie needed
political intluenee to obtain a lucrative
engineering position, and then a railroad
bceaine bankrupt
He bad seen on every
side men growing old in the tread mill,
clinging with haggard anxiety to the certainly without which they might perish.
The tail, thin individual, Ira Hack Icy
by name, would fain plumb the depths ot
English reserve in our hero, lie was tingarrulity whieh wears the speaker to a
finer edge ot nerve and llesliless muscle,
in keeping with small eyes, restless and
penetrating, surrounded with a net-work
of line wrinkles, hair already
gray at tintemples, and eager gesticulation ot long,
bony lingers— a garrulity never to be coniotuided with tin- measured utterance and
interminable discourse of the stout, urbane
eonvi rsalionalist..
lit- had not journeyed
a humb l'd miles before lie had sketched
liis own misfortunes in j -rky sentences to
liisipiiet listener, and with great apparent
stilt;/ Iroil. All his lile he had toiled to
gain proprietorship of a cotton mill in liis
native town, and just when he had obtained this position the dam had burst,
ruining him in a : w ill rush ot destruction.
“That tied me, the mill did, and now I
am tree to try mining.
Where are yon
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the children of the poor,
Who’ve never plucked the daisies;

Pity

iii,-

n

I ii

r.Y

Wlio've never watched the skylark soar,
<»r heard it siuging praises;
Who’ve never trod the fresh greensward,
(*r rambled by the river—
They need a holiday, ye rich.
And Heaven rewards the give]
;

Pit \ the little pattering feet
That swarm in fetid alleys,
And grimy hands that might he sw *. t
'Mid cowslips of the valleys'
Pale lips that may grow rosy red
W in-re fresh free breezes quiver—
Pro\ id, a holiday, ye rich.
And Heaven rewards the givei

its maiaiess to market. He.
t nle.-- land
n
is put up ia good tilth, no
Pity the little bright blue eves
crop can be
That ne\ er saw the ocean,
raised with profit. A hundred lime-have
o
n
to
< n ga/ed with innocent
surprise
we said to
nil
ate lc.~>s land,
farmer-,
a i:
the
When
season
lot
io
.'utiuned
At wild waves in commotion,
and put ever) oil of ih it v hh h is eultis
d—send
them
forth
one
,a-arriios, turn out. I have know'll the
happy day
«-.e dike
ii i- an axiom
To hill or sea or river;
i'-t so oi
with clover, turned in when vated into high
*Tis great to them, blit small to you.
ill successful farming that. «•;
re must
a
in
ill a need, and led till in biosmao'
And 11, a veil rewards the giver!
be made t
:;i\c return- equal to {our un- !
der
tiie
ohi
ot
.'
w
tarm
system
Kiigland
From healthful joy comes wholesome thought
a- 1
..d o l.n.rii
I\ <>i<i
erMake one acre gn e you eighty or
And 'disc of nature's beauty.
i!i! \
;he one hand, and underfeeding 1 itig
Ami mild instruction, wisdom fraught.
m hundivd i»u>lu s ol
in. or
thirty-live
'a. "tin
Tie
mt—tv* between is tin*
< M
jiity ami of duty.
is
I■■usii;• of wli‘ at, the sain* of rye. or three
'I-ai's
ihe nbieet being to scAll wilie r, ,! nt the noisome shim-!
n are on the road
tons of ha\. ami then
all
that
1
'Mic the In
..I
>eliver
them, deliver!
nil:
the animal,
to u
e.-iul tarming.
You canine. a fibril
’Twill cost you litt le, oh. ye rich.
i
d
ilir time allotted for
aeui’i
to drudge away
A n,I (bid iv w aids the giver !
upon \ 111 land which i
!i
I tins s neglected, there
-will
but one tJiiid of these results, j
,i, iH ).,
|,.s's ii'-. "pimg t" tin* neglect, never gives you
•Ve have one measured
of land which
tu
replaced. It is ditlievdt to make for t w«* 1 v»• years we ha\
udied carefully, j
1 i-*m iia \Wi-kly, SfpUmbfr lltli.i
ii 1:
v *i t
is
by t he gi acral fanner
and kept an account, ol the expenses and
A Romanro of «i Palaco Car,
.Mli '.ill give you a cow ti'nm
\ lui
v able of crops, and it h i- atlYialed ih much
innli i,i !:.* i-iii, in two \ ears. If ill
i.
OYi:iiLANl>.
instruction.
La<t year tin* acre gave us
;
wil take another \ ear,
iltcmicd t
bushels
ol
summer
and
John
rye
Longmire spun (lie ball with Tate
n;Ii iiig a \i l' s feeding and care to thirty-live
about two tons of-Iraw. I he rye we sold in this fashion: “1 sun a failure thus liir
milk
■iMa:
alii
Marly
.11j.
t!i
present spring f«»r s 1.:
per bushel. ! in the New World. In making this long
will dtuier in early devel,ilatornitv
and tin straw had a « a.-ii value of *'> [o*i‘ journey 1 will stake all, and travel lirst
fund
which
t
ideal
he
inient
ions,
lie, laughed
ton : tiie <-ash vahm <1 tin- m op w as there- class, like a gentleman.’’
l.i'.
d tl
me eiii.u'ge'l and established.
fore >!•;;.7b and from t hi w e deduct the when lie had arrived at this conclusion,
I liisnow w< .1 ktiowti to the experienced
expenses a- far as the\ ran be lairly e.sti- alter nights and days of painful meditadairymen.
about -Y'-s. w-* have a clear profit tion. Hut the laugh was not pleasant to
.Nut ..my during the summer, but the lnnk-d,
el nio:v tlian >• * 1 >:ii the acre ol land. hear, because bravado was foreign to his
d winter, and all the time, without
ii
Now, I a tanner has ten or twenty acres nature. The purchase ol ills ticket h it a
at. ti'i'iii. is this cap and attention M I e
under cultivation, giving like re-ults. they margin of twenty-live dollars, tin* remriuM'i' i't" I'i- no let ti)i tm* this is
*■.vini.
afibrd him a fair income, and with the re- nant of his slender fortune.
no
exposure t" tile cold tall and turn.-. from other (arm
departments, the
Larly summer had come to the pity,
which
are
winds
and
rains,
very
spring
b i-im-- of
fanning dm-s not appear promising bloom of flowers to the upper
mu'll:!, to the shiveriiig .lives, especially
file truth is, farming streets, promising noise, dust and the expecuniaril) bad.
ill.' lirsl tall.
must bo studied and well considered ; if
halations of intense heat in the thoroughand
it
ol
'.tie calves,
It pars to take eai<*
must be well conducted, as a merchant fares through which John Longmire,
I
s
have
tile Old
wav
that does pay.
conducts his mi-in— with intelligence, humble pedestrian, took his way.
An
novel known it t" lai!
-!airly fail as i- the
am' good common -'■use.
unused sense of possible adventure and
its.with ill-kept stock—but have met forethought,
Farmers must i. ok upon their land as a
romance succeeded previous sharp anxiesome eases
merchant does upon his merchandise, and ; ty.
A carriage rolled along in the direcSelect Irom a
tlie most iii- iii v -at i.-facton
the question to be pm dered is: I Low can tion he was following, with glittering
goon cow: mid if the male is good—from
I make it pay me the best profit'
Farm- trappings and fretting steeds.
a good milking strain—all
go. I row
i- the right kind ol farming—
flint is the sort ol equipage my wife
the better
i'hese things cannot be over- ing—that
is a good business ; we insist upon it, it i> shall have,’’ thought the young man,
;< 'ivkod.
a
business for a man to follow. [Ih.s- glancing at the interior, wluuv the satin
\ word more as b
teeding I have tt good
Journal of < hemi-tiy
cushions were scarcely visible, because of
mini nd( ii. liist. milk irom the cow;
India shawls and travelling bags, not to
ltiei1 skimmed milk ; this should not he
mention a young lady in elaborate toilet.
-k umed too elose that is, when the milk
Tin- waste id city sewage luuler present
dust as the vehicle came abreast of
is .-"in';
let it i>e done while the milk is systems is attraeling attention iu Kngkiml,
our pedestrian, a Skye terrier struggled
via sweet,
1 in ii, tl the hay is tender and asa vast wiiuunt of the he-t, sort of lertili/.er
toward the window, a plump hand, delinutrition-. I have tbund the feed (includ- is now wasted in (lie ocean. The Karl of
cately
caught the victim, and a
ing tli ii iv ten sulfcieiit for health and Warwick, wlio has used the sewage ol massivegloved,bracelet
rolled at the feet of
gold
tins with the best calves, ami Leamington on a farm of loo acres, and
growth,
To rescue the trinket
John Longmire.
until pasture or advanced clover is sub- applied it to all kinds of crops, lias results
from crushing wheels, and restore it to a
It. however, the calf that seem almost lubulous.
.sttlutrd for the hav
Kighty-two
as the carriage
paused, was.
line ground or we,, tons of mangolds I" an acre is one state- stout lady,
Hie work ol an instant, and would have
■
.iked, daily given will supply the want. ment, and live crops ol rye grass in a seal oo much son is another. The pro tils are also very passed from remembrance, among other
lat-nn al stand.- in high favor,
trivial occurrences, hut lor two distinct
meal however, i- worse than none at. all. great
impressions produced. The stout lady
In tins wav the -heapest and best dairies
stared, bowed affably, and prepared to
■mi be secured.
Tin- better and cheaper Tho
of
a
Thousand
Dollar
Sauk
Story
| oiler him money : the girl enthroned
(let thus a
profit
Note,
among the shawls on the opposite seal
It wants
oil dairy, and keep ,t good.
mi ‘lit* 1 *. :i I iliiori- ( llZfil I-.
cheeked her with the warning—“Mam".-tint ear. and attendance: no overThe death id Jacob (kd.b l*t•«*:t!!dn- ma. lie is a gentleman.”
feeding no abuse: no suttering; but genJohn Longmire went on rapidly, the
.tor ('nun try
ion- in! kind t real me nt.
jrular iin-i«11• 111 td ids liie. About !*"!! :i
c< dorm I
woman
named Sarah ltidwely color burning in his cheeks, while in Ids
(.•eiitieman
heart dawned tin* lirst sweet impulse ol
called at Mr (A»bi)*s grocerv and purchased a small amount <»! yr. ceiies, oj\- gratitude toward the daughter for recogValue oi Covered Manure.
i»isi' liim a tho isriud dollar bank-note in nizing him at his true value, l’erhap- his
payment, thinking that it was a one dollar coat was shabby, placing him on that in
w,- !i:|Vc* pointed util
At
Mllinn
note.
Supposing that it. was stolen he de- definite boundary which is but a step above
!
<-•!.• renders I lie pr> !it~ resulting Irom
\ amibondage, and lie had learned already,
tain ed the hill and advertised lbr an uwiua
from ;.ci experience, that it a millionaire,
liii. liiiimnv. instead »A ■.dkiwiiij' a. repealedU
1ml no o it- claiming it. lie ininn .indulge in the eccentricity o( rusty
slock.
s.-Awui id.--,
ve-ied It* m city
A suni.ed In lie- null or dried by tile
d I'm* the note, and it
habiliments, it is vital to the poor man
claimantappeal',
\\ e have given
a
is itenet ali r none
that iiis wardrobe appears to lack nothwas tlie subject <d s.weral lawsuits, which
ee
IlllVe
«V«
aetliallV terminated in Mr (‘ohb
111 wlllll
lies ad \ i
retaining custody, ing. A Trench maid, holding the Sieve,
\\ !;. a rolled sllr'1- liave been bllilt 'i’ll*: liish ia of one o' t he- e claimants is as had glanced at him with a scarcely pereel:
follow
Mr. ( .*iii> -me day w.i- eonvers- ceptible mockery in her black eyes, as if
,\i r tlie manure heap the crops lerthe proximity of the stout lad) alone prei 11l!f aholit tile m-ciex with a man who
ed by Ibis pile hate increased in j>r >shoulders
made
many pari 'eiilar imptirics tli.at vented her from shrugging her
i■';i■ -s sullie cm.
pay lor the shed Mi- ( obb mistrusted hi- m<di\e, and told with a, “You see how it. is.
•
A last glance at tin: city, anil onr traa- first
\V e in er liave sees any him the woman was dark and had a large
year
veller stepped on hoard a terry-boat, and
'let ligures • I' the proportionate value of wen on tin* -Me of her neck, when in I act
blue
ill manures, that we she wa> a mulatto, and had no such wen. stood on the deck watching the
in!
no
is vered
flushed
to crimson by
ol
the
waters
a verv dark woman w ith
Soon
alterward
bay.
which
we
the
"hirin'
in,':,
dlowing,
Seoteli landowner a la in w«*n on her nerk appeared Irom the sunset and the tunnels of steamships,
iiin! In l.ord Kin"; ;d,
the l»altimorc almshouse and professed to the lace-work ol masLs and spars, all sugresent the I est at ite
and larim
H
be tin Sarah llidgeh, but the fraud was gestive of the other side ol the water.
ot the advantages
in, at possible, ’-ve limit,
easily e \ p. set |, and lip In this time the T lie carriage had rolled on board the lerd the plan ;
1
Woman who left the bank note has not.
rv-hoat; the young man, leaning against
,|
-oi
Were Ilea III 'd
1 .-111
b en heard Irom.
Mr. Cobh allowed the the luilvvnlk and taking a Iasi tarevvell ol
two ot them were manured with ordinary
l,nn turd manure an i two with an e.pial
money !•• remain with accumulated in- the ocean, did not observe it.
I here was no room for me at home,”
tern-!
unii
1-sOd when if amounted to
it
\ of manure I mm the covered shed
plant
SW 7 11
and lie then pi
it to the he reflected, a mist in his eyes, perhaps
i-tiled
He- wl le was panted uit.1
potatoes.
from the da/./.le of the water, and recoghim.
1 I." pr dll, > I each in o were as follows : l ni< u < )rphan A
i t toes treated v. n I! barm ard manure :
nizing himself, in the sternest sense, one
|
of tile fugitive birds east out ol the nest
< in
acre, produced two hundred and
Stornoway in tile, Hebrides.
Irom over-crowding.
seten: v-two bushels.
At length .1 pale blue streak along the
Alter that momentary pang of homel me a,-re
w■
hundred ami
pi ‘dm ,-d
hori/.on becomes visible; ns we draw sickness lie turned his lace resolutely
a met
-two btlsinnearer, the outline ol bay a id hills grows toward the West. The party ol the car1‘olatocs rnamii eii la ni nn'eivd sln-d.-i:
and finally, the
more and more distinct
tine acre prodiu-ed lorn hundred and
riage were already established amid the
t i uisman getting into smoother water, we
bustle of departure. Why did a blonde
Ion -two bushels
make our way into the spacious harbor ot voting man hasten along the platlorm
Mi" ..no produced lour hundred and j
But, at the first look round, with a bouquet of rare exotics lor the
.Stornoway.
one imslieis.
vetity
a trille
disappoint- daughter? Why did site turn a shade
i'ae ,e\t vein' tlie mud w a sowi with I is not the stranger Jim
ed.1 What is there wild, strange, remote, paler and cling to his arm, while the
;e it.
V lien the ■■■<:■ I• wafollow :
and brisk little town, with stout lady applied a lace pocket-handker'A heat ,u land t
ded w ith barnyard in this bright,
it- substantial stone quays, its white bous- chief to iier own eyes, and even papa, a
manure
its heaps ol herring barrels, and its stiff oi
<n,e
a -re
gentleman with a military bearproduced turn -<>m> bushels, es,
of lish:' Nor is their any ing, look
iiditrcn pounds
grave? John Longmire ob-i\t\ ona pounds per prevailing odor
ou.shel )
appearance ol half-savage aborigines peer- served those things from his corner with
Ho would like to know
from mud hovels and talking in an un- vague curiosity.
< t le .e r.
pr ,diced b rt\ two bushels, ing
Oil the contrary, the more about this girl who understood him,
it si \'y -out
tongue.
t n ,rt.\-right pounds
intelligible
pounds
quays and streets of Stornoe ay are ilirong- even though soeial position sundered them
jot bushel.)
ed with a people who are strong and hardy
by an impassable abyss. The blonde young
.., red
1
maim
well clad and prosperous—the men. for nian was her accepted lover,
sheds
the most part, short, stalwmt, and thick- and the separation would be a painful one.
< >.
m
j o.luce I Alt'-live bushels, live
with shaggy beards of light brown; Well!
Nobody watched the train bear
a ids
nil sixtv- me j.-uimls per bushel.) set.
the young women remarkably robust, and John
"ie
lie
Longmire away with a smile or a
produced fifly-three bushels, in many
eases strikingly handsome with
lie was a stranger among strantear,
i"i't.\-seve.ii pounds
if sjxiv-one pounds
their ei.al-blark hair, their blue eyes, with
gers. and his departure made no ditl'erpea bushel.)
The straw also yielded otie-lliird more dark eyelashes, their ruddy complexion, cneo to a soul on this whole American
The costume ol both, too, continent.
:1m land fertilized with the manure and free gait.
is snlliciently picturesque, the men wcarovered sheds than
In
that
to
Among the throng in the depot ho had
upon
ueh tlie ordinarv manure was applied. in, a sailor-like suit ol blue, with a scar- noticed two persons in conversation ; one
let cap oil their head, the young women a tall, thin man, with nervous energy beXi-tr York Independent.
wearing short and rough petticoats, also trayed in every motion, and the'other an
d' blue homespun, with a fscarlet tartan
olive-tinged Cldnaman, who blinked im\c eding i" tiic ileraid -i llcaiili mar- shawl
tightly wrapped round their bosom passively at the throng. The tall, thin
ivoided. It- say
and fastened in at the waist.
man now entered the palace car. his late
lint wiiat an amazing breadth of chest
rile) ala; odd imi rapidly absorb ti*■
haying sought humbler accompanion
heat and vitality b the body, robbing it these
young women have! Is it because commodation.
-l a!•■
W" have heard ot one invalid
Curious tellers, them Chinese,'’ he
they are the burden-earners ol the comwhom the doctor could not cure, until the
in the “creels” strapped said, with a nod and a shrewd smile at
munity.
carrying
!
lie noticed -he used a marble stand, on to their backs loads that, the meii-lblks
John, as if it was the most natural eonand suspected it had something to do with could
scarcely lift, from the ground i* There elusion possible that any one should bo
health. .So lie forbade her to use it. for
n r ill
example, goes a strapping wench with interested in his own reflections.
We know healthv her “creel” filled full with
Soon she was well
The train moved away, night settled
large lish bones.
ot
who
led
the
in
the
twinges
pain
II
ask her what she means to d
people
--

■

■

■

■

■
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<■

sir ?" with abrupt change ot tone
scant ceremony.
“1 illi not know,’- said .lolln liOngmire.

going,
and

1

■

<

■

■

■

■

Then try your link in 'While leak- or
Crag.’” said Mr. llaeklev, promptly,
The stoul lady, who spoke, lTeneii constantly, and the maid had withdrawn to
one of those
compartments which resemble luxurious boudoirs paneled with mirrors, rich with gilt ami polished woods.
Idle daughti r followed slowly, glancing
at .John lamg,nire ils ;t fashionable
>'o mg
lady may glauee at a handsome young
mail with well-cut lealures, clear blue
eyes, and brown hair, eliaraeterislie in
the wave with which it swept back from
a square forehead.
Tlra girl was very
pretty, absurdly pretty, John had reasoned, petite and dainty, a brunette,
with a rich glow coming and going beneath Hie amber-hued check, and lips
curved like those of a child.
This prctliliess was enhanced
by the blended colors
ol her dress, which resembled the sheen
of brunished plumage; audaciously extravagant in richness ol texture: in glii
tering buttons, chains, and pendants; in
diamond ear-drops
When the large,
dark eyes were turned full upon him. aal this moment, he discovered something
more than tin
rays of laughter and co| quetry—a latent hove, intangible and inactive, which belied mere surlaee beauty.
Mr. Ira Hack! >y, representing perpetual
motion, began some preliminary skirmishing with tile lather, who, deserted by ids
family, read a newspaper in the saloon,
i’he overture was received with frigid politeness, (lie old gentleman glancing over
tile rim of the newspaper with an expression not to Lie misunderstood. Mr. 1 lackley, undismayed, simply changed his
weapon, and attacked a good-natured
(ierman further on
d im train sped along through day and
night. John i.ongmire was yielding to
tile inliuenee ol .Mr. 1 laeklcy's unwearied
vivacity, unless the change was attributable to undue interest in the “great people,” as lie termed them in his own mind.
Mr. llaeklev knew who they were in a
trice.
“(ieneral Ihdlcs, of the regular army
sir. 'I lie daughter seems to lie a pretty
gal, and tin mother- well, I'm a plain
man myself,
sir.
The speaker winked
in a la-duon that made the -tin r desirous
to escape li'oiu Ids company for i'ear the
young lady should also see tie* wink.
\t Deliver city John made a disagree-

|

able discov ery
the crowd, iu

Alter rambihfg about in
tile, delight. <1 liberating
lie found that lie Had
limbs,
cramped
been robbed ol bis remnant of money
Horrible mockery ol eiivum-tanee ! Here
In! was seated in a palace ear in molten,
with a long .journey bet. re him. and not
a
shilling wherewith to purchase food
To whom could lie tell his story .'
Who
would believe him il lie did speak :’
lie
would rather starve than encounter the
frigid glance ol the (ieneral, in which
one might read sarcastic incredulity.
To
suspect a thief in a crowd Would be useless, although tie- Chinaman had stood
close behind him. and «'hinamcn are pm-

-«■

veibiallv light ling- red
The young man in tin- ■ • rii<■ r might
have gone t" I km I supperless that night,
bill Ibr I he ea price of the < huei'al's (laughter, who hissed bi.- -uiL to the NAye terrier, and when the dog failed to catch the
falling morsels, the young man secured
them with til- loot, alterwards devouring'
them stealthily, like a criminal.
Kate Holies, to whom the journey wail pleasure
trip, had arranged that her
days in the pal ie.us should be like a
chaplet ol beads, each ditlerent, yet all
to
be slipped on the golden chord ol

j

■

■

evidently,

j

shoulders by sitting

i.andsoine,

but

near one.

unhealthy

They

are

lor all that."

i Irving limits is an important industry
ii on sections ol the country, especially
peaches and apples. The
quicker the limit is dried the brighter it
will

look.

It

i.s

commonly spread on
in every night; this

boards and taken
■mikes a great deal of work, and for small
as a
glass frame like a hot-bed, with
hoe s i the sides, covered with wire cloth,
moveis a
good purpose. Where large
quanutic- are dried, recourse must be hail
lo some ol the patent fruit
dryers now in

with

you

these bones, she will tell yon limy are
meant for her cows, which cannot l;e
kept

quiet at,milking-lime unless they have

a lish bone to lick.
The cows have found
out what the girl probably doesn’t know,
that there are lew phosphates in the poor
grass of these islands, and thus they make

up the

deliciency. [William Black,
for July-.

in Har-

per’s .Magazine

Nearly everybody is familiar with the
principle of the Abyssinian or driv well,
it is simply the. driving into a sandy or
gravelly soil of a two-inch iron pine,
e

which is sunk to a depth ol from ten to
feet. A small iron pump is then atforty
• "Uimoii coal oil is an
excellent mos- tached. and usually a copious supply of
quito bar
Drop a little on a piece of water is obtained These drive wells have
cotton, squeeze as dry as possible and rub been in use in I
.tnsingbnrg and North
over the exposed portions of the
body. The Troy lor several years. Recently in Lanol
oil
smell
the
disappears in about live singburg a new application of the old
minutes, and no mosquito will alight upon principle was made.
Three pipes were
This is said to be driven into I,he
tlie annointed places.
a distance ol ten
ground
better than pennyroyal essence lor the lent each.
were joined at the top,
They
same purpose.
to which the suction of the
Whipple steamer was
attached, and that steamer was enIn destroy chinch
old
pieces
bugs, put
for
two hours in
ol rag or carpet in the crotches of the gaged
throwing a si ream.
At the end ol that time the
trees attacked.
When the worms spin, as
supply of water was as
large as at the start.
they will, in the rags, throw the latter in
scalding water. The bugs can thus be
An
oljicer of the regular army laughed
killed by wholesale.
at a timid woman, because she was
alarmDo not kill the toads, in Paris they are ed at the noise of a cannon when a
salute
sold at titty cents a dozen, in order to
Jle
was
fired.
prosubsequently married that
tect vineyards and gardens from insects. timid woman, and six months
afterward
A toad will swallow the
biggest kind of a lie took oil' his boots in the hall when lie
tomato worm.
came home late at night.
Use

down, folding the hills in gray obscurity,
and hedges seemed to 11 y past in groups
oi
dark shadow like the phantoms of
dreams. To the villages and iarms by
the way-side this train was nothing, a
mere passing Hash of intelligence from
the great world ; but even this one palace
car of which we write
represented many
different spheres of individuality gathered
in a gilded cage, and meeting lor the first
time. Here was John Longuiire, watching the trees and clouds mingle beyond
the window pane, who had staked his all
on this final step.
When he had first
taken the burden of life on his broad,
young shoulders, his whole future apparently lay within the limits ol the United
Kingdom. In his capacity of civil engineer lie would lay railroads in Wales,
perhaps dwell amid the rugged wildness
ot the Scotch coast, and might even be
sent out to the Kast.
Presto! A change
oi Ministry disbanded the corps, andtfohn
Uongmire whs left with ample leisure on
his hands and £200 in his pocket to gaze
westward for future bread-winning. The
prospect had excited the same animation
which was now again stirring in his veins,
as-lie looked out of the car window at the
gathering night. Fame, riches, power,
were easily reaped: in the New World;
ho had gathered all the golden tallies ot
Two years of
rumor into his crucible.
discouragement and fruitless exertion had
not quite melted the gold to dross with
him. Fugitive from’the crowding human
race that lie was, the cities ot the Atlantic
border had no space for him either; all

Tin-

j

;

strew
raise?

gold about Hie mine they wish

from

The

■
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Feu- Americans visit Paris who do not
later lind their wav to the gigantic dry-goods store known as (lie lion
Marche
This enormous establishment
lias taken its place among the sights of
Paris, Kyen those who do not go thither
to n ike
purchases generally pay it a visit
out of
curiosity. It is indeed a world
within itself. Its spacious rooms, its myraid departments, its wide staircases,
swarming with people at all hours of
the

army

mountain detached from the chain
sweeping away to the north, its summit
orownei with snow, redwood and
pine
skirting the steep sides, and below a val: lev
threaded by rivulets and blooming
| with thckuts ot
giossy-leaved trees and
hedges ot wild flowers, all mingling their
aromati: perluines in the hot sunshine—
sueli was \ alma Mountain ; and the
very
breeze, wandering innocently among the
flowers, seemed to whisper of some fresh Holies. “Kate says that she has loved
intelligence, for the hill had not held its this Knglishman ever since we made I he
in the palace car, and lie worships
treasure so closely
through the ages but journey
J that man now hied its veins of silver ore. her.”
"here vas the mine known as
“Beggars pan not lie choosers." said the
The
Cr;g;” here, -White l’eak.” Which to General, absently.
choose ?
1 ulortimately there was no
“Beggars! Why, his family is a good
clinic- possible. The rich man had cast one, my dear, and tie win In- um-ni’iiie
in his lot, with
The Crag;” the poor millionaires ot the world.”
Air. Ira Ilackley passed briskly.
man
pick up a little in “White
wight
i am going into larming, General.
l'cak,” it he was not discouraged at the
onLet by the fact that it had been twice Why not try the grape or olive cull lire,
worked a trifle, and abandoned because ot sir ?”
The statue ol St. John eaught the glow
an
that porugly reputation gone abroad
of sunset.
Two young people stood again
”
j
not as a
but as
the
pony,
phyry,
I
horse.” was ran pant, at every turn in the at its base, John Bongmire radiantly hapI unsuccessful mine.
py, and Kate Bolles shy and douhtlu!, inserting her parasol tip into crevices ol the
Mr. Ini
to
!

in •■the

eonteiuplate

ot iiis

pilgrim-

His cxeittment amounted to delirium.
.■shares were selling like wild, lire on
Calilornia sired, San Francisco, mid presumably in Chicago and Xew York. No
time was to be lost. He led the way to a
spacious building on the ledge, which resembled a factory, with smoke-stacks projecting from the roof of one building and
steam escaping from pipes elsewhere.
< tiice invested in the
mining costume ol
lilm* flannel coarse shoes, and felt hat
with narrow rim, social equality brought
Cenera. Holes in direct contact with Mr.
Chang I on and Longraire as the cage
dropped into the darkness of tile shaft
< Mi, the lea kill
ride! seemingly sucked
down through a tube by the heated vapors of hidden volcanoes, a single lantern
making the gloom visible. Occasional
age.

glimpses

w -re

possible of brandling gallight and vocal with

leries raved, with

swifter plunge downward,
flic cage dancing and swaying on the vibrating cable, until the last stand of tenuity was ivael.ed in the bottom ol the shall.
The lialan *e poised thus: < ieneral Holies
and Mr. Hackley having, one much and
the other a little money to invest, were
shareholder.- in “the Crag” before they
again emerged into daylight. < 'hang Foo
modestly purchased a small interest in
“White Peak” below par, and set up a
booth, half cook-shop, half laundry. John
l.ongmire, unable to obtain employment
in the lucky mine, must needs work in
the unlucky one, or‘.starve on the earth’s
surface.
••Perhaps 1 may earn ten pounds,” lie
thought grimly, and glanced at a pretty

sounds; tliiri

niche; two hranehes of one race meeting
in the far West, all about them church
ruins, with priests sleeping in ipiii-t
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been hollowed in the massive adobe wall.
In the '-enter a discolored image of St.
John slid remained. There towered the
mountain, promising a future; here lay
tin* past, a ruined mission, also supposed
to hold Is secret of buried treasure since
the fathers added another page of martyrdom to missionary annals.
Kate was aroused by the approach ol
John i.iingmire, who came toward her
swiftly, i.-it under the inlliienci'ol strong

emotion.
You le:t\e tomorrow
"Yes." with slight, reserve.
"Pardon my presumption. .Miss Holies,
memory.
but 1 may surely know your tulure adbonk
bunt the over- !
"1 would write
dress," lie implored.
land route if 1 knew enough,” thought j
She had moved away 1'rom him, and
the girl born to position, who Had never
steed belore the statue ot St. John.
doubted in her lile tlm right ol her own j
1 have no address at prescut; we are
family to supremacy in all things They
round the world,” she said gently.
intended to make the tour of the world, going
John I.ongmire’s blue eyes Hashed.
in
a
the (leucicl lining interested,
pon"1 am a gentleman, and owe a debt,”
derous way, m Hasten! antiquities, while he said
(irmly.
his wife lacked forward to Haris and
Kate inclined her head toward him archWorth toilets.
ly, with a smile revealing snowy teeth.
1 he j
Another day dawned and closed.
"Pay your debts when this church yields
man
in
was
file
corner
pale,
young
very
its secret.
You must know the story,"
Kate Holies ob- and
and read a hook siiontly.
tripped away.
serv'd him,
Kvnhmtlv here was a youth
The voice ot .Mrs. Holies was heard in
going forth to make his lurtunc. In the plaintive lament: "Your papa has certhe
French
maid, Lainly caught the mining fever, lie will
twilight, Mr.-. Holies,
and even the Skye terrier, liai mg' wearied be ruined if he remains here.”
of confections and hot-house lruit, she
"He must leave to-morrow,” returned
dropped a parcel out ol flic window when the daughter.
the train stopped at a station.
Kelt alone, John Longmire heard, un"(Mi!” she murmured, and drew herself
derstood, and was rendered dumb by a
one
awakened
to
a
like
suddenly
erect,
great nee. 1. If this butterfly had fluttered
truth. A shadow had glided along be- into his hand, he would not have crushed
neath the window, seized the package, the down on her
wings. The very gulf
lVvcrtv is a shirt ol
and vanished.
them made her more dazzling
dividing
lire,” says the proverb. John Kongtnire, and a 11 u:
ing. What was he?—a workman,
tortured by hunger, and despising hint- a clown.
Something cold touched his
sell, crushed the. parcel savagely, half- hand, lie had rested his lingers in the
minded to throw it away again,
lie had niche, and the statue of St. .John looked
sull'ered all day long in silence, sullered down
upon him benignly. Did Hie evanthrough pride as well as want every eas- : gel speak to him of death or immortality?
uni glance and careless word had stung
A MU.UOXAlliR.
111.
him to the quick.
A dozen times he had
A It it that “White l’eak” claimed John
determined to speak, and then drew hack.
Uoiv could he pmmi
repayment to any Longmire, and he vanished. Far down in
one ?
the net-work of stations, drifts, cross-cuts
Twilight nielli'il into night, somber and and winzes a man labored d iv after day,
mysterious, in llie heart ul'the wilderness; “sloping” the ore with desperate energy,
silenee ol hill and valley only broken b\ that fever burning in his veins, consuming
John Knngmire was ! and terrible, which has swept in waves
the passing train
not conscious ol haling ilu/rd, ict he over the human race since the discovery
opened his wean eyes to discover a small [of America. He was part ot a complicatmorocco purse resting on his sleeve
The ed mechanism. Others worked above and
purse contained titty dollars. Next tla\ below him as lie traced quartz belts, the
John looked with radiant gratitude at his masses of black sulphuret and- chloride,
angel, lie was sure the purse came irom in dread of the soapy touch which promher. Miss Holies returned the glance in ised porphyry, for he received his wages
haughty surprise, drooped her eyelids, in shares, and “White Peak” must yield.
and yawned slightly behind her hand. Lite became a dream, with vague pain
Forests ot pine and balsam were succeed- left afar oft' in some realm of sunshine;
ing vast plains ot sage and wormwood; he belonged to subterranean depths heated to suffocation, where nature promised
narrow canons, where the waters leaped
forth from nooks still sacred to the shy to open wide the gate of untold treasures
wild creatures, replaced hells ol azure if groping creatures could find the key.
flowers and the ocean of grass with
I’p on the earth’s surface Chang l'oo
shailow-dimpled surhu-e. Onward, thro’ presided over stew-pans, and gleaned
miles and leagues, and in advance moun- many a penny from his laundry. Mr.
tains inaccessible and severe, disdaining llackley, in active correspondence with
the screen ol silvery mist, every rift and General Holies, went about with an addisoar of
tempest visd'ile in the pure atmos- tional wrinkle between his eyebrows.
phere, and opening a vista of gorges, “The Crag,” most prosperous of mines,
crags anil ledges as the shrill steam-whis- selling at $7S.r>, had commenced to board
tle echoed from peak to peak.
Kate up its riches. The public pulse bounded
counted her days as a silver head, then with alarm.
It was a mere nothing; a
gold, pearl, amethyst and sapphire. John cross-cut had been planked to prevent
studied her, while his own thoughts tlew rock from sliding into the opening.
(aster than the ear. In the meanwhile,
The silver gnomes must have laughed
Mr. Ira Hackley might be likened to a at their own pranks, in the delight of
nerve current,
uniting the whole train, so bringing smiles to one and despair to anmuch ot his own enthusiasm had lie in- other. The hour came when John Longlused into his companions. lie was on mire found the key by patient search in the
the plattorm, on the
engine, mingling rubbish ol unpromising “White Peak,” and
with tile lower-class
passengers freely, the Hood of great wealth suddenly burstand every-where his influence became ing tbe bonds of darkness overwhelmed,
magnetic despite scoii's and ridicule. Was bewildered, well-nigh crushed him, makhe a speculator, one of those agents who ing reason, in the reaction of hope, reel.
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every day IV n
ight
shave tin? in n and t.» arraug:
ti.e p
ot the women.
Nor dot
!
care ot M. iiouencult
and lodging and the out v\ a 1
Every t-y ming i
merely.
■

study

French,

Eng'.:-

■

i.

music are

taught graiuit*- ;
tent professors, and coneorts
the employes onet* every tin.

<

m-d :
which free ticket" arc
great bargains might occasionally be met [tor
Smiir i«fa
customers ol the house.
ii was lirst celebrated lor the beauwith
voices have been developed unde,- i
ty and cheapness of its ribbons. Then
n
one oik the
ter- i:i p o :
people who went there to buy sashes dis- system, bloomed torthpm
a splm. lid
covered that silks and velvets could be having
Idlest concerts take place <
purchased as reasonably and of as line floor ol the spirt? itselt.
th.
The
its
dimenipialily.
shop enlarged
w
to the sale ol undcrel-.tliii
< ine
sions.
establishment
alter
adjoining
ed of its counters an»l shcly mg. nmi
another was absorbed, story after story
:
an
imposing hall, notw itlists
was added, till now the great store stretch1 Inlowness of the ceiling.
es lor one full block twin the line de line
ot the Hon March, take- rank
to the line Velpeau along the Hue tie ty
the other choral societies of the
Set res, extending laterally nearly as lar
embroider. I
Here everything that a woman can wear, 1 is, its superb gold
banner forming one ot the dee rawith the exception of her bonnet and her
the reading-room. At th bene! i
bonis, is exposed for sale in unprecedentat tin
l'h* it re I.
pie !
ed ipianlilies—silks enough to carpet a ly gi\ en
i
victims of tin* imindatim
continent, ribbons enough t" stretch clear
rendered considerable and at: r
across the Atlantic Ocean, glows by the
vice.
milium, neckties In the thousand, made1
\ physician calls t \ t MI
the
hundred.
he
umbrella
dresses
up
by
lor >.mie time. >o that any
ing
1
isl
in
four
alone
year
department,
brought
who are not yvell may i.n ..it
hundred thousand dollars, and its transac- plow
him
A separate room is In:
one
will
amount
t"
hundred
tions tliis year
which those who are imlEpo- d me
thousand more. Fortt wagons and eighty
and M. Houeieault ha-, nil,
horses are engaged in the work of convey- tire,
:
certain number of beds in mu
the I
ing mmie the purchased articles
hospitals for those \y h m v t
wagons are gay vehicles, richly tied rated
ill.
with black and gold, and the horses are
As lor the s!' * re it-dl. I
miIiIc animals, worthy ot our own Adams
1
i'
in :i inunncr calculated t"
The
drivers
Company
porters,
Kxpre
pst possible satisfaction to a-, <
.1 tin- establishment Wear a j livery
i•!i•.
'file employes are A i I ale I 11:.
consisting ot a light-blue >"it .vitli brass
nor is the -sii■ n‘!' : pe-i o l
linttons, and a glazed cap with the words obliging,
!'
lllel !a
:|S ill the
purchase.
on
the
inscribed
troth,
in
■lion Marche"
are marie •'
stores
All arlie'
ot
the
None
ot
'..'■old letters.
employes
price in plain figures and a tinl he tm
are permitted 1" solicit or accept,
\ n\ ; o:'i !i
eis manner
A number el' I spieu,
tile irailitionai /miir/unri
a,
taken back anil exchanged m la
as
are
saleswomen
employed
young girls
lor it will be refill ded. o' :
paid
to
dress
in
bines
are
cashI’hey
reipiin'il
t
K\ cry : aide
chaser's opt inn.
mere. and :111 v exuberance ot ornament iI’i'i mi the eo.-11 ii ■! and i.i" -I eh
strictly curtailed. When any article is ries down to the
ami I.
purchased, its name and price and the es!, mat be timidsimplest
.d
a.
tin".'- a
name ot' the employe who has -old it. are
than
inscribed upon a small piece ol paper. variably at lower prices
I i
Lurcha- r, seller and package must then file eini> 11iyes are not permitle
a
talse assert ms respect ing I!. n
liml their way loot.I the immense cashI t .,
>i any of the lain
counters oil the ground Hour, where some wearing
1
the l'.mi .Marel.e m
dozen solemn ollieials sit enthroned
The alt'igetloa
llOltneeil a model eslo .a m,
salesman or woman then reads oil' the
e
eoneerns its employe- and a
which
contents of his
>
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or her
are
paper,
and that the progress ot civilization may ! copied by one of the presiding clerks in a
be stayed.
Vain is the clamor of either ] book before him, the article is paid for.
party; the march of humanity cannot lie the change given, an invariable ".Merei"
stayed; iields must be made, and gardens is pn .nonneed, and the seller gims hi ^ iv,
planted in the little vallev- anion-.- the I tirsl stick ing hi- paper on .. a mini her
mountains ol that Western land, a- tin y I of tile- that extend along the trout of the
have been in the broader valleys and i desk.
Articles purchased may be sent
1
plains ot the Hast, ami the mountains must home tube paid for on delivery, but that
the utmost extent of credit given, the
yield their treasure of ore to the miner,
and, whether we desire it or not, the an
transactions of the house being invariably
rient inhabitants of the country lum t he conducted outlie cash principle
At the
lost: and we may comfort ourselves with end of a '■luted period the tiled pain r- are
the reduction that they are not destroy ed,
examined, and every seller in the estabbut are gradually absorbed, and become lishment receives a percentage upon all
a part of more civilized communities
iuerca-o in the business ol his department
[ftlaj. d W Powell, in Scribner Ibr Octo over tied of the preceding year.
her.'
Among the peculiar features ol this vast
beehive of commerce must lie mentioned
the n ading-room, the bullet and the picThe Latest Swindling Dodge.

|< licatro Tillies. |
Sunn: genius of the ■•Artful Hodger"
stripe in New York appears to have hit
upon a new and ver\ ingenious mode ul
making a living. The vtmlus o/icnt/i'h iA young and
substiiiitially as follows:
fashionahly-dreSseil man enters a small
shop in Broadway or the. Bowery with
“Ho you
every evidence of agitation.
know any body who would run an errand
for me?” he asks the proprietor. "I am
1 he
willing to pay $o lur the service.
oiler is a tempting one.; the poor shopkeep
er may not have taken in such an amount
for two days. “If it is not too far,” lie say s,
“my wile will take care of the store and i

I.,

1

That night I slept in peace, although
these murderers of my men, and tln-ir
friends, the 1-in-ka-rets, were sleeping
not live hundred yards away.
While we
were gone to the canon, the pack train,
and supplies enough to make au Indian

impid, beheld the century, and his character and lile sometimes forgets their
children the vanishing years, leading the baser traits, and sees or.lv tln-ir virtues,
phantom baud of Jesuit lathers down to their truth, their fidelity to a trust:, tlu-ir
oblivion. She had sealed hersell amid the simple and innocent sports, and wonderriiins ol the Mission Church ol St. John. that a morally degenerate, but powerful
Aljoic her was the dome of blue sky to civilization, should destroy that, primitive
the lef! Valina Mountain, and all around life. Social problems arc so complex licit
her age ami neglect, in falling root, dis- few are willing or able to comprehend all
mantled pas.-ages and arches. Xo priest the factors, and by the people are div ided
chanted in-fore a disused altar, wild (low- into two great parties, one crying fn
ers were the sole incense, stillness in the
blood, and demanding tlie destruction ol
overgrown graveyard met stillness in the the Indian, the other begging tied he
cniirlyard, where niches for saints had may be left in Ills aboriginal condition,

[ mutton-chops, -tring Inm
butter, clieese and de-M-il

ot

of the then existing linn. Under the iniltience ot his energy and enterprise the
business soon assumed new developments,
the store was enlarged, and matters took
a dill'cicnl phase entirely. Vet some years
passed before the growing establishment
1 became ‘irmly fixed in public luvor. GradI ually, however, it came to be known as
a place where
goods could alwaj > be purchased at reasonable prices, and where

a

Indian

wadi't.i

«

graves.
“The young man at the depot was my
brother.” .said Kate. “How funny! Did
She paused and colored,
you thiiint he parasol had dislodged a loose bag1 lient of
stone; the statue rocked and fell
to the ground.
“Uh, I am so sorry!" cried the girl
John l.otigmire was raising a small slab
concealed in the niche, i, -! bars ol-silver lay beneath, and a cross studded with
jewels that eaught the light like impi.
oned raindrops.
“You told me to repay you when this
church yielded its secret," and lie laid tin
relies at her feel.
A little hand stole into his broad palm : i
a soft voice wooed his ear :
“John, this shall In my dowry."
Tlio

a

there was to be soup, fish, ma-i ..
I
tatoes, macaroni, salad and d.
person is entitled to a quail .a v
day—a pint at breakfast and a
dinner
Tin- kitchen vv a c.
seen—vast as a hotel kit.-li. a.
ing with cleanness, an i i
running round it vvheivoi: tii.
‘ci's lull of meat and v .'gi t.u1
u
-. :
ed to mu' fro.
1 he «11 i\ ei an.! p
As regards mere Hulk, the Him Marche
as
a
building is probably surpassed bv the establishment do not haye
Stewart's, though, tv t having the statis- dining-hour, owing t<* tin
hours induced 1 \ their <u cno »
tics relative to the
comparative dimen- ut
sions nt the tWit edifices at hand, 1 am
liberty they present tlnu.-.!.
unable to speak positively.
lkit as far as sort of bar, abov. widt h on !a
business goes the lion Marche is undoubt- the bill of fare for the day i u:
edly the leading drv-goods establishment l’liey receive their portions, rai,\ !
inf.y
♦ If.
H dl or. |VH
on the face ot the
-t "OJ•
nil,
globe. Its transactions,
<
which are. wlmlh retail, amounted last wine-room for their pint I \v
take
their
meal.
year to the sum of sixty millions of frams
For the daily use of the emp! •
t
(twelve millions of dollars). Fifteen years lavatory has
been
stabiNhcd
ago the annual transactions of the house
n
amounted in thirty thousand dollars mere- the upper floors Tyvclve Mat.
stands (a luxury unattainal 1«• ml
ly. It, was then established in a shop of
1.•
art? supplied tor tin
ci mi
para lively contracted dimensions near palaces)
ice.
The adjoining j
the corner ot the line de line and the line hands and
de Sevre
In IStiJ its present proprietor, tin* hairdresser's department an
n :a
M. Aristide lioueieault, became a member eneed artist in that 1 i• i*• i"

rich beyond bis wildest (beams were all
left in their charge, and all was sale; not
even a lump of sugar was pilfered by tinchildren.
So strangely do virtues and vice grow
together in the human heart: In-re were
savages faithful to a trust on one day who,
but a short time Indore, had been guilty j
of horrible though tmeousidered crime
figure singularly out ol place in a mining lie who sees only their crimes, and studv
*>m11ni11ity- that of a girl shielding her ies the history of their barbarities as it habeen recorded for tin1 past three or four
eye- from the sun with an ivory fan
I he land was iich in
legends and (races centuries, can see in tin- Indian race only j
of previous possession, but the hurry ing hordes of demons who stand in the way ol
throngs had no leisure to unravel fabulous the progress ot civilization, and who must,
tradition, save where it pointed to gain. and who ought to be destroyed, lb who
ll'-ll,
KaO
tier

day,

its regiment ot
employes, its
shoppers, combine to make up a
very impressive picture.
An old man sat on a ruined column,
Somebody once
bout, dejected and tremulous, gazing at said, somewhere, that “A thousand peovacancy. This was General Holies, with- ple doing anything simultaneously is a
grand sight, even though they should lie
ered as if by a blight to extreme
age, and
mailing more important than eattile stout lady at his side
wring behind a doing
lace handkerchief was his wile, deserted ing their dinner." And so twice a thousand shoppers form an imposing spectaby the French maid. No iniluonee had
been able to draw him away from that cle in themselves, without counting the
thousand men and women that are
mmagnet, Valina Mountain.
“Girls are lull of whims,” moaned Mrs. ployed in waiting on them.

A

llaokby paused
Crag” tlie Mecca
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Largest

sooner or

pected.
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chairs,

...

to As il by the stroke of a
wand, he was free,
Had he become iufoeted himsell rich, powerful, and the
past ol wearv lawith a lever lor gain which he could not bor rolled
away like a cloud.
; resist imparting to others?
Certain it is,
Chang l'oo folded linen neatly, ami al! that belore the
long shed tunnels were ter ward gave a banquet, when John Longreached
John Longmire reflected.
j
mire was made the honored guest. If the
■1 will
go to Valma Mountain.”
Celestial robbed our hero at Denver Cite,
Letieral Bolles, lately so frigid to in- were tinted
eggs, containing jellies ami
trusive Ira Hack ley. also remarked :
ragouts and rice-brandy,
“We will first visit Valina Mountain, confectionery,
considered an atonement? Mr. Ira llackmy dean.”
ley. white to the lips, heard the knell of
Mrs, Bolles looked surprised; Kate “The
Crag” rung with the rise of “White
pouted.
l’eak.” The ominous partition ol plank
“1 eai not wait to see the Ynseinite, could
not screen the truth, and the drop
papa.”
to jsJ8 meant ruin, swift, awful and unex-

i

two

sized wardrobe in stained w<
curtained row of pegs Uga
;
The young girls have a".
allotted for the r use in the ev.
ly furnished ami containing a p
boys have a brilliantly lighted 1
room, with tables for any kind ot
which they may choose to pi i». o
cards.
Chessmen, checker' and <
noes are
1 h di.
supplied to them
rooms are seven in number.
i
accommodating three hundred pin
a time
The men and wmic n
permitted to take their mc.iiThey eat in installments, and i.
are tilled and
emptied three t..o
all are served,
flic fond
g
plentiful, the bill of km- I,a In
the day of my v isit consisting I

ture-gallery.

flic first is

a

large

and hand-

apartment with ceiling and panels
A long table exairved wood
ot dark
tends down it- centre, u ith copies of all
the prominent French daily and weekly
'•f iix Minnies, and a
paper-, the Iti nn
sprinkling ol I : glishaiul American newspaper-. W riting materials are there in
1
profusion, and a letter-box is placed just,
iiut'i'ie the door of the room, which is unj der the control of the Tarisian post-ollice,
so that
any u tter written on the premises
lie mailed immediately.
ttiii
Along the
sides of this room reading-desks are placed. which support huge bound volumes
ot photographic reproductions of the pictures in tlie Louvre and Luxembourg, and
will go myself.” “Just tlie thing; nothing ol the Salons of the. past four years. Thus,
could he better.” rejoins the young gen- an hour or two may bo very pleasantly
tleman. “Here is a letter to my lather; I
passed in this cool, ipiiet room when the
want a sum ot money—SdUU—helore night
brain is wearied of much silks and ribbons
Go to the
Building, and wait on the and of many gloves. Beyond it extends
stairs until noon. At that hour the gov- the
picture-gallery, a vast and gorgeous
You w ill recognize hall, brilliant with
ernor goes to lunch.
gilding and gay-tinted
him at once by bis green .spectacles, heavy,
frescoes, and with a superb fireplace ot
gold-beaded cane, and a slight limp in his seagliola marble that took a prize at the
gait. I do not wish you to go to his office, Industrial Exhibition last year. The picfor his partner hates me and would cer- torial attraotii ms of this gallery form rather
tainly advise tlie old man to reluse the a movable feast, as they are sent hereon
money.
Waylay him, therefore, on the sale bv their creators or their owners. It
stairs.” “I understand,
says the shop- must lie confessed that the dauby school
keeper, anxious to he off.
prc\ ail.-;, though the prices asked are inTlie messenger reaches the designated variable
high. Sometimes, however, works
building, places himself on th> stairs, and ot real merit are to be found here, such as
exactly at the stroke ot twelve a dignified a land-cape by Chiutrevit or Corot or a
old gentleman, with green spectacles, drawing by Yihert. Occasionally, M. Boilgold-headed cane, and a slight limp makes cicault lends some one nl Lite gems ol Ins
his appearance. The letter is presented, own
private gallery to add attractiveness
and the handwriting on the envelope is to tile public one. Tims, at the present
“No!”
exlace.
noted with a scowling
time Hi uiguereau's exquisite Holy Family
claims the indignant parent, alter having lorms the main feature id the exhibition.
mastered the contents of tlie missive, “Not. The value to rising and unknown artists
another cent shall the young rascal have!” of siudi a place for the display ol their
Hobbling down stairs, growling to him- works may be estimated from the, lact
self, lie suddenly pauses as if relenting, that over sixteen thousand dollars’ worth
and bids tlie messenger to follow him. He id pictures were sold from hero in the
enters a bank while the other waits out- period of three months. The house deside. Alter a few minutes the old gentle- rives no benefit lrom these sales. The
his bullet is a small room with a marble counman reappears with an envelope in
hand, into which he puts several hank- ter, where any wearied or thirsty shopper
notes and gives them to tlie shop-keeper. can obtain a cake and a glass ut syrup and
“Who wouldn't have such a ‘lather’?
water, or even a glass of wine, without
thinks the delighted dupe, and speeds hack the subsecpient annoyance ol paying for
to the store, where tlie grateful youth al- it.
When this refreshment room was first
most embraces him. But now a now diffiestablished a whole plate of cakes was
culty presents itself. When about to pay put before each guest, but the thrifty
the stipulated five dollars, it is discovered French came in such numbers with their
that all tlie money in tlie envelope con- children to partake id this gratuitous
sists of fifty-dollar bills. The shop-keep- luncheon that, each consumer is now limer happens to have just enough money m
ited to*a single cake.
his safe to make the change, and the nice
Hut the most singular leatures of this
his
(young man, once more expressing
huge, establishment are those which are
everlasting gratitude with hints ot blither hidden from public view. Few of the
patronage, departs.
many persons who go thither to purchase
An hour later the landlord comes for his gloves and dresses imagine lliat behind
rent. The shop-keeper pulls out his litty- the scenes ol this busy and crowded store
dollar bill and learns that it is a clover a restaurant and a lodging-house for huncounterfeit. The scales fall from his eyes; dreds of people are to be found. The
he lias been sold—most ingeniously sold. employes ol the house number iilleen
Tlie venerable gentleman with the green hundred. Ail these are fed on the premspectacles and liie fascinating youth were ises, and one hundred young girls and
accomplices in this comedy of lather and fifty boys sleep here, and in laet find here
son.
a permanent residence.
These last are
some

■
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e

came

up for trial

yesterday.
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•\Ve tind that Huth 1
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healthy and I tried up \\ e
a. Verdict
for I’lai: til!' I a—
< 'osts and that the 1 try <
in charge ol the tu u l.aw
each to hold her a Wi ei; an 1 I
<
hm e the milk Kee. ivi I 11 a n note
-n
V
while in their charge. \\ e ;•
(
e I
diet on the H:t'is 1 hat the o
wliieh was killed, was imt g;' ai ,-n:
time to show what d could d"
I was killed, and we lake for I ,r me
s c
! the cow now in Hosses-iou ot
about the same kind and worth a
d.
as the one eyed <'ow. and the mi
1
once between then is the mom t !'
Slattery, which we gi\ e \ erdn : l
'l'lie verdict lim ing been made pn
it
considerable amusement Ins !»v:i
at the expense of tlm
on
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1

thereby

members of the jury
The stteness attending lie' In
the last mail train, which united .; 1
rag front New Y ork on I- ri• I a. i\ m
utes ahead ot the preset 11*eii time. j"
”i
to have been as pronounced as ii

Beyond a couple
occasioned by hot boxes

lying.

ot

lithT «le.

:

■

;t

on the -le.-pin.
occurred to inlerh-re tt i
the programme ot the postal nud railro. i
ollieiais. As the train rolled into liepot at t ‘hicago its arrival was greeted tt nh
turn,
:i elieer, and the entire p ipn.'utio
I
out to witness the handsome Ir on

ears,

nothing

■

average

speed

per

l.mn

,hour

New

w
im hiding tile stoppa::1 he di-i
a trifle less than :ks mih
n
to Chicago from Klkliart is |o|
onlv, and the engineer who look h .r
of the train looked doubtfully at the into
table. His work in carry :ag tin Irain
into Chicago last enough i.. re.w e ih.

to

Chicago,

lost time

so

strained liis

w

a'.ehlulnes-

i:,.

1

that when lie shut, the throtile
his engine in Chicago, ahead ol schedule
time, lie fainted away, and lor a lew minutes it was reported that lie was dead
nerves

The lew persons on board, too, were m
lined to their beds during the day li nn
the exhaustion consequent upon the
It is clearly e\ hh
eitement of the trip.
that such speed as was made by this ir.-n
is far better for the mails than ii is lo
those having them in charge, and ih .:
the wear and tear on engineers is to lie
intense as to warrant a new supply conthe IW Oiliee
stantly. This enterprise of
te w ith demwas hailed all along onr mu
onstrations ot the liveliest suti-laetion
and the success of the undertaking i- etablished beyond peradventure.

A somewhat illiterute flmmiis street woman,
havin'' read in a poem about a simoon that
to
‘•swept tlie plains," is urging her husband
"et one o' them new-fangled thing--for her to
Kitchen.
use in her

The Great Battle in Ohio.
mit any such folly; and, therefore, when
Politics.
in council at Erie, the party determined
The Bangor Commercial has collected
l’EKSniN(i’» ACCEPTANCE.
to put itself in a conservative position and
some ol' the recent incidents of the great
I’ottsi iLEE. 1’a.. Sep. 23, 1373.
act with deliberation and discretion when
Gentlemen: 1 am in receipt ol your they passed a resolve—“demanding that political battle now in progress in Ohio,
e
lnn.iuiiealien ol Ihe Kith inst.. informing the volume ol money be made and kept- to
gratify the desire of Democrats to hear
me of mv nomination for the olliee of Goved equal to the wants ot trade, leaving the how Hie
fight progresses.
ernor Itlie Democratic State Convention
restoration of legal tenders to par in gold
On Tuesday last, day and evening, ( iovwhich met at Erie on tile 3th inst. 1 avail to be
the inabout
by
promoting
brought
m\<eif ol the earliest time of relief from dustries ot the people and not destroying ernor Hendricks, lion. Win. E. Niblaek,
judicial duties to reply.
E. Neil', Secretary ol State, and
them”—they but evinced sound judgment, Hon.
The issues which so long divided the and made no sacrifice of
principle
Col.
Manypenny, all of Indiana, address] >""ple ol the State and nation have lost
The effect of this is to make one comed an immense meeting at Tapia. Mr.
much cl their lormer importance. Many mon
has
where
save
currency,
Congress
o! them have been
permanently settled by made special provisions to the contrary, Niblaek spoke twice. The aroused peoconstitutional amendments. Of those who in the national loan. There is no inflaple, alter listening to live powerful speechwere
politically opposed to each other tion in this part of the Erie platform; it is es
during the day and night, still lingered
formed
but supplying the people with the amount
daring the war, thousands have
and wanted to hear more.
’•
w political relations,
in the South, the ol currency withdrawn by the National
As a general rule Morton’s meetings
Kepublieau party is now a powerful or- Legislature lrom circulation.
ganization, and constitutes the majority
have been thinly attended. In Warren
in some of the States. Among its memCounty, one of the strongest Republican
bership are lound those who were conthe
in
Confederate
counties of the State, he had an audience
leaders
armies,
spicuous
and who are now in possession of lucrative
last week of but 800. A special from
ollices conferred by the National ExecuTHURSDAY. OCTOBER 7, 1875.
Lebanon in that County says:
tive
■

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

presented lor tlie
The question
e. ijisideratiou ol'tlie people.
_\,-u- issues are now

cf tlie eurreney is attracting the attention
its
"I thought)ul minds ol all parties,
Im il settlement vests with Congress and
the President. The legal tender issue has
lie nme incorporated into the business ol
the i.untrv, and its constitutionality has
been a dinned by the Supreme Court ot the
1 am opposed to what is
1'nitcd Slates.

WILLIAM II. SIMPSON.
KD1TOH AND l'KOPRI CTOK.

Si HSI HIPTION Tkh.ms. In
at the
within the year,

ijUi.OO.

£*-S. M. 1M Tl.Xtiti.L & («>.,(» State St.. Boston,
and :tr Park Bow New York, are our authorized
Agents for procuring subscriptions and forwarding
adv ertiseinents.
jft*f*S. K. NiI.ks, No. <• Tremont Street. Boston, is
agent for the publisher of this paper, and his receipts
and orders are always recognized.

time of financial distress, when our workare

closed,

.‘ specie payment. muler the provisions ot the act
passed In the last Congress, will only iu..

ten-iiv the distress which now everywhere
prevails. We must cease exporting gold
;.' pa\
id crest on our indebtedness abroad
!h'lore specie payments can safely be resumed
1 am in favor of such a volume ol
• 11ri «-in \
athe legitimate demands ot
i'Usinc". mid the revival ol the industries
ol the country may require.
Kxperieiiee
will Ik -l determine this, and it is to be
hoped that an adequate standard or lest
jin- I'l'gulaliiig the amount of eurreney,
mat be established by our representatives
Congress. I will only add, that 1 adhere
to 11;i■ doctrine
always held by the Ueino■ ratio
party, that gold and silver constituli the true basis lor a bank note circu-

This presents a question different
from that ol a paper currency that is of
t oil
made by the sovereign power a
!i g d tender, and theretore money.
I will regard it as my highest duly,
-in-uld tic action at Uric be ratified by the
people. to meet the demand lor reform in
The taxes paid
siq.
Government.
in!" flic -inking lund have steadily dci-ed the State debt, it is Well known
however, that for years past large amounts
bcioiiging to the sinking fund have been
diverted Iron, it, and applied to other purpo-i-s than the payment ol the debt, ol the
Slate,
fhe eifect of this is to leave a
large indebtedness, the payment ol which,
\v i’ll the
accruing interest, has to be provided for by taxation, which in many
a-es
operates oppressively on the mining
ane' other industries of the State.
The
!aitillu 1 ajiprojn'iation of the public ntonto tlie purposes lor which they were
into the treasury by the people,
: a d
H' ni l have lessened the amount of taxation now required, when business interests
are -o generally prostrated.
Not only
slioii,'! the taxes be paid into the sinking
lund bo promptly and honestly applied to
the payment of the State debt, but the
condition of the Treasury should be open
to the inspection ol'tlie people's representative-.
The monthly balances in the
Tivasm-y frequently very large, should be
used lei the benefit ot the people, and not
a inverted info a
source of private gain to
tin State Treasurer.
To distribute the
funds
f the Treasury over the State, in
1 inks, on such terms as will must ad van
ii"t the taxpayer, but the officer
lag'
i.i, :ng them in
eiiarge. is lo establish a
-v-teni at nnee corrupt and dangerous
Kcknin la holding all public ollieers to
-tii<i accountability: by dispensing with
:
supernumerary ollieers, and reducing
expenses to the lowest practicable amount,
thus relieving the people as much as is
possible, from the burden of taxation,
hnulil be regarded as objects ol chief importance on the part of the Executive,
l abor, the foundation of our prosperity,
hnuld lie amply rewarded; and to this
end such legislation as is just to the laborer. as well as the employer, should be
enacted.
Abiding by the action of the Convention
it- nominations and declarations of
ii
prineipii". 1 accept the nomination tendered me. with a due sense ol theresponsioifiiii- involved in an election to the gubernatorial chair. The nomination has
-mi' tu me
unsought. It found me busily
c
gaged ill the discharge of the judicial du:
entrusted b me by the people ot the
I wcn’y-lirst Judicial District.
Yielding
wiiat appears to be their unanimous
ot
1
do
not
"Xpre-sion
opinion,
propose to
tender my resignation to the Governor and
hn-it vole.-Inna the stump.
The issues
are.well understood, and 1 have faith in
the intelligence ol tin- people to decide
them.
Should they si proper to call me
:
an
my present position to a still higher
1 will endeavor to serve them laitlib>.
I o the
people of the Slate I leave
he decision of the contest,
believing that
lie who rules over the destinies of States,
a .11
guide to that conclusion which in the
1 ml. will
be Ibr the best, 1 am gentlemen,
Yours \ery respectfully,
Ct t:t s 1,. Ti.i:.siiin<,
I 1 i ii niociat ie State Committee has

ko. p.

j

■

ued

a

stirring

address to the

people ol

1' unsy U aula, from which wo make the

following
I
aas

extract—

]ion the

legal-tender basis,

pmI'ha.-eil

his

the farmer

laud, the manufacturer

his liftiehinery, the work in c
mat. t>1 ol”lit the ..,t
iiiiou which lie erected lii h'line
To change this basis of value- -ui 111i*n 1 v,
by the substitution ot gold
uni -;!
would depreciate the price of
kind and cause alarm and distress in all
the avenue' ui trade. The change will be
a work ol time,and cannot be effected uniii ilie eiiimlry is in a better condition to
receive it. And however much the politi'■
mis of the
country may interfere, the
■"lid -eijse and good
judgment of the masswill jirevail; and they will, by the force
and power ol the ballot,
prevent hasty
and ill-digested legislation i»n the
ipiespui

u

tion el

iiii

A ion

specie lesumption.

However much vve may
complain of tire
"amt ol wisdom that prompted the introduelion of the present system, there can
be no doubt of the lolly ol
attempting
now to destroy it.
Whatever evils belong
to it have already been realized; the business of a whole decade and more has been
based upon it, and only those who desire |
l
speculate upon a breaking up ol all
values, whether ol labor or of property,
are now
advocating a contraction of the
currency, and it may not be inappropriate
l" add here that in
nothing has the confidence ol the people in their government
been so
strikingly illustrated as in the universal acceptance and use of the
money
issued by it,
notwithstanding the bad
management ol the administration.
\\ e claim that the Democratic
party
lias always been and is now in
favor ol a
sound and stable
and
we
have
currency,
uniformly opposed the mercenary inflations that have so often disturbed and detroyed the business of the country. Composed as the Democratic party is, in laro-*e
part, ol the labor of the nation, it is esselilial to its best interests that all needless
fluctuations of the currency should be
avoided, and it is entirely safe to say that
with the government in their hands lies
the only hope ot reaching the specie
standard as the basis of our currency. Jt
is no part ot its mission or its destiny to
abandon this idea. It will not. but that
same party must be
governed by reason
as to the time, the mode and manner in
which the point is to be reached, it cannot afford, even if it had the power, to
march on to the objective point over a desolate country and amidst the ruin of its
industries, it does not propose to com-
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Governor Alien everywhere leads the
ul the light,
lie goes all over the
Slate,
lie is now in the extreme North,
now in the East, now in the West, now
in Ihe South, and then again at the cenAs he passes over the railroad from
tre.

point

lial Will

please
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Sehurz.
Tim Democrats

of Missouri were cen-

sured last year bv the independent press
because they preferred electing one ol
their own laitli to the i nited States Senate
to

re-electing

Senator Shurz. who at that

time represented the Sehur/ parly, consisting simply and solely of hiinscll. There
was really no good and sullicient reason
tor their doing so, save that Mr. Sehur/ is
a man of undoubted ability; and in view
ol his subsequent career it must be a sub-

ject of congratulation

to

the Democrats

of Missouri that in this matter they did
not act upon the unsolicited advice ol outsiders of the independent press, and others.

The fact is, Mr. Sehur/ is so erratic as to
give rise to a suspicion that lie is lacking
in principle.
A personal pique caused
him to secede from the Radical majority

Washington and to east his lot lor a
time with the Liberal Republicans; but
at

from this move,
he has now returned to his former allegiance and taken the stump in Ohio lor the

reaping

no

advantages

Republicans, whose financial measures he
unqualifiedly opposed last winter from his
seat in the l'nited States Senate.

and Morton, then
now shaken hands

Shurz

deadly enemies,
the bloody

across

have
shirt.

'i he speeches of the late Senator in
Ohio are published by the Repub lean
press all over the couuliy. and praised
as being complete refutations of the
arguments advanced by the Democrats.
Rut
those who recall the debates in the l'idled

States Senate a*, the time the

so

called

re-

sumption measures were under consideration, must see that Slmrz is in a position
of painful inconsistency. The hill 1 ix in«r
the time for specie resumption at January
l*7ti,
by him attacked and merciridiculed,
lie said it was a conlessly
temptible attempt to mislead and humbug the people, lie declared that re1.

was

under the bill was impossible,
because it del not provide the means ol

sumption

resumption. The

had been agreed
upon in caucus, and was to be forced
through without debate. Mr. Sehur/, in
course of his opposition, made various
measure

propositions and ottered many amendto test the sincerity and purposes
ot the majority, but they were all silently
voted down. A motion made by him tinq
ments

the bill be recommitted to the finance
f'omiuiltee, with instructions to report

provisions for the
were

quickly

and

means

of resumption,
voted down.

.sullenly

He proposed that provision should be
made for cancelling and destroying a certain amount ot legal tenders monthly—

warm

hearted erics

William!” the

moves on.

A

tlie Court.

SFltSCHIBF.US desiring to have t he address of
paper- changed, must state tin Post. (Mice to w hich
the paper has been sent as well as the one to which
it is to go.

crowds assembled at

ot “God bless you. I'nele

as

to

point, great

to

the depots. Their cheers and calls bring
the tall, white-haired ehieitain to the rear
platlorm ot the last ear where he addresses tii them a word ol" counsel and cheer,

train

:

..

‘Jfill Allen and Greenbacks’ is the cry with
(lie masses of this county. Hundreds who never
voted the Democratic ticket, proclaim now for
Tanner Allen anil ‘cabbage-leaves.’ Put Hayes'
majority in Warren county down to one thousand or less.”

van

length

in it- true sense iiillulion, and inflation is
demanded by the I'.rie platform.
1 he plat form stands opposed to any turiher contraction ot the currency at this

and thousands of men willing to work,
To expand the
are out of employment.
volume of the eurreney when the people
are incurring debts, and to rapidly eontract it when the time for payment has
eiune, wid prove ruinous to every business enterprise.
The attempt to force the

advance, SW.OO a year;
expiration ol'the year,

AnVKKTlsixo Terms. For one square, one inch
in column,)
of
for three weeks, and
cents for each subsequent insertion.
A fraction of a
as
a
full
one.
square charged

not

shops, mills and mamilactories
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report ol
lollows :

a

meeting

at

Logan

reads

“At least three thousand people gathered together ill this little mineral city to do homage
to iieimieraey and Greenbacks.
Governor Allen, Gen. Gary, Congressman Vatlee and lion.
Hubert L. Heese were the orators announced
to address the meeting, and were all present.
They were met at the depot at 11 o’clock by
ibout one thousand people, and a procession
headed by two brass hands escorted the speaker' mi into the town, amid the tiring of cannon
and the cheers of the populace. The meeting
opened at 1 :t>0 o'clock. Got. Allen making the
opi ning speech, followi d In Vance. Cary and
Heese. The meeting tv is a splendid one and
was a decided success.
Citizens of Logan competent to give reliable
figures say that Hancock County will give Gov.
Allen at least one thousand majority.
The
I lemoeraey are hard at work in the county and
lull of enthusiasm.
Gov. Allen is in splendid health; says lie
never lei! b dter in his life, and weighs more
than he did w hen lie started out on the cam-

paign.”
In tlie

evening il became known that
Allen would arrive in Circlevillo on his

way Irom Logan to Hillsboro. A grand
torch light procession was organized and

great crowd assembled at the depot
where the train was expected at 7 o'clock.
Some twenty miles out an accident hapa

in

Affairs

Pennsylvania

JL'lHiE

Louisiana

Massachusetts.
The nomination lor Governor of A. U.
lliee ot Boston, by the Republicans ot

Louisiana has

been outwardly quiet
since the adoption of the Wheeler compromise, but it is the quiet of a sleeping

Massachusetts, opens the

The Radicals in that State are
working and scheming against each other
and the peace ol the community, and a

state, and from this time until the second
ot November, political matters will be
lively in that region. Save in the en-

fresh outbreak may be expected at any
time; but if will originate in, and doubtless be confined to, the Radical camp. At

dorsement ot the administration, there is
little difference in the platforms, so far as

volcano.

national

issues are concerned.
While
the Democrats denounce the
prohibitory
liquor law, the Republicans ignore the

present the Radicals are divided into two
factions, one led by Packard and Kellogg
and the other by U. S. Senator West and
It, is a mere

Pinchback.

question

ol

question.

But as Mr. Rice is known to be
an opponent of the law, the friends of
prohibition decline to support him. Indeed the

spoils.

A nomination for Governor is to be mule
next year; the United States

Alliance has already passed
declaring that the Republican candidate has not their conlidence,
and cannot have their \ otes. Gov. Gaston
has made himself very acceptable in his

Sonatorshlp, Temperance

back, is still

unsolved

an

problem;

a

United States District Judge for Louisiana
is to be appointed next winter, vice Durell resigned; and a Chief Justice of the

high position, and, notwithstanding the
ordinarily strong Republican tendencies
of the state, it is confidently believed that
he will be re-elected, Putting Vice Presi-

Court is to be appointed. A
new census ol the State lias been taken by
the Kellogg Government with a view to

Supreme

dent Wilson in the chair of the Convention, which was thought to be a nice card
at the time, didn't amount to much, and
the prevailing public judgment now is

negro voters from adjoining
States at the next election, and in this di-

colonizing

rection the Radicals

are

working together

victory, while they are squabthe prospective spoils.
over
bling

to ensure

this year l'or the purpose of. perfecting
organization or not. The State Cen-

their

tral Committee has considered the propt sition and decided against it. but (he holding of a convention is advocated by many
The regular nominating convention meets
In this connection a private
next year.
letter received here from New Orleans]
says“The Louisiana question is not tlead—on'j
Now and then we art* roused from
our semi-seeurity In a iilasl from some ureempromising one, and inst now tlie wire-w a ters
are determining whether or no we shall have
another grand puw wow—to eml in smoke.’’

sleepelh.

Rum Shop Stoimeil
Sacked,

City

1 lie

morning

ot

Thursday

last

was

ami

clear

and pleasant, with no indieatnn of impending disaster to the city or any of its
institutions,

l’eople

and went in

came

the hurry of trade, carriages rilled by,
laden carts crept slowly along, loalcrs
leaned patronizingly against the corners,
and over all shone the kindly autumnal
At the

sun.

pensing

ol

legalized depot for the disliquors, on High street. Capt

Bean, with his short cloak folded about
him, and a sharp eye for trade, awaited
the

photograph should be in this place he had never before visited. Finally, curiosity and a determination to fathom the mystery, took him into the
gallery. He asked his question, and the reply
lyceuin entertainments; it had more intelli- was, not because he was the handsomest, wickand more of that character that leans edest, most famous or wealthiest man in Amerigence
towards “isms” and radical opinions. Tilton
came hastily upon the platform, dropped his
coat and hat upon the hack of the one chair
there, which told that he was to do without the
conventional introduction—seated himself aud
took oil his gloves.
this act a really

During

tremendous burst of applause greeted him. He
seemed a little nervous, but he rose at once and
expressed his thanks, and then immediately

proceeded with
changed a great

his lecture. lie has certainly
deal since he was here three
years or more ago, speaking in behalf of Greeley. Then he seemed :l young man; now he

appears middle-aged. His face bears the marks
of much suffering or very hard
work—possibly
both. Strange as it ntav seem, his appearance
is startlingly like that of Beecher; many perremarked it. But there is more of the
student and idealist about Tilton, and less tf
the. bluff vigor and magnetism that is so char'
acteristie of Beecher, llis oratory reminds one
as strongly of Phillips.
Many tones and inflecsons

tions of his voice
those ot the

are

almost identical with

silver-tongued speaker

who has

The Maine ('cntral. which by the owner- conduct. Through the lecture there ran an
under current that was undeniably a vindicaship ot stock by persons in the interest of tion of bis course during the
past. As a plea
Kastern Railroad, is to a certain extent it was consummate in
ability and etfeet, and
under control ot the latter corporation, is yet. if there had never beeu a Beecher-Tilton

In the rear,
where the casks of Uery New Jingland,
the mellow Bourbon and the odorous (Sin
filled the air with perfume, lingered Al-

bert, insinuating of manner and sift of doing a large and sale business, although scandal, the lecture to me would be no less invoice, ready to be the consoler of tie af- its receipts are somewhat diminished by teresting, and would occupy no icss high a place
pened
the lessons of the platform. It inspires
flicted, and to “give wine to him that is the business stagnation, and is in a con- among
learning by telegraph
and is inspired by high thought and noble imof heart, and strong drink tc him dition to meet promptly all its obligations.
eleville, ordered a special engine, mount- heavy
pulse, and its whole intluence is pure and corthat is ready to perish,” always for a con- The Central is the great trunk thorough- rectional
of the fraudulent practices in home
ed it, and boomed away with lightning
sideration.
tare for the business of Maine and the lifts business, religion, politics and government.
speed to his destination where the locomoWhile all was thus peace and prosper- Provinces, and must do a
tive arrived at nine o’clock. Instantly up
large business Tilton stopped at the Barker House, and oddly
in and about this sacred precinct, a and bn solvent as long as
enough, was given the very room that twenty
went the torches, for there the vast crowd ity
anything is.
years to a day, he had occupied with his wife
truck team drove up and stopped :.t the
to

the train.

The Governor, on
the situation atCir-

had stood in their tracks

waiting

for two

hours

Loud and wild were the
long
cheers that rent the air, as the old chieftain stepped down from the engine. In-

stantly he was literally borne to an elegant barouche drawn by four splendid
white horses.

The band

played

its liveli-

est times and the

door.

This

the cart
came

to

A writer in the Weekly Advertiser of when on their bridal tour. He was then twenunusual, save that
this city lias a pull magnificent tor Seth ty years of age, and is now forty. Frank Moulempty, whereas they usually
ton was at Barker’s the same night, and created
was

was

not

discharge.

This

was

really

L. Milliken.

the

in his hand

ominous appearing
document, and behind the officer ivas a
crowd of assistants with determination in
an

great procession wended
its way through the streets of Circleville,
their eyes. The authority which the offione uninterrupted and continuous cheer
cer bore, as
justifying this invasion, ran
it all the
At ten o’clock it

greeting

way.
reached the Court House, outside of which
a vast
meeting was congregated. Allen
then mounted the rostrum and spoke tor
a fun noiu nun an me ore amt
eloquence

T he

most enthusiastic

impromptu meeting ever

held in this section of Ohio.-’
At Chillicolhe. last Thursday, Governor
Alien was asked in private conversation
his opinion of' the result of the election in
lie replied: “1 have no doubt
whatever of the election of the entire Democratic State ticket by majorities ranging
the State,

Irom

till,000

to

00,000.”

and Woodford had their
first joint debate at Shawnee last Thursday night. Although the night was stormy
Gens.

laving

the meeting was immense. Woodford opened the debate and was well received;
but he was much interrupted with troublesome questions which lie could not answer
to the satisfaction ol either
Republicans or
Democrats
It lien he appealed to his audience to say it business was not as

good

il

year ago, he was met by
one tremendous chorus of “No!
No!”
from the multitude. This decided
response
now

It would bo very amusing to see Millikeu in the process ot Haying a dozen such

Gov. Allen, Sam Carey, Geo. II.
Pendleton, Gov. Hendricks, Senator Thurman, James 1!. Beck, Heistor Clymer, and
men

follows:

mate

or

Maine.

Waldo, ss.—To the Judge of
the

City

our PolioCourt for
of Belfast in the Countv of Waldo

as

otliers who are now

speaking

in

Ohio.

How the hide would tty’ llut t.. show
how uncertain a tiling is fame, we
copy a

day of .September, in the year eighteen hundred
seventy-live, in behalf of said State, on oath
complains that he believes 1 hut on the twenty-lift h

L7th
and

quite

a sensation in the
ordinary, where he took
He attended the lecture also. Mr. Tilton's
agent said the former was very greatly surprised at his receptions in Brooklyn, New York
ami Boston, and though In* appreciated the sym-

tea.

as

uas a

Jn short,
the financial ideas of Mr. Sehur/ could
get no satisfaction or support from Ihe
administration senators—and he totally

—

It would

from this that Seth has
taken to skinning his own friends, al-

though

seem

cannot

we

ol Tom

the exact status

lint that the .Maine

Young,

tor's devotion to

give

ora-

prohibition should lead

him to attack

anybody, reads funnily in
He is here understood to be
oneot the Knsigti Stebbins class ot patriots
in favor of the Maine law, but
who are
this

region.

agin

the execution on'l"

Then the contents of the simp began to
lien Butler had but four votes in the
travel. Capacious tierces, rotund casks,
1 de Republican State Convention at Worportly demijohns and big bellied bottles cester,
Mass,, which nominated Hon. Alex
made towards the vehicle.
When a load
II. Rice for Governor.
was secured, it started oil' to a
place of

Only

deposit, and another took its place. Spectators gathered in crowds,
peering with
curious interest at the work of the spoiler, and exchanged humorous comments

And

How

file

are

de-

the
name of the next Governor of Massachusetts is W-i-l-l-i-a-m G-a-s t.-o-n

on

When tbe premises bad been
ransacked, and the last demi-

four.

no more.

mighty fallen!
-At a recent spelling match it was
cided that the correct way of spelling

tbe

with the wild hurrahs lor “Greenbacks thoroughly
and J'.wing!” lie opened ids speech in john dragged from its nook, the
place
these words:
looked like “some banquet ball deserted”
"I acknowledge liiai the Democrats ot ohm —or like a western cornfield cleaned out
ami IVmisylvaiiia do not. stand on tin same
by tbe invading grasshoppers. An in vent
opposed their schemes. Mow he is up- tooling with the Eastern Democrats; lint it is
premature to say what will he the position of ory ol tbe spoils,
on the stump in Ohio,
subsequently made, loots
supporting and ad- I lie National Democracy. The people of the
West have submitted to the dictation of the upas iollows: b boxes of bottled liquors,
the
measures
lie
then
so
vocating
very
Money Power in both parties until they are 20 demijohns, ;! casks, •> tierces, > dryheartily denounced! Surely, the Demo- starved into rebellion! (tremendous applause);
casks with 40 gallon barrels inside, 1
crats of Missouri knew the man, and hi.s and they have exposed their views in the Ohio
keg,
platform without consulting the New York 9 jugs, and 80 bottles, all
containing some
worth.
World or the Manhattan Cluli.
Next year,
without consulting the Monet Power, the De- kind ol intoxicants. There was also a warPennsylvania on the Finances.
mocrats of Ohio and Pennsylvania will stand
rant for searching tbe stable and outbuildWo publish to-day the admirable letter v, here they stand to-day.”
of Capl. lk-an's house, but
ings
nothing
He then proceeded to flay Woodford cut
ol acceptance ol the Democratic nominawas lound there.
tion for Governor by Judge l'ershing, who his acknowledgment that the Republicans
Almost simultaneously with the above
is pretty certai 1 to be the next Governor violated the Constitution as a necessity in
raid was one upon the store, house and
of Pennsylvania—also an extract from 'the issuing greenbacks. He hung Woodford’s
outbuildings ol llenry Wyman, opposite
address to the people of that state, just hide raw and dripping on the hooks of his the railroad.
From this point a team
own argument, while the crowd hurled
issued by the Democratic State Commitloaded with barrels and guarded
moved,
shouts at it. He thought the gentlemen
tee. They deal with the vexed question
by the sheriff's posse. The load consisted
had dodged the issue, and stated
only the of one barrel
of the currency in a rational manner, and
containing one gallon of
ot
the
financial
glittering part
question.
one which will be
acceptable to the busion barrel
whiskey,
contanining five galWoodford pleasantly interrupted Generness men ol the
country, and to all people al
lons of whiskey, two barrels each with
Ewing several times, when some miner
who do not seek w find an
of gin, and one
advantage in said to him, “He will
keg with
pummel you enough forty gallons
a
false
accusation
the
Demraising
against
five
of mm.
This followed the
gallons
before he is done.” Woodford replied,
ocratic party. \Ye ask a candid perusal
“lie pummels me so pleasantly that J en- spoils of the city agency, and was dumped
by those who are interested in the currenon the sheriff’s premises.
it.”
joy
cy question and every person, even the
These seizures arc the result of the tacWood ford closed in fifteen minutes of
humblest, should feel a personal concern
tics o( the Dellast Reform Club. The si<niin
which
he attempted to pettilively talk,
in a matter ol such vital
importance. 'The
er of the complaint
against the agency is
the crowd, but they know a thing or
fog
Mate Committee well
of
tiie
Demosays
of tiie Club, and the other comPresident
two about finances, and kept up a running
cratic party and the question ol
resumpplainants are members. They claim to
tion—“It cannot afford, even if it had the fight with'him, in which the honors were
have evidence of the most positive kind
*
on the side of the hoys.
power, to march on to the objective point,
that liquors have been bought and sold
over a desolate country and amidst the
illegally by the agent. If that be the case,
ruin ol its industries.”
That is sound
—The Village Echo is the title of a new7 he is as much
open to prosecution and
doctrine, and the one which is to win. paper published semi-monthly at llock- penalties as
any other seller. This can
The policy of the Democracy will be to port, in Knox Co., by A. 1).
Champney, only be ascertained at the trial, which is
carefully watcli the currency, adapt it to who we notice by the Directory, also pur- assigned lor Thursday the 14th. A. G.
the requirements of the business of the sues the honorable calling ot an apothe- Jewett will
appear lor the plaintiffs, anil
country, and to approximate, as rapi Giy- cary. Tite inside pages are very neatly the respondents will of course be repreas is consistent with
hut the motto sented
prosperity and busi- printed in New York
by counsel. Judge Williamson,
ness safety, to a specie basis.
"With malice toward none, with
charity city solicitor, will, we learn, appear only
for all,” should make an exception of the in behalf of tho
—An exchange reminds us that many of the
city, to reclaim such
bitterest Democrats call themselves “True Re- man who typographically gets up the rest liquors as can be shown to be its
property.
publicans,” verv much in the same manner that of it.
"Unas took great pains to profess
friendship for
the Savior by a kiss when he was
—Cassius M. Clay has written a
meditating
—In Portland, on Tuesday, a mulatto
private
ins death. [Lewiston Journal.
letter to Charles A. Dana: “I am
named
Tom
against
shot Mary
I hat is
Reed,
fatally
a
modest
certainly remarkably
inflation,”he says, “but still more against
way oi marking party distinctions ! But Henry, a white woman, while a fight was
I should hardly have turned
Grantism.
on.
tory
we have the
authority of St. John for the going
in 177C because of Continental money.”
manner in which the Saviour
—The states of New York and Connecdesignated
—The defaulting navy clerk at San Franthe betrayer. It was
by giving him a sop ticut have gone to law concerning their cisco is found
to'be no chicken among re—and as all the sops arc held
in the oystery fishery, and there is
rights
by republipublican thieves, his stealings foot up
the
to
conclusion is obvious.
be a great stew about it.
cans,
to a million.
but this met with the same late.

from .Maine, tu inOhio people liovv lt‘ vote, spoke here last
to
a
small meeting, ami being a rank crunight
sader and prohibitionist, lie went back on Tom
f oung on aeeount of his dissipation.
Stniet

I therefore pray that due process be issued to
search the premises hereinbefore mentioned, where
said liquors are believed to be deposited and if there
found, as aforesaid that the said liquors and tin vessels in which they are contained, be seized and sufe
ly kept until final action and decision be had tln-reon
and that said Andrew i). Bean be forthwith apprt
bended and held to answer to said complaint, and
to do and receive such sentence as may be awarded
Wu.i.ia.m 11. Samhuin.
against him.
Waldo, ss.—-Oil the J7th day of September, aforesaid, the said William il. Sanborn made oath that
the above complaint by him signed, is true.
Before me,
Ceo. K. Johnson,
Judge of the Police Court for the City of Belfast.

again the great hall echoed and re-echoed somebody.

mens of their work to
Cuba. Perhaps he was
miliation as he glided out of the door.
Persons in general are as little acquainted

he has

re-

11

to be about an < «/ual chance whether
:siu>i>:ird will ”;<> into ImnUrupU-y or not.
I heir creditors do not seem so
ready, as it was
seems

—The attempt to

purchase

the Indian

I title to the Black Hills has tailed.
1

chiefs demanded

a

sum

The

that should be

a

j liberal

support to all the tribes for seven
generations, besides unlimited presents.
So

the council broke up. with

no

satislac-|

lory result.
circulated that wealthy
report
Spaniards, resident in Cuba, tired u! the
—A

is

war, have made overtures to the Cuban

junta for

compromise and peace.

a

The
which does nol

Cubans decline

recognize

everything
independence of the island.
Tuesday, state elections will |

the

•—Next
take place in Ohio, Iowa, and Nebraska,
although in the latter lor only Supreme
Court Judges and Regents ot the State

University.

encouraging

very
1

The accounts from Ohio are

for the

success

of the

teinocraey.

—The Emperor of Brazil is preparing
.Philadelphia Centennial. Ha
is a great admirer oi this country, with
which liis subjects trade largely, and is
coming to see how we look in our holiday
attire.
—Y\ hatever may be thought of Senator
Doolittle’s proposition to give every householder two votes, it would have some adA man could then sell his vote

to both candidates without

his

going

back

on

party.

—(Ion. Gorham E.

Boynton, of Bangor,
with a severe allliction in tho
death of his son Walter C\, a student at
Kent's Hill Seminary, lie died of typhoid
has met

fever,
—The Watorville Mail is wrestling with
it is a voice that issues at
a mystery,
a thicket on the river bank
from
night
—

real blood curdling howl, that nobody
can account for.
a

—The famous trotter American Girl fell
dead on tho track at a race in Elmira,
N. Y., and $26,000 went out of the owners

■pocket at
—The
ers

and

the

same

moment.

questions between the mill
operatives, at Fall River,

been settled,

h»e

inconsiderable sums, and it is said that
‘Oliver Optic- was due something like $3U)00,
no

was for the platform, and was to be trimmed
with Duchess lace, costing in Paris about
a
yard, which is doubled here on account of the

She has been

person, to whom it was
shown, suggested that it was not so valuable aeontracted tor. The woman
accordingly took
it to a lace connoisseur and asked it- value.
Ile said, It we had it w e should sell it for lift \
cents a yard/’ ‘-How much would it «•<»1 in
one

Paris” was the inquiry, “twenty-live cents!'"
“Less than that,” was the exasperating
reply.
He then added, that for a time this imitation

and the looms

are

own-

have

again

moving.
—The epizootic is again prevailing
among horses in the vicinity of Boston,
and much alarm is felt.

deep—say

under ■_*.‘i,iiimi

ed

remarkable

majority.
—Annie Louise Carey, who lias
sm

at St.

li

a

Petersburg,

success

which hung the bridal veil of the
linest illusion. There were no bride's maids,
and the ladies present wore the most costly and
elaborate leception toilettes with the daintiest
of hats and bonnets. The lloral decorations
of the house were superb, especially the mar-

riage bell under which the pair were united.
The other partner of the ceremony, by the w ay,
was Mr. Edward 1*. Kennard, soil of the senior
Bigelow ot the linn of Bigelow Brothers A

you don't believe that the nights
at your gas hills.

It

!• ngtii-

an-

ening, look

> >n have loaded sell. PavWill. Pitcher
Invak with hay f<»r Wilmington, X. <

ho ice man

i

he goes around has

as

tliough his mission

as

is a Maine

ii.

in.

A
h.
liaker arc loading
with hav tor southern port.

Prury

s.

Montville is moving for
*ii\i>ion **t the
w ill go before the mvt i.
gislatiuv.
The

singer

as

on

Saturday,

and is

opened its
doing business

usual.

—llov. Mr. Pickles is preaching at Auburn. He is a sweet man with a -our
name.

sun

total.

Thank'

Marshal

it\

<

1 Livid

l‘ier.

1 ’it t*-r-•

p. Ii*-r

iw

taking up

i-

strawberry plant-, \vhi<
those desiring them.

li lie
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u

-u,

tin- square

in

)1

.1

I

a

ot

1

•.

..(i

oiv

■ >

iw

1

Itiekford let- ju-t tired up hi- brick kiln
II.- ha- about

tin* east side of Ihe riser.
bricks in lhe oven.-,

000

gas light ha- been c-tahli-hc I
Congre— and M iin -tr* t-. 11
hou-e of Ni lieiniah A hbof.
A

new

at

ih

ot

n

th

comer

'I'll'1 I h ll.i-l I ’a pel Mil1 «
ti .1V
.,-1
-tone dam tor nn>\ ing the marlum.i
paper mill. It cast about sioon.

.4*

Thi- i- the
wife, to

a

I

1

-t 1!,

new

when it i- handy h> has

season

inind her lut-hand n
evening without his overcoat.
n

;

,..c

1

I
le II ell-/
d to Or h
Ic-tim- be fore th- I .w
Institute, l‘."-l'»n, tIn- « niiin/ a mh 1

1

an

li'

M:

Ih

«d

a course

II

\l»y

1 w <

J \.

Large i|U illt i«i.
tin* interior over

11

..i

1,:

he

rail 1

1

u

-hipp-

ill

a-!

••

«

>

*

.:

beiim discharged f.u- \W-t \\ .tei

now

II. II. John-on A.
to

-t

• o.

splendid stork

a

ot

all desirable ami

ami

call attention 1 ■.■.;
I )|-v (lood-, M11 Mia-oiiaU
/ood-

advertisement-.
The lielbrm < lub vv ah-h'-r- >>t
Lane’s wharf on mi ml .ay ni/ht. v\.
I>) the owners of tin Ibpior, vv hieh
ami carried away -afelv.

a

u

utw no- I

-.

I went v-tlire
temits of this 1

lamb

vva-

member- of the Ma-ouit li 1
la-* week vi-ited their breth-

tv

at >earsport.
An e\oelleu‘ collation
-erved and a good time enjoyed.

ren

•"'hip

IL I
Met, all I lnr.o tonI>ainaii-. otta on th.M!'.uh. Own

vv

w a-

-i

u

port and New York parties, and t« 1,.
,»m
<‘d by ( apt Kli lilam hard of s. ar-p-.rt.
I’he steamer Clara Clarita made ler rejulai

monthly trip from Carver*- Harbor to I5elfaand up river Saturday, and returned Sumln
This i- probably the last trip of tin* season.
Ceorgc A. (juimliy aad W. I\ Ih an are ah
-eiu on an

eveiirsion to Moosehead Lake.
■

the Join

of

uumn-

<•

|Vt

something ilu-n

-to

It is

-now.

The order of Odd Fellows i-minin
very lust in Nova Scot ia.

will In* the charire of
to the Centennial Fx posit ion.
cents

ud to If pmnahlo that the night Iran
the Maine t nt 1 a I will be -impended fo; th"inti t about | iceember lir-l. If that shall
done, we -hall has 1 but om- vva Vm mail pet

-m
’-

^•■-nmd

Mrs. Covering of Oxford. Maine, celcbraPd
her 100th birthday recently.
Imi- i

>n

The Postmaster Ocneral ha- undertaken to
use of mails for lottery purpose.-.

The Indian- in Wyoming Territory are
the war path, killing settlor** and raiding
cattle.

on
m

tell- the New York farnn r- tii.it
a worse enemy to them than the

Delaware's pmieh -hipumnt thii-un will
reaeh b.ooo.ono ba-kets, l>. -i.le- wi»i, i.
...a
and a half basket* have been e:inned, dried i»r
made into brandy.

day
I'lc
Ihi- cil

lodge

m u

la-t

\

liumhei's

now

lair

in-l itlll.-d

An Illinois paper make- its death <ohnnnmore interesting by publishing a **-ick li-i"
several day in advance.
Michael Murphy of Craiiby Mu--., drove a
hor.-e into a canal at Holyoke, Frida\ night,
and was drowned, iDim.
Bradford Trolt, who wa- tearfully iniured a?
Top-ham paper mill Wednesdav afternoon, died
that night after seven hours' >utlrriu

The Kennebec .Journal -ays that Pradlor !
Sawtelle of Sidney raised sevent y-Ii s e bu-hels
of good clean, sound wheat, this v< ar, on a hi
lie jess than two acres of lamb

An engine lett with the steam up, in the round
house at Evansville, while the employe* went
dinner, started otf of its own accord, and
pitched into the turn-table pit. It disabled ii-elf and ruined the turn-table.

to

A Railroad train has boon stopped by brigands between Saragossa and Barcelona and all
the passengers robbed. Ammig them were
an

Amei iean

mau-of war—probably the Franklin.
In the United States Court at. Portland, Nathaniel W. Randall was indicted lor altering,
hav ing and littering a counterfeit national hank
note.
A verdict, of notguiltv on the first, but
guilty on the second and third counts w a- r< ndeled.

There is no excuse for ignorance nowadays
in large eities. The free schools and classes of
I
instruction increase and multiply, and he who
A telegraphic dispatch say s that at the recent
lists may learn. There are classes in drawing State fair the amount, of premiums awarded
and the sciences, and, indeed,nearly all branches was $(*SO0; receipts §R»,(KH); expenditures so
far ^‘llkOOO; present indebtedness added to all
of knowledge, to which pupils are freely adA loan is to he made to pay ml
debt, ^1,000.
mitted “without money and without price.” the indebtedness immediately.
The classes in drawing connected with the
A small liov, only child of Mrs. \V. 1J. Sears
Lowell Institute are managed somewhat curiof Pembroke, was drowned last Friday by the
The
men
however.
ously,
having charge op upsetting of a boat on the river. Mis. Sears
this fund seem to think it is their duty to dis- with her two brothers, Asa and ('has. Owen,
courage as many applicants as possible. They narrowly escaped with their lives b\ clinging
to the bottom of the boat until help arrived.
ask all kinds of questions in relation to your
A tire at Augusta, destroyed the dwelling
object in coining there, demand a certificate or
good moral character and intelligence, and then houses and stables of Daniel T. Turner and
Win. li. Morse. Turner’s loss #12(10; intell you in a very gruff way that the course of Capt.
surance #U00.
Morse’s loss, #1000; uninsured.
study is very dry and hard and that you must Cause of the lire explosion in Turner’s stable of
a kerosene lamp.
be there on time every day, as if all
your life
you had been guilty of tardiness. If you should
Mr. Sclicideeker of Cleveland, concealed #125
admit that you want to study drawing lor any in his parlor stove and went to Detroit. During
his absence there was an area of low temperaother purpose than the practical one of use you
ture in the vicinity of the lakes, and Mrs.
may expect to be annihilated at once. More Scheidecker had a lire in the parlor stoic. Mr
than sixty young ladies have just joined this Seheidecker is now opposed to violent contraction.
class in elementary drawing, despite these inSeveral New York lirms have made immense
to’clioke
efforts
them
off'.
genious
sums hy shipping potatoes from that city to
I heard a very funny story the other day Havana, where thev were sold at #22, gold," per
Illustrative of the photograph mania. An old barrel, the cost in New York being #1.50 per
barrel.
During a single week nearly 15,000
man of tailing health together with the adyice
barrels of potatoes were shipped to Havana.
of the doctor, was induced to try a voyage to
A special from Moscow says the debut of
Cuba. A year or so before, he had been induced
Miss Annie Louise Cary, at the Imperial Opera
to sit for his photograph for a married daugh- House in Moscow was an unequivocal
triumph.
ter who lived at a distance. When he reached The enthusiasm was so great that she was peroverwhelmed with floral gitts and was
fectly
Cuba he started to walk from the vessel to the
called before the curtain nine times during the
hotel, and on that very first stroll along the evening.
principal street, while looking curiously on all
Dkesis Pkotectok.
Messrs. Young and
sides of him, his attention was attracted by a Wright, of Boston have introduced a new articase of photographs hanging conspicuously cle for protecting the edge of dresses, made of
from a door-wav. In a second he stopped as corrugated rubber, very light, and which can
be readily attached, which bids fair to superthough struck by lightning, for there before sede all other protectors from its economy and
him, or else he dreamed, was his own picture. durability.
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department.
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Mount Katuhdin is covered with

seventeen ortieers and

only partial, but
No *mok> 1

was

was

haps Our <.eorge may
worthy of r< e. .,| in th
Generalities*.

Fifty

of tin*

pressing ;t s! jrk*
Saturday night.

—The Hank ol California
doors

eclipse

('apt. Hcrrim tn's n•*w ship is all plank* <t up.
and could be Iaun* li'd this fall should the »w n
el's require it.

at

girl.

Inn-

m*

a

past.

w as

Moods, Malhews
W

achiev-

as a

a

Tim season for mince pies and home hak* 1
ans is now at hand.

bi

that of the city rum shop
glass needed.

and

a

over

Sell. Mary, at Sib!ev‘> wharf i> receiving

isfactory,

great belle and one of the most
The Whig publishes a li>t of HI la\-pay» rs
stylish young ladies in the city. Her dress-! in
Pangor, who pay a tax of >'boo and upward-.
maker says her wardrobe was maguilicont, The
largest tax is that of the heir- of the lab
numbering twelve black silk walking suits and Cencral Iler-ey, w ho pay a tax of stla
other costumes in proportion. She had seven
The Whig learns that Mis- plamdie W. Ib w
1* renoh hats in her
trosseau, one of which was aid, of Pangor, who has acini v d -m b a grab
be
a cream colored
felt, adorned with silk and long lying literary success in tie* author-hip of
ostrich feather of the same shade with a com. Summer" intends making quite an •■xtemled
v isit in burope.
piete full band ol Impian birds, the feathers of
'l’he Eastern Railroad management -how
which have that evunscont golden-green
tinge- disposition to economize in a manner that will
Seven hundred invitations w ere given out for materially advance their -eeuntics and stoek
the wedding, which took place at :i o’clock in the market, if the resolution i- adhered to.
| Poston Post.
in the afternoon.
The bri.le, a brilliant bruMrs. Boulav
a
w idow
ol
Dallas, b \a-,
nette, wore a rich, while satin, with a triple
found yio.otto in gold tin* other day in the
apron over-dress of exquisite Mechlin lace and
ground. It had been plaeed there by the late
crepe lisse, bordered with lilies of tin* valley; an
lamented Poulav, w ho neglected to mention 11.
immense court train of plain w hite satin fell be- deposit before his demise.

bind,

be

to

new mast.

town, and

money,

ceptional private collections in or about Boston.
•Mi>s Adams being an only
daughter has had
every wish that wealth could gratify, fullillcd.

hay crop lias commenced

new

When she tried on the dress she was
delighted with it, but the lace was hardly sat-

duties.

Ait old man '»d year- old Wa- brought to tin
at the time of the failure. .station-house in Detroit, dead drunk,
one
1’he triends of Lee it Shepard are very miiiier- | would think he was old enough to know better.
ous, and some of them have come forward and
The latest bottle containing a mes- tgr from
offered to settle the percentage of t hose creditor* the sea ha- been picked up hv a Nrvv Bedford
who, at the meeting, de>ired a security lor the whaler. It contained a me--ag.- from N.• ,:I*.
thirty-nine days out.
portion of their claim.
A Dubuque minister i- ehanmd with
browThe wedding ot Miss < 'lara Adams, the
only ing kisses aero-- a pasture half a mile w ide ai
ol
Oliver
daughter
Adams, of express renown, woman sixty-eight year- old. Can any mu w
took place last week at her father's beautiful whither we are drifting :•
residence in Watertown.
This place, by the
Carruth, the \ ineland editor, w hom < harles
i.in/
way, is known far and wide for its extensive K. Landis shot in the le ad, i- rapidly
in eonseqiienee of hi- injuries, and *1 mM ..| hiand splendid grounds and line picture
gallery, rceovery are entertained.
both of which the generous proprietor throws
The poems of the late David Parker have
open on one day of every week to public visi- been
carefully collected by hi- nephew I.ivvitors.
His gallery contains some of the linest
A. Parker E-q,. and Will be pla-ed ill tile ban-1of
publishers without delay.
pictures in this country, and is one of three ex-

copyright

Kennard.

to visit the

vantages.

plates which Lee Xr Shepard now hold. The
suspense is very unpleasant and trying, not only
to the members of the linn but to the
large
number of their employees.
Some authors will

The

marketed.

choly air,

potato biii'-.

Lee A

cents each.

modiste whom she had commissioned to pursame'for her in Paris. The dress

chase the

Oov. M il«F ii
I lie tax buif i-

as

Partridges

County.

and

City

in the market, at twenty-live*

are

l'ollett, the «*id» r king. eommenced op* rat i..
Monday, and new cider i> now in order.

needed some such severe lesson
ceived.

News of the

with the value and varieties of lace as of art.
Last week, a young woman who leads a public
life, received a handsome velvet dress from a

stop the

-t

High street, in said Belfast, and in the outbuild
ings therewith connected, ^;iid Andrew \>. Bean not
being then and there authorized by law to sell said
liquors within said Belfast; and that said liquors
tln-n and there were, and now are intended bv tinsaid Bean for sale in this State, in violation of law
against the peace of said State and contrary to tinform of statute in such case made and provided.

on

completely nonplussed Woodford. When
laving arose to reply iie was met by a per- Small boys danced and yelled about
iod storm of mail huzzahs. Again and load, as though it was a great joke

specisuch remote places
not a specimen of hu-

pathy shown him, seemed not to he over-gratitied by it. I think that very likely Tilton lias
been much humbled by his recent experience,
and very likely, too, that his pride and conceit

thought they would be, to enable them to pay
ty years ago. Nearly every period
despatch from the Toledo Northern Demo- wliat they can and go on. It is
said year at said Belfast, inthought that
greeted with tremendous applause. day of September, in
crat ot the 1st, which says—
<<>me of the publishers on the committee would
toxicating liquors were and still are kept and dereporter says: “It was the largest and posited by Andrew 1). Bean of Belfast, in said coun- | 0 AI.lt
().. Si-pt. -2!).—Hon. S. I.. Milliken,
not be averse to getting some of the
stereotype
ty, in the store now occupied by said Beau, situate
nt hv Hu- Nutimud Hanks

of ioi
was

as

lie says—

We wlin know him are not surprised that the
Ohio people are charmed by the pleasing addresses of Seth K. Milliken of this city. The
Granville correspondent of the State journal
says that he is able to skin any dozen orators
now on the stump ill that State.

advance guard of an army ot invasion.
Close behind came Sheriff Morton, bear-

ing

ca, but simply because Boston photographer.-,
and those of other cities, frequently sent

—

of customers.

coming

Boston, Oct. 5, isTo.
Theodore Tilton “came, saw and conquered.”
He drew a splendid great audience in .Music
Hull, aud he delivered a very line lecture. The
audience was not the ordinary kind that attend

lie rubbed bis eyes and looked again; but still
it was there. All sorts of absurd
things Hashed through his mind, as reasons why his

that he had better have boon kept out of
been the model for all younger orators. Tilit.
ton. however, has not Phillips perfect repose of lace, which it was, luul been used verv freely
the most fashionable ladies for the reason
Railroad Matters.
There has been j manner. His gestures were too frequent and by
that it was ellcetive, and common people did
not altogether graceful, but much of this seema tinny
in regard to the alfairs ot tin'
ed attributable to bis want of ease which, of not protend to wear it. The ladv went immeKastern Railroad, resulting in a depreciacourse, arose from the peculiarity of his posi- diately to her modiste and presented her view
lion ol its stock, which was at one time as Boil. 1 he lecture is evidently one on which he of the transaction so
strongly that the drc>—
low as 21. Since then it lias rallied, and has spent much time and great care. Kvery maker was very glad to settle the ease by reis now quoted at 27. The Directors are sentence was constructed with great literary placing the imitation by real lace, at a -acrilio
art. and it abounded with
"f something like #sh in her bargain.
preparing a statement, which will make a classical references, novel brilliant metaphor,
•Madame Puder-doill conics back from lea !
presentment of phiexhibit
of
the
financial
complete
standing losophy and fact and exalted sentiments. In country sojourn this week. She haproved
ol the company, and will, it is understood,
his use of language he reminds me of the artist hcr-clf quite a gardener, ha\ mg taken the iir>t
recommend measures ol retrenchment. in mosaic who selects varied bitv of stone, and prize for
vegetables and herbs at the Norfolk
Meantime Manager Hatch has resigned- by rare skill in arrangement puts together a agricultural fair. The contributions included
little picture glowing with brilliant life and white and purple eggplant, Wiiisor bean-, poI he Boston Globe has the following:
We have made as thorough an investigation beaut\. 1 his lecture—“The Problem of Life”— tatoes. peppers and cucumbers; no one of the
a- a newspaper can make of such a matter, and
was made up of perfect gems of
expression. II latter measured less than It) inches, and sonic
Hie rej.iill is our conclusion that the cause of the was like
were 2o indies in length.
Lost Arts, dealing with a
She planted and
Phillip's
sudden decline in Kastern railroad stock is
of tended entirely the garden herself, and the
careless talk on the street by those who were moral instead of an historical subject,
supposed to he well informed, hut were not, as '■nurse there were many alluvions, as it seem- neighboring farmers thought it was a pit\
lo thi* condition >>l I lie road.
We are assured ed, to bis recent
experience, and yet it would more women could not lake a like interest in
til at tile road has done an admirable business
be impossible to write on such a theme without >udi matters.
i;<>.ssii*.
the
last
amt
Unit
its
alfairs
are
during
year,
stoadih improving: that its lloating debt lias these ven references, for he considered the obnot been increased; Unit the payment of interest
llie Portland Advertiser announces
ject of life to be, neither the acquirement of
on it- bonded securities is not endangered: that
there iia> been no loss by speculation.or through riches, power or happiness, but the develop- Unit a man in that city who Icil down an
defalcation of any sort, and that the rumors, ment of character, llis opinions were certain- elevator in that
city "is very much lower.”
which can he traced to no responsible source,
ly irreproachable, and in their delivery his That would
of robbery and liiisiininagmeiit, are utterly
naturally lie the case.
manner partook of a sort of daring that seemed
groundless.
K\-tlov, Pelham lias heen qualilied
to say “There, that is what I think; is there
It is believed that the Kastern Railroad
in it that a just min 1 cannot accept P" and entered upon the duties ot
anything
Secretary
is sulfering trom nothing more than busiHe appeared like a man who knew he had ot State, in
place ol Slam resigned.
ness depression incident to the times, and
aroused antagonism and contempt, and yet
In planting llin next mouth the Dethat the forthcoming report will restore could not understand why Ik had, and was n >t
conscious that he merited tins cstimab of his mocracy ot Massachusetts should plant
conliilencc.

The Democrats of Louisiana meanwl ile
are debating whether to hold a convent on

The

resolution

a

the claims and fortunes of Pinch-

involving

in that

canvass

LETTER FROM BOSTON.
Correspondence of the Journal.
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telegram Friday from Uiehmond, to arre-t tin
Signor for the mm-pay meut of hill eontr n l* d
there recently, and dln r diftieiilties—a fugitive from justice.
The train that evening
brought constable t II. Hodges of itirlinmml.
■

who arre-ted Hit/. and took himaw.av satin

day morning.
the meeting of the Waldo Go. |’,ihle
nn Sunday, the following oil'ic.-iw.
elected—President, Pev.d. A. Uos>: Vice Piv-j idents, Uev. S. Goodenough, U« d.T. Iii\b\
ami Treasurer. N\ dI Uev. (Jeo. Pratt ; Secretary
liam < >. Poor; Kxecutive < ommittec, N. i;.
Keen, Philo Ilerscy, William U. < onaut, < alvin Ifervey. Tin* Secreturs and Tivasurei, S\
(). Poor made his annual report.
>ix town-,
At

ciety.

were thorough!v canvassed last summer, in
which ol families were found destitute of tin*

Scriptures,
11'“ Jacksonville. Florida, l uion tells how
tlii‘ three-masted sell. Florida, < ’apt. Gliarle*
Gilmore, of this port came near being burned
Sept. ’Jbth. while lying in that harbor, moored
among six or eight other vessels. The I niou
says—
On the Florida,

a part of tlut crow were enin pitching the decks, and had a large
kettle iilled with the resinous article, heating
upon the stove in the galley, under charge ol
the cook. The men were ail eimaged near the
stern and the cook had left his post for a few
moments when the kettle must have boiled
over, and in an instant the galley was in a blaze.
The door being closed it was not observed hv
any one until the tlamcs came out the little windows and had burnt through the top. Fortunately they were enabled to extinguish it before it caught the sails, or had done very much
damage. There was considerable excitement
for a little time on the Florida, as was also on
board the vessels lying beside her. The alarm
communicated itseff throughout the city, and a
portion of the Fire Department turned ou—'

gaged

Lecture at the North Church next

Sunday

Observations, of Men and Things.

evening—Subject ‘‘The lieligion Needed for the

BY OUR
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following

notice.—

Triage making, painting and blacksmithing,
under one roof, at the old Treadwell and
M.in-li- !-: building.
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i». P
A Sin,—Millinery. Mr-. A. J. Merrill.
-F or nail, at the close of the races. Havener,
numagi-r.
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J?y S.vncKXT & Babcock, No. 8 Main Street.
Flour
$3.50al0.50 Corned Beef
lOall
'JOaUo Mutton

Corn
Corn Meal
Bye Meal

$1.50 Chicken

Bye.
Barley
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50a55
$\!.0Uu2.,,5
Toal5
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It lie uio-ijiiito win> I ft our nose in such a
hurry that he forgot hi- hill, will call he an
have it. and no .piestions will be asked.

gets out Idall slimmer,

In. blood owes it.- rod »*ol,»r to mi nut* u '■< '1
tiles which lloat in that fluid, and contain, in a
le illhv person, a large amount of iron, which
give- it a lit y to the hlond. The Peruvian > \ nip
•-

hmieier.-U

the uppers as -nil as an old maid'- opinion,
and when he pull- oil the hoot his foot feels as
though il was ■ uea-cd in a tin coif. pot, and
the wrinkles in the I. ade r lit into tin top ot
his fool, and he pull Me bool oil and oil- it and

'•ipt'lithe blood w ith thi- vita! element, and
gives strength and vigor to the whoie system,

F.ggs

Bound iI■
Fork Back'
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hack and loins, female irregularities, excesses,
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wh} any one wants to live to be seventylive years old, if he has got to put in cellar
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Mandrake Files.
An lli<‘ on 1\ medicine- that will cure Pulmo-

|

nary

/

ry organs that caused the coULrh.
Liver complaint and 1 Kspepsia are the causes
oi two-thirds of the cases of Consumption.
Main

complain

of

dull

pain in
the >ide, constipation, coaled tongue, pain in
the shoulder-blade, feelings of drowsiness and
restlessness, tin* food lying heavily on the
stomach, accompanied with acidity and belching lip of wind.
These symptoms usually originate from a
disordered condition of the stomach or a torpid
a

I

hieh is dealh.
Sehenck's Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant
which does not contain opium or anything calculated to check a cough suddenly.
Sehenck’s Sea Weed Tonic dissolves the food,
mixes with the gastric juices of the stomach,
aids digestion, and creates a ravenous appetite.
When the bowels arc costive, skin sallow, or
the symptoms otherwise of a billions
tendency.
Sehenck's Mandrake Pills are required.
These medicines are prepared only by
J. II. SCHENCK & S()X,
N'. Ik corner Sixth and Arch Sts., Phila.
And are lor sale by all
druggists and dealers.
In all domestic
experience and in the more
>killul practice of eminent
physicians, no article has been found to compare with Tar for
‘•Icansmg and healing purposes. It may not be
known to all that the town of “Forest,” in North
< Carolina,
produces the best Tar for medical purposes. W hen purified it is called “Forest Tar”,
and is prepared in several forms, for the better
adaption to cases of Catarrh and Consumption,
and as an outward ap| hcalion wherever a healing process is wanted. Inquire of your druggist for the “Forest.'far Book,’’ which will give
you some information.
Lyon's Katiiairon prevents the Hair from
tailing out or turning gray, renews its growth,
•lid gives strength and \ igor. It is
delightfully
pertumed, and makes a splendid dressing. It
is the cheapest and most desirable Hair Tonic
ever produced.
Iksed by the elite. Price* only

oOJeents.
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Otter the
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Reserved

Scats

for

sale

Cough.

No pulmonary complaint however obstinate,
resist the healing influence of Dr. Morris’
sykit ok Tar, Wild Cherry and Horehound. Nothing that we have ever sold acts
so promptly and effectually, in coughs, colds,
hoarseness, sore throat, asthma, and all diseases
of the throat, lungs and chest leadingto consumption. H is a certain cure for Whooping
Cough and ( roup. Contains no opium and is
Cough worn victims whose
pleasant to take. and
torn with paroxysms that
lungs are racked
threaten t.o choke them, tind speedy relief in its
use.
Trial size 10 cents. Ask for Mr. Morris*
Syrup, take no other. Sold by Wm. O. Poor
& Sox Belfast, Alfred Hooper, Searsport,
A. J. Jordan, Orland. J. W. Perkins & Co.,
Portland, General Assents.
lvrlO
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NOTICE.

Carriage Making, Painting,

I

I

1 have also

./

jmiit

K!.\!<>\ F I > their business, carriage paintand trimming, to 1 lie .shops over Damon’s,
•n rear ol the American
House, and would invite
t heir old friend* and
patrons to call upon them at
t.o> popular old stand, where
they may he found at
all t imes ready ro attend to the wants of those requiring work in their line,
•
image and Sleigh Fainting and hamming is our
speciality. A will paint and trim new carriages or
varnish old ones and repair
trimmings at reasonable
rate- on-hurt notice,
guaranteeing satisfaction in
all cases.

LL

k. W. Burksii l Go.,

Suitings,

I N A1.1 ITS ISIIANI’IIKS nt I.,- old stand of
1- 11' adu ell .v Manslield. < 'arriages repaired a 1
j du
Horse shoeing promptly attended to.
notice
All work warranted to

give

satisfaction.

and

AVI!■ ITTFD IF a Carriage shop in the
of the old Treadwell & Manslield stand,
am ready to attend to all kinds of Carriage
and Sleigh repairing. -New work made to order.

H. W. TRUNDY.

HALL. Belfast,
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Specialty

Cricket.

Sale
Scmts will commence at M. 1*. Won hock’s
Book-tore on Wednesday, October 1.'., lsr... at 0
o'clock, A. M. Admission, To and ,'»0 ct-. Keserved
Seats $1.00.
i 11 os. W. BBOWN. Agent.
Jos. \V. BGGL!
: \vl2
Vss’t Agent.
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Large Stock
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ILLDiLNATINU
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I rlrrfs.
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all
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13

shades, Sft’a/r, Silk and lefei' Hot-

Foi' Student and other

WALDO COUNTY

Agricultural Society!
Will be held at

&

on

Wednesday.

October llth, 12th, and 13th, i875.

White and Non-Explosive!
lTitr.sr 'in,

BFLFAST,

Monday, Tuesday

Lamps.

ct* Bonnet*, Triaihied Tlals^Bwtnel*.
a

Featlo

1 • i:i ">>n- I.utries of Stock. Horse.-, Produce,
Fancv viii -I*iSm., for premiums.
A
i: i,\""N
o’clock, examination of stock,
and ’•■■ding ol lira ft oxen, and reports thereunto
the secretary. .! o’clock, trot of :: years-old horses
for County purse of $lu.
1-t, $6, 2d, $ t. Half mile
in
Trot of 5 years-old horses for
heats, best
euntv purse of $2<».
1st. $12, 2d, $v
l ine.- or
in.in to mter, two or more to start.
•’

FOR

SALE

BY

Wm. O. Poor & Bon,
r> a vi cgists.
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full and complete stock
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NE WSTOCK

f

MILLINERY GOODS

FURNITURE.

Dress Trimmings, Ornaments,

Adapted to til tastes, to which
the inspection of Ladies.

inv,1

wc

Will occupy this
week with

H. H. JOHwSGN & CO.
ictoher

1 s7.7

J

>■

1

their

1 ill

Space

quotation
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and

names

Successor

of

prices.
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OcL 13th
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Manager.

M«>\! L whicli tin- owner can have
at tin
lure of
II. II. .lOll.VSOX .X Co.
m. i, i>:
■.

mSIDELIItfE.
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

I'iiii^iir

11

-.

Ihirilaiul, I’oslim, Lawnnici*

Entries

ns. c. s. Gen. l.you.
('lenient, Newport,
Meltiuh Jordan, Ell.-worth,
blk. g. Bonner.
Ihmii 1 L. Pitcher, Belfast,
hr. m. American Ladv.
" in. r. Marshall, Belfast,
blk. in. Queeii.
■lames H. Ivehoe, Calais,
b. g. Ned.
No. 2. Purse of $J25.00, open to all.
$175, $100,
$5o.

"

\ Lmirll,

of Richmond,
CityCAPTAIN
C. KILBY,

for

Port land

every Monday,
Wednesday and Priday mornings at six o’clock,
touching at all the usual landings on the Biver and
Bay. 'tickets sold through t<> Boston, Lawrence
and Lowell.
Owing to the withdrawal of the (.o’clock P. M.
Steamboat Express Train, Passengers will take
either ot the regular trains
following the arrival of
the Lout at Portland.
Returning, the cars leave
Boston at three o’clock P. M., over both the Boston
& Maine and Eastern Railroads
connecting with the
Steamer ( ity ol Richmond which lefives Railroad
u hart, toot ol State
St., Portland, everv Monday,
ednesday and
evenings at ten o’clock.
0,> Uwihniond will connect
(going
"
* 1,1 **°rtland and Boston steamers which
l.-ave I ortland at 7 o’clock P.
M., arriving in Boston
at •-* o clock next
morning.
Tickets sold on board the
Richmond, over the
ortland & Rochester
Railroad, to Nashua, Worces
ter, Prov idence, Norwich,
Springlield,
Albany, Hartord, New Haven,and New York. Also,
all Stations
between Portland and Worcester.
Baggage Cheeked through on the Steamer to ties,
tination.

Bangor

*'}*y

WM. 0. POOR & SON.
Agents

for

Friday

tn Wiuterport and Bucksporf, aO Cent-; Rockland (o Cortland. *t.oo; nil
other tares as usual.
Until further notice, the
Richmond will make
lam lings at lancolnville once
a week each way.
Wednesday mornings, going West, and Thursday
mornings, going Must.
CYB1J8 NTIIRDIVAYI.I
General Agent.
R-'iuroad Wharf, foot of State Street.
v
<. \ LLS I Al
1'
fERSON, Agent, Belfast.
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m
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PI

C. R. DAVIS
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THICK
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Providence River

our or more

to enter, three or more to start.
the Held will be entitled to first
mom
only. Entrance fee, ten per cent must ac
company nominations in all cases, and b** paid to
I lie Secretary «>| the
Society. Entries close, October
H i. at0
o’clock, P. M. No conditional entries re
eeived.
Admission to ground, 1st and 2d
day, each 25 cts
I hud 1 >ay, 50 cts.
Carriages and seats fr« ••-.
Belfast, Sept. *g«», 1875.
vwi:t
i.ranite Boy and
Buchanan to contend for
A horse

Oysters!
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Hotel.

Main Street, Belfast, Me,
J- 1>.
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Underwear!

Boys’
H
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Notice is

Hereby

Given

MONEY HAS TLAYEU OUT, AND

that base article real estate upon
"
'.1,c'1 tuxes arc assessed to offer «9 collateral to ob1:1111
:l. 11111 ,11,ie or ten per cent, is the price demanded, which 1 consider uu inflated rate of interest about
this nine.
therefore if any parties in Belfast huving capital wish the waterpower at the mouth of
Gij'ise Inver may ho employed in industrial entergiving employment to many, to said parties
I \> ill sell said powi r with land, wharves and build
nigs, and the price shall be ten per cent, less than
it cost to me to make it what
is, a first-class water
power that cannot be excelled for location for manufacturing purposes,or for procuring and shippinglcc
in the state of Maine,
believing in so doing I make
all the sucrilice that should be
required of me.
11. E. PEIRCE.
<)ct. I, 18<.>. ]w
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HAYFORD & STROUT HAY PRESS
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'aid Press in the ab«)\
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Rayford1 Block,

lvEl> l 1* in Belfast Bay, Sept. -M, a I’unt,
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* 1 nest ed to
prove property, pax charges, and take the
l*m»t.
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1875.

2nn7FW

LATEST STY LES o|

tflO

Ladies New Fall Hats,
Also SCHOOL HATS for Children :U

>00

B. F. WELL’S.

'BACK COMBS!
A

NEW STOCK JUST RECEIVED AT

I?. F. WELL'S.

WANTED.

Store.

011

Know lion V'v

Strap!

_

LADIES’ &: GENTS’

warm,

in I!,.-

tl

JORDAN,

Ilayford Block,

J. M. flKROW,
Main St., Bangor, Me.

Hervey’s Jewelry

\

n

MAIN ST11EET.

(J8

Goods

r

I 1! IN'..

-AT-

S

a

Providence River

S.

FVRS AND itucurns,
—AT—

1

•.

•.

k 1:,

><1

din 11

ami women evervlocated and to travel
l or

1-1

..

xj

Cheap for O

BOSTON.

men

where,
particulars address, with stamp,

hi

W

first Class Work. Reasonable Prices
TERMS CASH.

At

Sacques

-,.t

Cooking. Parlor

MERCHANT TAILORS,

FOR

WRieiiT.
for New

0:1,.

s u P K II lOlt

AT

••

WA1MJN £ MITim.L

Notice,

&

and

Splendid Assortment-

—

m

I I !

And the people mud ke> p
you call do It i- to get
yo in mi l

ujghth

o

Money's .lewdly Store.

IS

Variety
Sopranos, both desir
ed. Best Instruction given and Wardrobe furnish
ed to parties engaged. Business tirst-chiss. Address
P. O. Box 3038, Boston, Mass.
tfl3

two yards.

»v

Ilillut, tin
li\

Fins Razors and

a

Ladies’

r,<

i..

—u-

C. R.

FEW—

tine

Ini

AiK!
i IS I. A \ I’ll Kit, late of Searspoi t,
in tie < a
; ot' Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
astir law directs; In* therefore re»piests ail persons
who ar>-indebted to said deceased’# estate to make
imim diate payment, and those who lm\e any demand-* 111oi ‘i*u,
«■ s.Libit tin
-aim* for settlement
to him.
KM Kit V SAW A Kit.

would 1 ik<* to
voice,
learn the business ol*
WIIO
Lady Vocalist for the
Theaters. Altos and
a

I»

-ii!. ci-iln-r iierebv give- public notice to all
1 couci-na- I that !"- n.t- itecn duly appointed and
t.'ken it p> hi lom-e|f he tru-l of A d ill i nistrutoi oft he
.-state of

In !..

Looking Young Ladies,

POSSESS

s

r

s

I»4 \'H

Selling Agents

At

I
h

3

Chance

IX) It A

No Dress is

Complete Without
IM JTCVET CORRl ttATED
PHOTBC’IOH.
Its rubber edge is as durable as the sole of a rubber
I he
-hoe.
groove prevents any wear of tin* stitching, and being all rubber, unravelling is impossible.

\

|

LORD’S.

Ptare

furni led

I

A
I

11

-AT-

■

Cold Weather

*1
l \ i >i. II''! i \ h |» hereto gi
d i-c
hat
In- lias been i|»|m»iutPd ami
,u•<-pied tin- tra d of
iL iii-i- of t hi- i--u!i-. rights, u'i.1 credits of < b-orge
ll* rr. ot Kurnhum, in tin ( >untv of Waldo, for
tin- benefit of his creditors, and has tiled the lioml
rei|iiired In law, duly approved by the ,Jndgi* ot I’rouid for said <’utility of Waldo. I hree nn nths
I "in tin
: 1 t da\ ol Sej»t'-mh/■<-, are allow ■-d
red
iters to !-• -nine parties to the assignment.
\'| pci
-on- indeltt. d to
ai
Kerry ire requested to pay tie
satin
imiuediati ly t" tin* subscriber,
M. 1‘. II A l II, Assigne,
lUirniia a, ,-pt. yjil, IsCa.
dw I t*
r

distancing

Young

.Mum.
niln-i, a

"I

—

minty Sweepstakes, Tuesday, Oct. 12th.

Length

i:i' I
|>I

—

Freedom Notice.

NOW

.1,

.■

Assignees

BI.Ic No Hi 1. is hereby given that my minor
son RALPH W. CLF.MLXTs ha\ iug paid
me a valuable consideration therefor, 1 have re
leased to him the remainder of his time until he shall
have attained his majority.
I shall claim mme of
his earnings, nor be responsible for any debts ,,f his
ibis
idler
date.
II
A 1.1. < I.I ..M F.N I S
contracting
ISr.T -:t\v
Waldo, <>ct.

IS

a-k*d

II PH« I \I \ K* >W
1
;:mP:
s-pt.

•.

■

Mi

Belfast, Johnson Block.

in-

n

No

i v.
in 11 itf ,1'l.n
\--itfii.M- ,,| Hiram V nmum.-.
■I
ai
iinmi, m tin- ( '• unity ut' WaltK. umlMHtr a
AI. i a
hi r hi n -ai' t I »i-ti i< t. wtm tia-i Lum-h
I
artj. 1
a
I’.anUrujit iipnii In -.u u I’, titmn lih-.l Au^u-t _*• m li.
In tin L*i-1iict < .urt •>! aiii Pistrid.
N\ M. II 1<M,l KU A-

FOREST TAR INHALERS,
inhaling the solution. Manufactured I
FOREST TAR COMPANY.
Pui:i

>.

/

7

man.

in

rniir. I N 1*1 IKK
l. appointiin ni :i

FOREST TAR SALVE

Coaches to conve\- passengers t-» and from the cars
and boats.
Sample Rooms free- to guest
Livery and Boar-hug Stable connected wbh tin
House.
Belfast, Sept, s.i, is::-. —tfi:j

Burkett, Appleton,

having only

S T K A M K II

.i

Boy!

br. g. Ayer.
g. g. Granite
b.
Bed Jacket.
s. g. Uncle Ben.

Bisbee, Camden,
1 In- above purses are to I..- trotted for under the
National
Buies; best ;{ in 5, to harness, mile heats.

(

I'm
li t1

FOREST TAR TROCHES.
Throat, Hoarsene-,n.t

Trial Bottles Price lb cts.

Hi

■

For Bronchitis. Sore
Purif; ing the Bn at Ii.

For

n

1

t>

I" Hu PUtrM Court of tin t'ut/r.l state* f... Hit
/ >! 'if fit t
>/' Ma in,.
Ill tin- nut t »*r of N J I.* V A! \\
/.v I• i,alerti/>tr/f.
I'lli (MAS, Biuikriipl.

I-or inhaling, for Catarrh, * •oismnption. P.rouclnii
AM hum, and as a wash for disease of tin* Skin.

For cleansing, purifying, and healing I iidohae >
I leers, Cur-, Bruises. Diseases of tin- Skin
wherever a healing process i- wauled, no
beast.

//.*//-, will /' \

11.

-,

TUCKER BROTHERS, Proprietors

’has.
C. \V

1

\-tln.ia

Catarrh,

tin-Skin, 1 v i in«

Entries, Sweepstakes.
-H.Mathews,Scarsport, ns. b. s. Young Buchanan.

rrUIAT MY

Will leave

For Consumption, Bronchitis,
•Sore Throat, Piles, Diseases of
and l rinary Organs.

A

:i

u

7

/./>■,

phol-feriii: and repairing h>

u in
:I I|>
pnus witli sii.i put nt. All-m liuillpi will
In- prm. vutiul to tlm i-stunt ut tlm luw
liwlr
l.UUAK I-'. HAN.-ON.

Tar,

Hayford Block,

2:42 Class.

"''itham, Watervilh*,
Abner Littlefield, Belfast,

o;Jlin*;

ltclfast

Ai"h;i;nimi.n 2 o’clock,trof of 2.42class and sweep
stakes hoi-'
Purse.- guaranteed.
Nit. 1. Purse of $175.UO for 2.42 class. $100, $50,

•s'-

15 CENTS.
II- IIA \ IM.Ih

Forest

1

COFFINS & CASKETS
I

l.-ci-Ir. lutvinjf purcim-ii"! Ul'* u\t lm,\
ltui!il, um1, :iliil
II ti:<HAYFORO & STROUT PATENT,
III I III’ follow, no t'lwn- Monro,-, l’.rook-, Sw um illi',
1 ’i'i is|.,i‘i’i, ami Slorkton, lulu Jk.rl.i.l ;tll
person* up,
i11

'*•

Mi!.,

>' II I / > v
/:• /'
//.//•"}
/'.I H I.
»/'*/>/>•. M//:/:o/;< / 1: 1 //// /;.< '■/ 1
/■ <,
s/'/./A*. /f/./»-, //. /' A / /
/ /.* 1 t/7. s
d

Stop Pressing.
1

Kieid

t«> 11'.

i.
Would illli rill tie |»uMi< Il.it le In
additi'Oi lo hi--toek of Pimnian wi
po-es to sell cheap tor cu-h
\niong tie geneial a->ortm. 1
are
/* til I.O/.' M / / >'. » II l MU! /, W

new

notin-

■*

L O C K E

La.

next

Geo. W.Burkett & Co.

Is a n* w preparation, eoniainiug all tin* medical properties uf common Tar, separated from
tin:* black and impure products, and should be
kept in every family. It. is safe and reliable in
all eases where cures ean be eHeeled, and i< the
only preparation of Tar approved and n-- i b\
physicians as a standard remedy.

•1. B.

t

a

M U SIC

I.

1

u

ELI IS & GINN.

1

HALL,

Wednesday Eve.,
IM 1111

I AIK

••

Third Day, October 13.
I-<o’clock, lesting of liraII horn-s.
An\ lmr>'- in tin- <'minty challenged to conti ud with
Mi. 1). I. Pitcher's horse “Bolivar.”
lo o’clock,
walking horses, to harness, for purs** of $10. 1st, $5,
Half
mile
heat.
>.'i,
Three
2d,
M, $2.
or more to
enter, two or more to start. Entry lee, $1. ll
o'clock, running horses, to saddle, for purse of $.x.
Half mile heats, best 2 in
ist, $.i, 2d,
Three
or more to
enter, two or more to start. Entry lee,

lm

(; rv I;

October 12.

starting.

nn<l I’anrv Lauds.

Millinery

Day.

I "Ki.NiMiv ho'clock,examination ofhorses other
than t rot tin.: uml draft,
lh.do o’clock, purse ol r;.
to t lie man driving laom, to wagon or sulk ", urou
th« track, stopping and g< tting out of, and into Ins
carriage three time-, in the least time, not to exceed two minutes
At n,i.\""\ 2 o’clock, election of ollicers.
ch ck, \am in at ion of done-tic and fancy articles
and product*, and reports thereon to the
Secretary.
: o’clock, trot of 4 years-old horses for
County purse
<>f $l-~*
1't, $!", 2d, #b. Mile heats, best 2 in h
lioi of 0 years-old horses for County purse of $f>0.
'•-t, $2d, $l->, dd, $10. Mile heats, best lino,
three nr more to enter, two or more to start. F.ntries
tor all County purses open to time advertised for
■

hue

'll

111

for OashT

Floirer*, dv..

rs,

FOREST TAR IN SOLUTION.

First Day, October 11,

i/ i \ i i\\< rnih />:

.'t -I-In-

■

FOREST TAR,

The 2Sth Annual Exhibition of the

OIL!

li

a

is
Mh-

>

.,

DOWNER STANDARD

Hi-re i

•

'.i .1
Mead it can-fully and then gi\e t.prove it.
4 orn
tB«*i»l
AW ha\<* Flour >>1 all urad*
Nlioru, IVeil. Beef. l*oil«.
uni l'ierce ,r»uarar of all kitids, 3Vola«tt«»N
t'-n iit grades. Nrrup. kertMteiie. <« r.tli.t
Flour
( ru«li«‘d tl heat. Ilomiiiv, lf.it
n«*ul. live Meal. II heat Meal.
1
Among our line of < «#!«•«*«* ma
16
Java
M»« ha. Male Herrv. O.
..i d
which we roast ami grind >m
an
>1111(1 LY PI Kl
l'|,.\>i ;
We have a choice .-election
grades from hoc to £l.lu per M
m •
HOC'Dl, V I K. » U UK KI»-( (*1
(1
SHKI.KS. imoMA, It \1 > 1 N >, Mild
It A N IS, MIS. ( ANDY and I l;l 11
SOAPS from a cheap luundrv : .1 nc
Our SPK I.S are >1 l!l(’ l l.V P! 111 .ml
I KA< TS are of the I’.KM (d \l I I V
1
In our line of Woopl.N WA1II m ■'
i:\iII Its. PAILS, BKOoMS, WAsll 10 »A 1:1
alul NKM BOXKS, BA>KK I >. M<>\ I "II* ■!
lid I |\*
><Kl P, BIO >11 K>. P.UWK>, 1 l; A Y
PINS, ( K<»I 11 IS PIN >. ( A I 111. < 1»1; I»HKD (OKI'S, ( l.ofllKS KI.Ms ,,, 1 11 Mil !.
.e
KOPP’., and many other things tu mum n e
tion.
Ik > V 1 P* K< 11.1 I III PI. \»

DRY

We have the pleasure to announce that
we are opening our fall stock of

i

X*T ! !

a lau:i

..

days.
T -r *7a*m\ms3- *-—»■

anted in

u

l loor liiun Journal

BOSTON

(adenosis & Drawers.

And

COMPANY,

Mitchell’s Great

The

.,

<

vot i;

iu \

Ami the many tiling

MERINO

FANCHON

.,.i

vail and

to

LORD,

Olieap

HARRIS,

Saturday Evening,

wr

all

b

|

We invite particular attention to onr
stock of Ladies', .Misses’ and Children's

Sterling Actor,

FIRST-CLASS

)

\ou

Hosiery, SusShirts, &o.,

~2(‘i <71111 u■«-11 St

Hosiery.

|

1875.

fin* supreme Favorite and IVarl of the American

Maggie

1

no

>

HAYFOKO
1

it'

L

Hive Just Arrived from

J, G. DAMON.

New Carriage Shop

u

ELLIS & GINN'S,

Underwear,

Gents'

Fall

\

*

FLANNELS,

BL ACK3MIT HING!

tin

a

Underwear!

ro

Waterproofs,
Plaid

\\

IJuy

JUST THE PLACE

<

1,<ii

id

Williamson Block, Belfast.

BEAVERS,

WALES & BICKNELL.

hi
!ii- cit
Sepl. .aii i. Mrs. 1‘hehc Smi'h, relict
>'l til! lit I
! ea. I.ii.lni
11 i! 11, 'i;Ti|
vimi
] mo.
ami r• u da -.
Ill this til .< >(•!. .!•!. .Mi
11 arrii-t, nliei oilli- late
1 <r«-i-]» v
"
it m
ar
a-rol >
l-» d:.\
|:,.s
Ion paper please
c»>p\
In this cit\, Sept.
11 o t i I
uiilv child •.!
1 | .1

u tin- nt

just receive l

And iii\

<

II

u<i A

\

line

dollars, Scarfs,
penders, Tino

Blankets,

\ I

SATURDAY, October 10,

/>.-

a

Gents

Dress Goods,

OVAL.

Wales &; Bieknell

r i:i >.

Obihi.iry

must l>t

Coat-

All of which I will SKI.I.. < l I'nr.MAM I M II I.I
> h 1.1
I*
to Urdu- in as
and Warnin''
H• rfeet Satislaetion as can
had « 1
money.

SHAWLS,

n.\iug

In til is city. < >cb
1. if Dev. .!. A. bosMr. Wil
hero. Colby and Ah-- A-imt la J. 1'.it terson. both of
liel fast.
In this eiiy. <>,■(.
,1 |.\ lb" .«.eorge I'ratt. Mr.
Wm. <). < unuiugiiam and Miss Abide ,i. Clarv, both
of this city.
In bim-olnville, Sept. loth, by .1. D. I ticker,
Ks,p.
Air. I-red Know lion of .bib.
riy, and Mis.- lb.-. A.
Davis of bincoluviile.
At bincoluviile c.-nir.
S.-p, .‘.uh, Air. ('has. A.
Sylvester ol < Hindi n. and Mr P.ulali V. Sylvc-t«*r
of l.incolnv iHe.
In buirkport, Sej,t. **if h. Air. A deHart
Hardy of
bincoluviile, and M i-s >n
st. wart of < a imien.
In Do-ton. Uct. .’d. in tIn* Columbus Avenue I ni
v ersali-1 Chutvli. bv
lb v Dr. .Miner, Air William A.
Deiidh ton, Town < h rk of N
!ip..;;. Ah and MisSa.ali A. Allen oi ilo-ton.
>

Worsted

SUITINGS!

Black Silks,

and

Blacksmithing.
EM

A

city.

Trains, Stages and Boats will be

on

twH

run.

spr»m.ri

i

I

■

and Broadcloths, Doe-

With

At prices lower than any oilier house

Three Days in Advance.

Di i:!. 1.-111:
\
\ \\ vi:vi\i, and tor tin- benelit ot
Voi V., ill \ \m» oi iii IX Who stiller from M.UV
(»( S DKIHI.I I A boss Of MAMIooD, etc., gh
re. alter
ing hi.- rule-of
undergoing much
sutlering ami expen-e, and mailed free on receiving
a post-paid dir* ,-red envelope,
vddivs- N.xlllA.V
ibb MAUAil! D. O. box I .Vi, IJrooklyn, .N 1.

HI Kl

<•<»<»!> V A Iil I. IA

a

skins, Pantaloon Goods,

C

Goods!

Dry

at

W OODCOC KI’S

-,

a

of

Overcoatings,

-<

MAI

onsistin#

For Men and

35, 50 & 75 Cents.

moment of delay in:i k«• your cure more
hopeless, ami maeli depends on tin- judicious choice
ol :t remedy.
I lie amount of testimony in fav or of
I>r. Sehenck's Duhiionic
Syrup, as a cure for con
sumption, tar oxc.eds all that can In* brought to
See
suppoi t l!-. pretensionany other im-dirimDr. >ehenck’s Almanac, ronfuini.ngt.hu certilientes
ol many per mis of tlie
big !u t re-pect ahilil v, wlm
iia\ e been restored to health, after being
pronounced
incurable by phy-i.-ians of aeknou I edged
ability
Sehenck’s I’ulmonie Syrup atom It as cured man \. as
these ev idence-: will how ; but the cure is often
pro
•noted by the employment of two other relm diewhich Dr. Sell, m k pmv idfor the purpos,
m
additional remedie- are Soli* nek’s Sen W»-ed I onic
and Mandrake Dills.
D.v the t.melv u-.
ot tin
medicines, according to direction-. Dr. >eheuek e.-rtilie> that in os! any case ot ( ;>u umptiou may be
Clired.
Dr. Sclienck will be at tin- Quimv House, D.osiou.
on the
following Wedm-sdaw-, from'• to .; o'clock
•bin. l.;th and •-Tth, De!». loth and
ith.and March
loth and Jltli. < 'on-iiltatioii.: free; bat fo>-a
thorough
examination of the lung-, with tin- lb-piroimtor,
the price is Sd.
l»r. Sellenek is profession.illv at hi
principal of
lire. Corner sixth ami Arch .-dm is, Dliilad lpiiia,
every Monday, w in r. all i- ilei- of advice mu-1 he
addressed.

F*onnd I

•an

l.\

I <(

PRICES OF ADMISSION:

Im fry

TEN

\\

R R

H. H. Johnson & Co.,

«

liver.

•

/‘RORE RITES.

I ER

v(

person

«

AX I) GRAXD MARCHES'

It has over ;
X5U legantly liirni'lie.l rooms and is lilted up at an
expense of $«.>(.to,0(io. Kiev ator, steam and all moil
rn improvements
Furopean Flan. I he HR.*TA 8 1C A H'Lunch < 'ouiih-r and AN me Booms ;
are supplied with the best tin- markets .mi. lurnish.
I lie <■//<'.->1 n< i- unsurpa~ d.
Booms fora single j-r
son,$l.»o and $. per day; rich snifts for families
proportionately low so that visitors to the city and
travelers ••an live moie luxuriously, lor less mono"
at the (iBANh I \ lo.N. than at am oilier lirst-class
Hotel in tin citv
Mages and Cars pass the Hotel
<i. F. & \\
every minute for all parts of the city
D. tiAUB1SON, Managers.
lyrsplii

<

action of the

Fine Goods

A

unique and charming character.

most

/ A G EX IOCS ACCESSORIES.

.stop
po>:te Ho (.HAND CIA i B VI. DKPt > I

TAKE

A

COME AND SEE MY STOCK Of

sir/:///: dresses

or Iea\ •• the City of N!'. W Y» )BK,
annovaiKT and expense of carriage hire and
at til.
«-2t t\fi» 8 \IO-% HOTKL. op

CONSUMPTIVES,

B

de/.hioly yrrsic:

W hen you visit
save

B

Dress Goods!

tvilikriny, liriyht if: Beautiful Attraction

Clothing

—

j

Messrs. HOWARD & CARLE,
personal direction it will be given,
pronii.-e that the varied features of this

$l.l"al.50

PURCHASE YOUR

Fall

R A R E

New Fall & Winter

I

$105

$1.-j5

TRAVELERS.

10

Persons so alfoeti d, if they take one or two
TICKETS,
heavy colds, and if the cough in these cases be
suddenly ebe kod, will find the stomach and
liver clogged, remaining torpid and inactive,,
and almost before they are aware the lungs are
please a mass of
>n M <>l
sores, and ulcerat'd, the result of
hv
horse

power slam and disappears into the front of the
house where she loses her interest in pulling
in windows, hy looking at a hook of fashions.
By the time the man gets out of the cellar lie
is mad enough to put a window in the blue
vault of I leavei withoflt a ladder, and he can't

1 _■

PERSONAL NOTICE,
Notice is Jiereb\ given that all officers, sailors,
and soldiers, wounded, ruptured, or injured in the
late .rebellion, however
lightly, are entitled to a
pension, and !iou-:m<l of pensioners are entitled to
an iiier«-a-ed rale
Apply immediately through
Dii. F. F. .JACK st ).N,
1 ..ile .stirgt on, L. S. Navy.
No. I N'-w (' 11: i. 1«, r-- SN'*w York.
splyrd

|*l [.Mi »\I< S\ UK J\
s< i![;\( k\s Ska Weed Toxn

'oiisumplion.
!■'rcquontly medicines l hal will slop a cough
the hammer, so mounting a box lie takes his
will occasion the death of the patient : they lock
list and thumps on lhe frame several lime*.
the liver, stop tlu* circulation ot the blood,
As it does not start, he linallv. in a moment of up
followand in fact, they clog die
hemorrhage
is
strikewhen
lie
frenzy,
looking another wav

hand and making him howl with pain, lb-is
now mad, and
seizing:! brick w hich happens to
he liaudx he raps the other end of the sash and
succeeds in not only driving out the sash hut a
second pane of glass, and as the vedi falls out
his arm goes out too. and this sudden move-

—OF

<>

Bible Society.

County

l.NVK'S

Srm'.N; k's

or

OPENING

THE OllIGIXAL

will be of the

Waldo

m‘<hj

crowning beautv.
When it lad.-, she fades as well.
While it ile-r
attraction.bright
are -I;!!
kept
per.-onal
maintained. By preserving the hair fresh and
vigorous a youthful appearance i- continued
through inanv y< ar-. Those who grieve over
their failing hair turning gray too early should
know that Ayer's Hair Vigor prev cuts it, and
r< -tore-gray or faded hair to it- natural color.
It i- a ylear and healthful preparation, containing neither oil, dye. nor anything deleterious,
and imparl- to the scalp w hat is most needed—
a sense of plea-ant and delightful freedom from
-••m f oi- dandruff.
New Berne (N.<
Times.

mtieh

and his hand glances oil’ the frame and plunges
into ihe open air through the glass, cutting his

—

--r-

prostration, when

is administered. Bi i'lIiPs di-i- subthicd bv tbi- inestimable
compound.
’-s

l.legant hair

labor tin* glass is set and the n-xt important
thing i 1* pul tie- windows in. In a house
properly made no two cellar windows will til
tin same train—and this little nugget of vvi-dom dawns on a man w hen hi* begins to lack !<

out. and he lug-i ami pulls and a- !a-t go.gown cellar t»» push il out.
lb- lias forgotten

<

ease

their place*.

inee him of i:.

Cl

oin

find the windows, and a- a man gaze- at. the
sashes and di-< <>\. rs a large | roportimi of the
glass broken In* wonders w!i\ some one don't
invent a vs mdow that will not I creak, and thin IvTo e.-onomi-e.
in- will do it at hfs lir-t lei-mv.

coin

$lC.00all.0o
$7.00a8.00

file animal meeting of tin W. C. P>. Society will
he held at the Fnitarian Church oil Sabbath eve
ning, Oct. 5, ls75.
All are cordially im ited.
Fer Order of executive Com.,
\YM. <). Ft >OB, Sec'y.

%

.rid putting in a cedar w ir.dow is a- dilli.aili as getting interested in reading a l'atenl
Tin- lir-t thing necessary is to
Otlie. ib p,.ri

to

May

Will be presented the

imperial spectacle,
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the tisij
ju i'lli/ic}\ <*cil v<
..a./;/ /iinr, ,,J
/aUe/.s.alld the r> Illni'iil
ion niauilest from ees-al ion of rough
o.d otlu r alarming symptoms, after using 1<VII
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tention of
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and

put

Geese

Straw
Washed Wool
l uwashed
10 Hides
J"a:J < all Skins
l'-a 11 Lamb
10 Hard Wood
1‘a"" Soft
lo >iiorts per cl.
5as Lime
07 Butter Salt
o.i Blaster

Dried Apple
Butter
Cheese

->•

our

Fowl

RE

O

LOOK OUT B EF

1875.
—

Report.
lor the

per-|

Thi.- is

7
7a'.>
lSat-’O
10al8
lgalo

Lamb
Turkey

DO

$1.50

1875.

-O N-

rear
'vhere I

nare

fee;- like
never Maim d

I till.
pleasant things connected with t !iseason. II
—The Portland Press don’t scare much is now that lie can
go into the woods and see
■ net
its impending libel suit, only meekly those autumnal tints
painted on each leaf, no
remarking "We learn from our exchanges two alike, and done with that exquisite touch
that the Press is in law as a defendant. that no artist can attain. lie gazes at the
The good arc always persecuted in this scene, drinks in its beauties and comes home
ami finds the quarter gas bill due, and-but
world.”
whv dwell on the subject?
Apple-sauce—the remarks of small
hoys (at a safe distance) when detected,
—Ship Isaac Hood was launched at Walhy the owners, in predatory visits to fruit- do boro, ou the ilOth, from the
yard of 1.
ful orchards.
R. Reed and Co. She is 1550 tons, and
—Nathaniel W. llandall, the clerical will be commanded by Capt. Colley, of
fraud, of Clinton, has been convicted of Thomaston. If she is as staunch and recounterfeiting, and sentenced to five years liable as her namesake, she will prove a
at hard labor in Auburn
jail.

.January

j

man

Friday. eating garlic, or run
found guilty of would he defeated,
acquitted. The windows there are the

sentenced to he

A

ChiMs, agent

Air.

HAYFORD HALL,

Weekly for the Journal

111

fh< Ivlilor ol Belfast .Journal: We I«»:i r n
lien < crlain parlies of your <• it\ have lor sellish
Adam as much as a good man> do, for without
p:irjioM'Sgrossly and maliciously misrepresentdoubt be was troubled a good deal. 'Fin weath- ed our linn in staling that we hail become lninker had prohahly hern warm and pleasant, and
rupi. and if parlies bought the best and only
Adam had neglected to cover up his tomatoes durable wrought Iron Furnace, the Winthrop,
they could not get repairs when needed, and
and squashes, and hi
wife had used his best
induced parties to buy their inferior furnace to
overcoat to put round her plants.
The other the great detriment of ourselves and our Agent.
Mr. U. 1 Clark. We write to inform the pubneighbors "•■ring tli.fi Adam did not deem it lic of Ci il'a.-i
and vicinity that wean* in a sound
to
histull*.
no
attention
protect
necessary
paid
condition tinanciallv, and otherwise, and are
to lledr own. and the result wa* that there
making and selling more and better furnaces
than iii\ concern in \ w Kngland, and unvone
e. -ass
came a heavy frost one night, their garwi-hing a furnace, we will guarantee tin* Wingot nipped and thrv didn’t have air -ipia-h throp to -nit them in every
particular.
s
or
canned
tomatoes
th
winter,
i
\\ e shall commence a -r.it against the
pi.
through
parties
who
have
us
was
lir-t
liit
and
Adam
forthwith, unless
>wn,
misrepresented
-.l^ciman of
1 hey acknowledge tlieir faults with
promises of
guardian "I all the orphan children, and
I»*-i n r conduct f »r the future.
hap- taught -inging school m the winter, and |
Vour- ,Vr.
<
Tin cm as mi u. Agi.
I >ightou F’urnaec < '<>.
paid the biggest tax. and was looked up to by
!'.
toll. sept. *jsth, IsTA.
tlie re-t of the coinmuuil \, and tor tin
rea-oiis
that purlieu la. sea.-oll w a eat led Adain'- Fail.”

ended on

Miller and Smith were
and (flew was
murde'

guilty

Border

••

••

so

the .Jeflersou

into tlie non-resident ii*l of tax-payer*. This
coins-: drove Mr. Young to Trenton, and compelled the iti/ens of KUsworth to pay th tax
which be was willing to pa\ on bis personal
That gun iouded and discharged b\
propert y
tie*
King" lias already done sunn execution
at the breech, and will probably do more at, the
same end.
The unfair and desperate measures
u*cd to keep cmitrc of the KUsworth city government !>\ KUsworth ring republicans last
spring is another gun loaded and tired by the
King.” The charge from the muzzle which
tilisi a led I democrats Inmost |\ elected, was nothing to the blast w hich the loaders will yet receive from the breech.
Political rascalities
without number, committed bv our hypocritical Kcpubliean King in Hancock < <>. might be
named, but it i* unnecessary.
The pcoph
know \crv well that their whole artillery is
roiien. and *o long as they load and lire such
trash they w ill he sure to get the worst of it at
their end of the gun.
Having been for many years a Kcpubliean,
and knowing tin <-mipletc eorruplioii of this
vci v same ring, I am hound to >a\ that
they
are to-* fond of misrepresenting better men than
1 have left a parts which m>
lln-niselves.
judgment and ..ond-mu*. and the
King” will lind that I am not alone in turning
thi* corner.
L\moi\k.

inis

Belt-,mi, where the practice is to cook and gets at work again the windows seem to have
it the
spoils, and then come into town shrunk so that they go in quite easily, and bj
wiio taccs like
the time lie has got the last one in he lias rePresbyterian deacons.
gained his temper and is looting pleasant that.
I he
trial
of

fore the (irand Jury of llauroek ('o.. and failing in that, showed their spite and desire to
disfranchise him by causing his name to be put

».

ment

i.uiopeau anil

the

-.

under ih. ir e.»at*. lie n nltired 1 !iis
I i'll.Sunday 11 a kinder
remark “Well, bu\
fusln-d out on you." A id non*- of the three

s

to

I'lu

m:

"I

]'|. ! ■. N<>ti. intr Hint
bap. and the oilier l\vo bad

an-'

iraine

aiding measures for

ageile)

11> where lie resided a part of the time, and
where lie intends to reside winter*.
He voted
hi FlKwortli last spring, as he supposed he had
ight In do. Whi real those wise people of
til-King” endeavored to get him indicted be-

tuning lowanl
and looking as

lit.*!)

drown’d

t* liijn

a

lied

ral

i- -i

j-

intemperance

Ibi-toi. Kiigiand. im\* all i< omit of
j rogre-- oi the order oi (iood Tem-

i"ii. iiinii

il is.

mr

man.

■

lie.

\merica» believe that Mr. Young did not know
what tow ns make up the Trenton class ;
Mr. Young did claim a residence in Ellsworth
last spring.
He lias a furnished house ill thill

;

li* i.

»mm.

used for unfair statements and the conveyance
of unjust impressions. Do the editors of the

tlid you thing' 1 kept a rum
Alld lie \\ :SS i!»o--* tWO lit* 11 Saill 'I
a-!ouisl)i‘d a la.'N
I Inn -i il'e \\ lli*l ! H \
ilead

untle*n

-!•"!

"lit

■

lie thought
ii i- l; nioi
Merest was demanded, and
••
Hi-rcigoi in tin’ enforcement of law
a.k- v\
; iv.jii. j.i
IP v. Mr.
applauded
i''alt -noki
i) i< li
xp v-.-ing saii-i'aetion at
•“uopri

travel in “ways that are dark.” or it would
hardly represent its owner*. Put Its position
a
Iheonlv paper in Hancock county makes it
the height of meanness for ii to he so often

"ii ! innual with
pro;or
two well lib*, .i gla a -.
With a “here'- Imping,” tli" mail raided il to i-i- lip- and wa- about
to swallow it, win *i b « \ !aimed—“ I siiuin h<

his

Corrected

poetical quotation. The American, as the organ of the Republican Ring of the 3th ( .oiigrcssionai District, is expected to sloop low and

■

■

>

r-

pt

“'t >•-. and don't lx a e. ared of til ling uj
you'
l"l! p.;\, but when 1 drink
the tumbler, either.
l want a big swaller." 1T< verdin to t.be back

nut

iL'lla

1

p

a
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rather a eoiuciv
who mad a !iel‘\
in nppori
do eausc, and in nle sonic
1
A
i'oiioonoiiloi), of < amdcii.
!'i\
l-n •■s.-r.l- to .-ay, i*ut got yen

A

pattern *»f
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Two ol them eaifle into :■ gror. r store, and
wIi Mith.- followone took the proprietor a>id
“< an we
got
ing i-onversation took pla<<.
“Yes, lor both ol
something to drink In• r■

-poke

'dilated daiue

<

at

*t\vus all settled, and lie said—“darling, 1 am
1
not rich—but I'll try and make you happy.
know 1 can. We will ban a lilt!" house of
our own, and I am >mv %\ " \v ill b" hnpp\. for
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linished 11 is purchases'—when
he said. “\\ all, I don't know but what
you better put me in a line tooth
comb; ids kinder
handy to have in the house, though ]'!1 venter
to.say, ! hainThad a lou- in my head l'or three

of tlm
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The lather marry-

PRICE CURRENT.

BELFAST

1873.
Mu. Editor: In last week’s issue of the
Ellsworth American appears a piece of composition supposed to have been produced by the
united talent of the several editors of that remarkable sheet, reading as follows :
A heavily loaded gun discharged by Monroe
Young I
Representative elect from Trenton,
took elied on election day at the breech as well
a> the muzzle.
Plantation No. 21 is clashed with
the Sullivan District, but so eager were Mr.
Young or his friends to make certain his election that in this plantation votes were distributed and thrown for Mr. Young who resides in
the Trenton District, instead of Moore the
The result is
proper Democratic candidate.
t hat in the Sullivan Distriet Young defeated his
Democratic friend and brother, John Moore
1><|., and elected the Republican Representative
Janies M. Piaisdell Esq., of Franklin.
When Monroe goes for number one, he generally spreads himself. So cosmopolitan is lie.
that ibis year he claimed his residence in Ellsworth. lived in Trenton, escaped taxation in
both towns and represents among other?*, a constituency in Moose Hill.”
This wonderful production winds up with a

“V* oin;fn i> but little slower than th«* angels,*'
i> what the man said while he waited lbr hi>
wife to ha\ e her last word at the door.

were

Gun.

Journal.

Lamoixe, Sept. 30th,

Total eclipse ol the Son.
ing lib sweetheart.

II" had

That

For the

GEORGE.

Times.*’
thi- city Monday by the tug Howell. She will
load hay tor Pitcher & Horham for Norfolk.

About

make
MEDIUM
Belfast.

at

sized second hand safe of modern
reasonable rate. Address Box 138,
tfll

Ladies1
A

HART/ SHUN IAIN
at $-.50 each.

AN \lilt

JI. M. THURLOW,
Post Otlico.

PAIRS >00

Merino Garments!

Splendid Quality lor 60 cts. oacli
B- F. WELL’S.

til

LOST.
Searamont ami Belfast, an amdlu -t
ear drop.
The tinder will tie rewarded l»y leii\
it
the
at
ing
jewelry -tore of II. K. McDonald, Main
street.
Swll
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vuoi

nymn,

|Icto Jbbcrtiscmcnls.

HV JOJIX G. y\ HIT'
tlER.
{Tee more

the liberal v
O'er rielier stores r
oar laughs out
< Mire more
.mm gems of gold:
with h
Is nature's hi<r\C't song and shout
>od!ess triumph told.
vitr nmimo'
mother rests and sings
Like ijr
1!- r la
ah among her garnered sheaves;
is lull of goodly things,
He’brow is bright with autumn leaves.

A Small Farm for Sale.

New Store!
New Goods!

G.

A

GEO. E.

«

Farm for Sale.

J. B. WADLIN
H

f..\'<r> old, yet ever new!
• »h
blessings with the sunshine sent J
Tie;Thehnimtv overruns our due.
fullne>> shames our diseontent.
.1.

just returned from boston, and is
a

now

stock of

opening

ATL1)

I

i.M i:ok

eyes, the (lowers ldooin oil
"
murmur, bin the corn ears liil:
house the shadow, hut the sun
V';;*
1 hat easts i: shines behind us still.
'Mill nill-

e

on

half miles above Prospect Ferry.
Farm consists of «>•»
acres of land, with
good house and
11
wagon bouse and other necessary outluii.ding.x all in good repair. Cut about twenty tons
<*l b:i\ the preseait
season, has between three and
i>".
min.lfol cord- ol standing wood, has two
good
pa.'tures u itb mvir failing springs of water in encn ;
—ituated near granite quarries.'
Inquire of .James
Prospect, or address lor particulars. Price
*1’"O
term.x easy.
I! , RIDLFV.
10
Final Haven Me.

:

New Block,
That

Dr. Tcwascnd shewing the

DR. TOWNSEND’S OXYGENATED AIR Mr. I,

A andmoiln r's mother: her age. I guess,
i 11uie<'ii summers, or something less ;
Mirlish (|iiiet, hut womanlv air,
MMoolli, xjiia'-e forehead with lip-rolled hair,
<

"ii

.11 ST K I

THE MENTAL RENOVATOR.
l'lir. ASSiS'l \ N T TO Till

serein*.

Orders can bo filled at once
for any PATTERN which is in
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1
Mi 1111
"lor' of red and white ;
\u*i m her slender shape are seen
‘i.ut and promise ol 'lately mein.
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Agent'
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sonally .'licit busine ami mu depend upon Cm
Torts of '•uh.ago Ms for <at i star lory results.
!.. «uc!i
A i-li*
paiti. s liheial inducements w ill he oilerCost < Mice Box .'dud. Ni w T oik City.
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1. >k not on tier with eye ol scorn.
!1 'rot h\ o. w as a lady horn!
\ii’- aii'
li.- galloping Normans came.
I ‘gland’' annals have known her name:
Vnd -b!l ; the three-hilled relic! town
b
i'that ancient name's renown,
lA.r io hi' a eiv ie wreath they won
i
> "inillu1 sire and the gray-haired son.
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RENDERED

j

USELESS!

in lor-ed by tie-most emim lit phy>ieian.- i. tinworld for the i-iiiv of riieumat isni, m urali'ia. 1 i\«• r
complaint, dyspepsia, kidney dia.-e, aele-s. pain-,
nervous disordi r-. lit -,
inab e .nijdaiut-, m rvowand general del.il;tv, and of her ehroui.: dis. a-es ,,|
the chest, head, lb er, sionia-m, hidm ys and blood.
P.ook with full parJieuia:
Vo!l.i licit
Co., i iEiciiin;t(i •«>.

buy mir

WM. O. POOR & SON.
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pression among mankind, which is often
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conquerors in their day,
I iin dern Englishmen are bigger. There
not in existence a thousand coats of
i.iwhich an English regiment, could
Very few moderns can use anil
Words, because the hilts are too
f.r their hands. Endless wealth and
were expended in picking gladiators,
ml there is no evidence that a man
among
biein w ,i-i a.s f; g or as sl
roiig as .Sliaw No
ke ei'.;
mi statue, no
picture indicates
i mi men in
general were ever bigger. The
who
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represented

porcelain just

If lore the birth ol Christ

v

o\or

multiplied like the Anglo-Sax-

which has had
■■ and till
lately

no
no

advantage

j

Digger Indian, because it wears clothes?
The w earing of clothes, if burdensome—
which the experience of army doctors in
India as to the best costume for marchin°r
makes excessively doubtli 1, they declam
ng unanimously that breeehless men suf- I
ter from varicose veins, as men
wearing I
trousers do not
must operate as a per-

C(>.\HKNSi:i) ( Min i PH A 1 i.s.
N.\ !'Ii>NAI, llt.i i.,
I
Washington, 1».
p»,; p
Mes-rs Helphenstine it Kent ley:
<b-nt1
ery cheerfully state that I used Dur
ang’s Klieunnit it; Ib iae.lv w.tli tleeided hem-lit.
A. I!. > rlii• 11 KNS,
Member of < ’.mgi-. ss, of < la.
I’M SI ! NIIAI. MaV-HiX,
Washington, I». < April
Is;,,.
Messrs llclphenst ine & lJentley
‘(.<nts
J-or the p.i-t se\ en years mv wife has been
a great suth
r from rlieni laiism, her doctors tailing to give her relief, slu ii-ed three bottle Durang's
Klmumatie Ib-medy and a ]»eniu:uent cure wa.- tinresult.
WM. If. < lit UM\,
‘■r.xeeutive Clerk to l*rt -nielli (iruut."
Wasbiiigtou, D. t March :;d,
Ir. the space of twelve hours my rheumatism wagone, having tak« a tliro* ilo.n s of Durang'- j;h, unnitit- Remedy. Mv brother, ,j. IP < V--i:a. of lb-,!
lord. I’a., wa- cun <1 i
a simi :.r amount.
.1 HI A < l ." \ \
Meini.ei oft on-n-- of J*a.
I’nc, one dollar o bottle or
x lot;!.
for live
dollars. Ask your druggist for Durang
lilwumatic
lb nn-iP.. manufactured hv
UKU'HKNstl.M; .v Itl.A'I !J.
Druggists and < u-mists,
Wushingfo j. 1).
for Sab- hv Dlirtitils IS I i VI li V W 111 di f
Sold by Wilt 'Ll .> \ Pf, Dlilpb. !>f
in jju.-ton
iiniosi:;

J
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doors.

h.u
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out-walked, out-swum,

strangled

or

ivis'ai^a

a'nd 1,!'Vlflljiy
,il “lave
havc ,lonouuilormly (,!l umau
mind

years ago
for the

under the
very little in
“''s 13 tme- ljllt
then it is
lt
l!"-!so conditions are fatal to
powerful of the old improving
,‘j
“e ■sul'vival 1,1 the littest.
.Still an
liuctuat
0 is perceptible in vital power, and
avoid'
whether a Creek swimmer
with P'estion
uld ever have crossed front Dover to
11,

,raee'

lions that hai
stroved the ':":l
OO eil as the

even

ad.va|lces

.,

strongly

question
whether the ancient world ever possessed
a horse which would have achieved a place
at Epsom.
Why should men grow feeble
<

'alais, just

as

in civilization any
don Spectator.
Why is
her

boy?

a

and Carvers' Harbor
Fall Arrangement.

oj

any (icniian that Tacitus ever romanced
about, but they enable him to live to 7U
1 dy‘"2 :,t '•>, :ls -,(W0

more

as we

than horses?

[Lon-

solar eclipse like a woman whipping
because its a hiding of the sun.

$2 50
ii 65

pi! yacht 1’. M. Bonney, ('apt.Thos.
JL Burgess, Will make weekly trip-i he*,
tween this city am! < arvej’s
Harbor, on
an*l utter Thursday, Sept. h'.th, l>r;».
Country produce of alt kinds will be
bought at mark* t prices. People who wi'h to «1 i~
nose of the same will do well to give ii' a call.
.Muv
be seen at the store of Woods, ’.lathep s & Baker,
or on board the schooner, at llavadeu’s Wliarf, where
r

K

she may b<‘ found when in p-,rt.

Fare for Passengers, $1.00.
j’T.

Belfast, Sept. Mb, l'Cd.

Hair

THOMAS JlUltOKSS.
1 Ilf

Dressing Saloon!

Sidelirsger & Bunton
Have* purcliased the Hair
Dressing Saloon formerly
owned by Delano on Main Street,- and titled it
up
hi first-class order.
Hair cut and
shaving done in the b*sl kpossible
manner.
Also hair wove into Switches,
tnve us a call at No. 09 Main
Street, up lairs.
SIDKLJNHKk & IHMON.
Belfast, June _t, lfe75.—tfol

1 lie above b ok contain-dOO pages, I’Jmo., bound
cloth; illn.-tratetl. Price old

Savings Bank.

MASON&HAMLIN
CABINET ORGANS.
and excellence

in

nny others.

!<

ORGANS!

1 he Sir. ami i; I. k w sin »\ has large capacity for
1- ri igld and Passengers, lias also 7 b large airy Stale
dooms including lo Family dooms.
For further -articulars inquire at Kailroad Wharf,
Portland.
FVIU’S ST( KI >1VAN'T, (jen’I Agt.
5
rortlaml. May, 1875.
1M7

1875. SUMMER ARRANGEMENT. 1875.

I

1

■'

at

..•<*•.

*"*■•< a

s.. ....

e...

....on, at

dweiiitig-house oj Hannah M. Palmer, in l’aler-

Uangor

FtrtlanJ. Boston, Lawrence & Lowell.

In

foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give nolice t,.. all persons interested by
causing acop} of -aid petition, w ith this order there
t"
published three weeks succ -.-iv !v in the
lb publican Journal, a paper j.rinted at
Belfast, that

they may appear at a Probate Court to he held at the
I foliate Ollier in Brlfa-t,
al'ore-aid, on the second
I uesday of October next. alien o’elo.-k in the lore
noon, and shew cause, if
any they have, why the
-..me should not be granted.
;
\s V I II I BI.Ol MI, Judge.
A true copy, Attest .-lb P. l-l
l.I.li, Kegister.

AND 1:X AM1 X f TIi la CKLP.P. PAIR I)

At a Prohate Court held
the County of Waldo,
>■
ptember, A. 1). lsb’i.

SMALL & KNIGHT

at

Belfast, within and for

on

the second

Tuesday

ol

IP MAXSKIKU)
\iri!.bl.\.M
}\ estate of William

Kxecator «»f the
.Waustield, lat-• of Winter
p »rt, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having pn
}«;»ted his lirst account lor allowance
Ins pri\ ate claim.
Ordered, That the said I-.veeutor give not in to all
persons interested b\ causing a ropv of this order to
I.C puhlished 11 Ifee week sllcce-.-is j in the
Kepllblb
ean Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they nia> ap|" ar at a Probate < 'ourt, to be held at Belfast, within
ami for said Count}, on the .second
Tne-day ot
October next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
'how cause, if any tlmv have,
why the same should
not be allow d.
AS A Till bbOfCII. Judgea
A true copy,
Attest
lb p. F;i;u>, Ib-gi-ier.

ORGANS!

together’with

They are built from the best material, in tin* most
thorough manner, and it is generally conceded that
they possess all the qualities of lone, Action, De
sign, finish and Durability which constitute ikvi
class ins'I'IM'.mi:n s, and wherever they have- been
introduced, they have, by their merit alone, won
their way into the admiration and conlidence of the

people*.
Kvery Instrument sold by us is fully warranted and
satisfaction guaranteed to the purchaser.
The tuning and repairing of an Organ should be
done by a person, that bv constant practice and connection with Organs, understands them perfectly.
Conseq >«rmly we shall have a ii nki: from the factory visit us regularly and keep our Organs in

Probate Court held at Belfast, wit bin and f liCounty of W aldo, on the second 1 uesday ol
September. A. I>., Is;.,.
1 > III 11 A M. CAI.Dl.liWool), Administratrix
m ) of the est af e of .1 ohn Calderwood, hit e of
bin
TI N h and Klil’AlIt.
eolnville, in said ( ountv of Waldo, deceased, having
Como and examine these Organs for yourself and I presented her lirst and final account of Administrabe convinced that they are .vs hood and
iu.ai*ki:
tion for allowance.
hail any you ever saw. and if you want one we un(trdered, That t he said Administratrix gi\ not inbound to skll as we shall let no oni: touch us in
to all persons interested by causing a
copy of this
order to be published thn e weeks successively in the
lyrJO
prices.
Journal,
at
Bepiibliran
printed
Belfast, that they
M. P WOODCOCK & SON.
nia} appear al a Probate Court, to be held at. Belfast,

ALII Hi

u trial 1! x

•to Vun-rt.-u

li

u« w

MACHINE

i

SHOP! j

ST E A M E R

City

of

Richmond,

CAPTAIN C. KILBY,

" ill commence on the NEW ARRANGEMENT,
with <'< >s'\r I in•. Train.-* from Portland io Buston, on MONDAY, JUNE 21, 1875, as follows:
1/ aving Bangor at 5 o’clock A. M.,
every Monday,
U “'IneMlay, and Friday,
making all the usual land
ings on tin- River and Bay, arriving at Portland and
connect with a Steamboat
lixpresa Train over the
Boston & Maine Kailroad only; arriving in Boston
at ID o’clock P. M.
T his Train is arranged express
ly to connect with the. Steamer, and will wait for
the arrival of the Boat in all weather.
Ft; Passengers will be Ticketed through to Lowell,
arriving in Lowell at y.4U same Evening. Fare same
a' to Boston.

and
49-OX

'V-

Company**

«l» STCRUIYAIT.l
General Agent.
Railroad Wharf, foot of State Street.
CYKL'S PATTERSON, Agent, Belfast.
42
< l

M AXI)

Machine

Saw

MA.DK To ORDKK.. »*
of all kind.- dune with dispatch.

AXl)

Jobbing

-O-

Patterns For and tastings
Of every description furnished when desired.
1*.—Bolt cutting and Nut-tapping by machinery
a specialty.
Holt ends from 1-4 inch to 1 1 -‘2 inch inclusive, fur ;
nished at low prices.
Contracts for building machinery solicited.
N.

The

RETURNING,

rusM-ngrr. gohig Ksuit will t ike the Oars at fi
clock P. .\L, over either Eastern or Boston & Maine
Kan road, arriving in Portland at 10
o’clock, connct
tlM s,,anier.
arriving in Rockland at 4
o clock m the
Morning, ami Bangor at 10.30 A.M.
>tage connection at Rockland for Thomaston and
adjoining Towns; also, Railroad and Stage connections at Lella.-t ami Bucksport for interior T owns.
Steamer Richmond will connect (going West) with
the Portland Steam Packet
Steamers,
leaving Portland every day at 7 o’clock P. M., arriving in Boston at 5 o'clock in the morning.
Tickets sold on board the Richmond, over the
Portland & Rochester Railroad, to Nashua, Worcester, Providence, Noru ich, SpringlieM, Albany, Hartford, New Haven, and New York. Also, all Stations
between Portland and Worcester.
Baggage Checked through on the Steamer to destination.
Kari-:s—From Bangor to Wintorporl and Bucks,
port, 50 Cents; Rockland to Portland, $1.00, all
other fares as usual.
1 util further notice, the Richmond will make
landings at Lineolnville once a week each way,
Wednesday mornings, going West, and Thursday
mornings, going East.
o

Arbors, Jack
Dagon Screws, &c.,

Pulleys, Shafting,

following second-hand
for sale cheap :

Machinery
1

<‘xlt», with Huuton
governor, upright tubular boiler, steam gage, h< ater

Stationary Engine,

and pump

1

complete.

Upright,

Portable

Engine,

d

5-SxG

and Heater.

1

Irregular Moulder, with

full set combi

nation

collars, cutters and counter shafts complete.
1 Wood Lathe, 10 ft. bed,
inch swing, ar
ranged to turn 7 foot circle at end.

F. A. HOWARD.

Propr.

SHOP— Mathews Bros.’ Steam Mill, Cor. of Cross
and Miller Sts., Belfast, Me.
tf'J4

To the

People

of

Searsport.

At 21 Probate Court licit! at Belfast, within ami for
the County of Waldo, on the second fuesday ot
September, A. I)., ls?o.
If I II A i.. WIIMWl.Y, widow of Kdwin
Whitney, late of Burnham, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition for an
allowance trom the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, 1 bat the said Martha <J. give notice
to ali persons interested by causing a copy ot
tbi-' order t'“ be published three weeks successively
in the IP i iblicun Journal printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday ot October next,at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
praver of said petition should not be granted.
ASA I III KLOl Oil. Judge.
A true copy, Attest: -B. P. Futi.i). Register.

MA

(lie

<

state of

who are indebted to said deceased's estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demanils thereon, to exhibit the saute tor settlement
J. i). LAMSON.
to him.

FT111K subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
1 concerned, that lie has been duly appointed and
taken upon liiinsi It the trust of Administrator of

-O-

A V K taken the Agency of the Bii.kasi- MaiiiiLK Woitivs, Clark & Fernuhl,
Proprietors. Persons wishing to purchase Marble Work of any <lexeription can do so of me as cheap as they can buy
any where iu this Stute.
A. T. tJUlMBY.
till
Searsport, Sept. 10, lh7o.

III

>till lie found

May

Moore,

l>r.

Lato from

at

corner

Hoiiic

Schoolat Boston HigWantls.

MISSKS W ATSON will re-open their family
on Wi DNKSIIAY, S1.1*T.
15th, at their
reshlence, Dunreath Place, Warren Street. Boarding pupils received as members of the family. For
particulars send for circular.—8w7

rpilF.

1 School

M

■

if.

opp. never,

Tin ■author

i..

well

.a-

to

ecrecy and »-\pi
P. M.
!y.

;

<d mtle ub«\
all ilio-a-es r»*.ttiiri 11 ;.*

c,.11:01.1
a

in

Mli<

<

1

hour-,

••

A. M

*»

How Lost, How Restored!

-e

•>

PIANO-HARP CABINET ORGAN

quisite combination of these instrument

S

For >ale in Iiell'a-t

Mast.

•1

upon

R

SOLICiTOH OF PATENTS
Far liivmiiuus, [nulr liars. »r lU-sigiis,
CG
No. 7G State St.,
Boston
opposite Kilby St.,

Itiil.lxr

■■•t

lias*-,

iVtluloid

or

>11 .■*

|

lie has the

jut

Particular at tent ion

artificial teeth.

-•":,«,.ri'""K"."|.^Lh

isfact ion.
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•. 1'

u

a

t

f..

■
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BELMONT,
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it n
I'aletiT. and tln-n-ila!
|\ ed ill-,
lit ol‘s

in*
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lea:

THIS I KNOW!

regard M

I,My

"l“! I '••O-Iiti.
din!' I\

5 iV (i■
I

•

*

11 (In*

pp•

>

11
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s
i 11 d
.lobe | ||. at I«

-11 e

loll SI

GOODS

ami

CALL

fvi'ii

low

;

lower jirices.

la

Who

Try

to

UOItlUtT I

.

This

Come and examine the newest
and best store in the world.

Of all

VJ O R K.

description promptly

attended

to.

People who contemplate purchasing stove'
and tin ware will do well by
calling on me before go
mg elsewhere. Having had large experience in tie
business am satisfied that I can give satisfaction.
CLARK.
I'n-.l'aMl, let, l-ith, Nri.

A

Unul. I’l Ml* j- tin nknow It .In. .1 > | \.\ |) V l: I *
nf I In- ui .i k. l. hi |H»|»ul:t
•>
i* 1 i»-l. t In- best
■j.'1'
| ii in p t.
v,
ii a-! in.. Hr
! In
A Ufa
i- ill ‘.it*
to I tl;l ?
I.
f 'll
1 III Jir-*\ it
rk \ al r, W ill.'!:
Kl II la
tin 1 M'oj. •
nan hr wit Inlraw n w it him t di-t u liino t inwho!.
joint-, :nnl !!■■• rojijn-r hn!u!n
>ralf> or ru-i and will la-i
iii'Vit frank
a lift- tii.I n-a
I n -a!and :
I n ordt r to in- -nr>' tli
1 *uin11. !"• nan-lnl amt
It
iy trade m..; k- >ihoi.
i•»•
you il<> iini Icmii’.v• m
-rip11v -ii u;.1
-«; «>i tin*
!
h«•
iiaim
ami
uln
with
lojrtilirr
a^ci !
!•» add:
iu-:tr»*vt yu:i. will !-<•
unyl; !■»; *»*-:•.«
w
itii
iu_r,
siaiuji.
,

lid:.

d
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Superior HEATER has

<

CHAS. G. BLATCHLEY. Manufacturer.
iii mi re■ Sf.,
Nii; ••!*][... :, I
*Jm

been

itself

a

■

1

fully tested the past severe
winter, and has pro\ed

best manufacture, Also Furnace Work,
l in Ware, Lumps, Oil, ice.

J O JB

L.

VMan.N.

.-

Bi.ATCHL.EYS
)i..|.r<ni l < I M |*.| i:

FURNACE

MASS St

specialty.

tin
,'apaM. and
u Inna I h.n.
had m
It \ III ,1 > M.\sn\t
< \on*.-'r ot Patent'."

...

%th
(

...

WROUGHT IROIM

The WYOMING STOVE
a

IMn.M \|,<
a-.

in

■■

WIN TH ROP

Help

Having recently pnrelnlM-il tin- •‘tuck nn-l traili- nC S.
•v. 11 FILSLW
will keep constantly on hand a humassortment id

Made

p?a.

■

>

Themselves."

Of the

11. S

limns I

201 f

‘•Help Those

in.

PURCHASING !

BEFORE

t

on

..

,.

■

this |ri[)pi', :it

.;.

;■ r.

"I Imvi-n.i In -.tat imi in i-oirim/ inventor-that
tle y cannot inpli.v a man ,.>r, .-,„njn t> ,,t
t •//>/
"'•■fti'll and inure capal-h .d' putting tln-ir appih a
11 mi- in .t lorn to sci-nri- I'm* t In-in an • -arlv a ml av m
*'•»*» iil.-i
mil at I In
! *.t »ii t • >Hice.
i:i»Ml M> Cl l.’KI Jat. • .mi’■ ’r,.t |*.,tenf\I r. i; II I -HV ha- made fur me ov. r I u 111 |A
a I ’! 1" at imi.
I’ai. in s, having be. n snn*e--fnl in
a I in 11-1 e
-a <-.
ii u n mi-1 akable proof. .t great
: al- nt- an I a In 1,
a i’•-■id- ni.-t •> ri emu in.-ml
p
\l.t invent.-r
It
.pi. a, |,m
procure Ttieir p-a
I ent
a- I In--, in
i.f'
; Imv n-> lie nn -1 tail!.
till attention
'h. a
ami
rea -"liable eh n
I' > 11 \ lAl.i.AlU
C"'t *«'..»
:
I
In •:

1 hi' new ami com mod mu 11 -d I, I mi a !..
a t
liardnei lirower, 1.is now open tt> tin piihlit
It is compute in all tin- modern ipp< ini nniii
Passenger Hlevator, Si« am heat and running u itin tin* Looms ; Lath and I oib-t Looms on .mi■ Id
etc. etc.
/ •'/•//centrally located, near tin r.minion
all the places of amusement, Public* P.uiMiug
and
Southern and W estern l>epot~, and tl
miint
Steamboat Lines ; 11hm1 t 'ar and >tam
til j.
of the City and Suburbs, coiim ini/ witn d; d
I »epojs, pass jin- door coin inuall)
m -ordi:
Looms, Sl.no per day and upward
si/e and location.
A ll excellent Led aiirant. :d im.d.r.tG pim,
\ our patronage i- solicited.

NO 5, Phoenix Bow,

Atlvt'rtet'd in

Imict

!..

■

(>

THAT AT—

DRY

v

..

"‘''•I

:v

••

I

Ail

tflti

Civil lie I'diiik!

n.

• avrals,
Sp.-<-i!naiions, A->ign
I n 11 i:
I!!
\<•< 1t
till-lita lid ai! pa]
d HI r*-a soi.
with d.-.-pateli. IP
able torn
aroln made to tie
a'id it > and «it ilit of I'a tents of 1 nvi n
ter mine t Intiutr-, and legal and other advice rendered in all
< .-pies of tin- claims id
matters touchingt In- -amA
any patent fumi-ln-d h\ .-mil iing mn-dollar
-ig.'itn- ..I i«-i- on led in W a-liingt-.il.
//.- /
.1
A A I,/.

cure

given to making and inserting

■

eigu eountrir-

|i r,

country right l'or the use of
Dr. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates.

t•«• of
upwards of to
l*nt• -nts in rIn l nit. il
I- ra me, and ol her |« »r

f

to -retire

WORKS : Ilarton street.
Tliis tirin conlidenlly assure the nueters an.lmv
I
ers of ships That the\ h:i •. e t he lied of facilii iexecuting e\ el branch ot slopwork'. for lm>1 li u •"I
eii ami iron .ships, in ,i
manner guaranteed to
at

s«•

i»r:i«•
VA'I'llII
eurs,c.oit into-al
Ihitai

-•

OFFICE:

eluding
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!
by which tlie process is rendered mueti loss painful
•and tedious than by the old methods. Tt th insert

t‘\tI'ti-1

an

Biockmakcrs.

and

H. EDDY

Agent.

joiners, .v<*.

teeth, in

i\\ n \ rs

I'.)i;rn.N

.g

by

TUTTLF,

Spar

m>
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■

TON ; 25 Union Square,
Adams St., CHICAGO.
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CATALOGUES
HAMLIN ORGAN
W.

C1IAS. J. C. KLINE &
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Hot,

EASY PAYMENTS.
rented until rent

payments;

the old stand of
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Yor operating

instruments
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FURNACE,
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powerful

Iron Furnace
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ami

id!Ml ll.lT.
sold h\ a
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dealer- yaieiall;
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as a medical am ut and other ’.aiiaah.e paper-, te
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SHIRTS!

ARABIAN

MADE TO ORDER.

Warranted to Fit.

OINTMENT

CJIAS. CUSTIS & CO.,

SCRATCHES

CURES

AM) OTlir.lt 11 I

493 Confess St., Portland Me.

HORSE-FLESH !
WI'SOIJIXIN

DOMESTIC

O^ATJTIOlNr !
K SUBSCR1 BER
JL has purchased the
in tin*

rpi!

hereby gives

notice that he

interest of bis late associate

Hayford & Strout Hay Press
Patent.
Thereby becoming

sole

owner.

Finishers Attention!
-o

1

Good Wort! Cash Payments! No Discount!
amount of both
Vests to make and Pants to finish, and during the months of July, August and September
we shall
PAY CASH in THIRTY DAYS after
work is returned.
POTE & QUIMBY.

WE

are

now

having

a

large

Belfast, July 19, 1875.—2mosd

ANIMALS.

ientl. tui n who testify
K<)-Witness tin* nameits extraordinary meritI;. Ita-t Me.
A. Ilavford, Msep, I
Mayor,
n’J I ns. Ay* i.t.
Israel( o\. <
Harri.-ou llayfoi d. Danner,
D. M. Mooilv, Horse I miner,
S. .1. Dean, Drop, ot l.iv. t v Stao'e Dockland
Dl'ett W v«-avt '. Hotel Keep* r, .N. Searspoi t,

ONLY

15Y

>•

MGHTON FURNACE CO.,

!

••

l eam.-ter,
Itoherl * D Ante
\\ I Hack, Deputy .Sheriff,
At H lie \ ( '.I Stay,. Dl op
I .11. Worth,
" I
i. avt
Drop o| l.iv St aide sto* kt..n,
•*

98 North
T

St., Boston,

i.nd

roi: rim

Mass.

i.ai:.)

d.
d

I’mmeil
i«»i: sale

IA1I.RV SAW UR,

By

•*

OT1II Its.

l'r#'|t.

SEAKSLOH'I’, M IP.

R. F. Clark, Belfast,
aitfiMf,

MAW

mv

for Belfast, and

•*

.,

A N I»

Agent

—AND—

Pant

M A XI! FACTURi:i>

AMBROSE STROP
1875.—ftmosti*

VEST MAKERS

\U

to

He notifies all per

who have built or are intending to build cooperate said presses without his sanction, that they
will be prosecuted, and compelled to recognize his
rights in the invention.
He is prepared to furnish Presses ready built, or
to sc-11 rights to use; the same.

Belfast, Aug. 10,

|>K

*”'“0

HAY PRESSES!

the estate of

ANN I/. 1 ^ LI-.R, late of Frankfort,
in the County ot Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore requesLj^ull persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to him.
FRANKLIN L. TYLKR.

VI. IX>1 I I l

Hi

.Ml I

1

■>

DR. G. P. LOMBARD,

sons

CI.KMIA f, late of Montville.
in 11m* County «»t Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
a< t he l.i vv directs; be therefore requests all persons
SI SAX

V
!*.

!.

1

ut

INCICT
iriulul

HOMER,

and Surgeon.
Boston.

subscriber hereby gives
rpilK
1 concerm d, that In- has been

public notice to all
duly appointed and
taken upon himselt tile trust of Administrator of

parts of the world, closely
<a
ipt ol price.
!'• C ip;
ol : cent postage

.lii't ji ilili.'lu d, a new edition o!
< atvertveliX C elelirate.l fr
on
1 he
r,til ■;/;•<*
without
j
jnediciin
ot
Sft t:v| v nn;i:mi
or
Seminal \V .tkiie--. Involuntary ''rmina! I.os-e-.,
1 vt 1 •* ci i.\i
.Mental and Phy.-ical Incapacity, In
pedimi ni' to Marriage, etc., al-o, t 0N.-1 mitiu.n,
-'V and I 1 1 ". indm-t d by self indulgence or
i.ni
sex mil
xtrav aganre, \ c.
1.
Price, iii a -eah d i-uvnijie, only six cents.
1 tm c i* ! r:.■ d an dor.i
this admirable Kssay.
cb-arly deni, n-trnt. o-.-m a thirty y< nr-’ .-ucre.-sfu.'
practii-., tdia* Jim maiming coii-i ijiteiiees of self
alm.-e naty be 1 a-healP- -mred w i: limit tie dangeron1
of internal m< -dicim- or ‘In application of the
knite ; pointing out. a mode ot cure at one-- -imple,
ami eilectual, by imam ul witicb every sutferer, no
matter what hi condi t ion may !>••, may cur.- hi in
i!
cheaply, privately, and rn«//V< !!//
t- /j ill 1
I ,.-rt nr-- 'In .11 id b> i u .lie tin tel- of ev m
youth and every man in the laud.
Sent under "'ill. in a plain envelope, t<> any ad
oil re mpi „f i\ cent-, 01 t wo po-t
dress,p.*>7
age -tamp.-.
Addi'e -S the Pllbii'hi IS,

nrQT

HERRIMAN, WARMINGTON &

At a
the

it hin ami for said County, on the second Tuesdayol
October next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the same should
not be allowed.
AS A I'll l’Bid»n;ir.
Judge,
A true copy. Attest—lb p. Kn.i.i., Kegister.

on n

\ i.

>

Maniioua:

«

Europe. Out of hundreds U> *i* have net
all where any other organs have u ••a pi. l'.-rn d.
Declared by Eminent. Mu
DLO I hemisphere-;, to be unrivaled.
iv
TESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR, with ■•pmiui.than One. Thousand (sent free).
0,1 having a Mas. n
& TIamlin. 1> n- t
take any other. Dealer* get L,\ no li < >m
missions far selling inferior organs, and fur P>
reason often try very Aunt to sell something
TO With mu-t. imp.-rtant my>i*u
ntlfl u I I LEvJ manta ever mad.
Solo and Combination Stop-..
Superb
of
new
and
other
Case**
dr-itiii-.
Etitgcre

X. B.—Catarrh, Suroicat. and Chronic Diskasks, with those peculiar to WOMAN and Cim
imp', will receive his Simm iai. Attkntiox.
Ki.kotuiitty used in all its forms—where this
valuable agent is indicated.
#t>*Ue will Visit I’atiknts at their houses, who
are unable to call at his rooms.
on U K Horns—From lo A. Ar. until 1 1’. AF
From g l\ AF until n l’. AI., and from 7 1*. Al. until
b 1*. M.
ti'Mi

w

iNT :s w

j

>

••

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

X. 11.

VIENNA, 1873; PARIS, 1867.

Office, 58 Main St., over store of
Sleeper & Son, BELFAST, ME.

improved

I pon tile

STEAMER

e\ery

HI
A

be -old

all

i,

01

PI

;m

!'../li,e

1

named dis.a-«

A ward.-d

DIPLOMA OF HONOR

**■>

MOODY'S

JOHN

Maine.

Sale.

to

lloil'e.

THREEHI&HESTMEDALS

Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.

At a I’robatei ourt held at Belfast, within and lor
the County of Waldo, on the
con i Tuesday ol
September, A. 1)., is;:,.

I

Maciiianj.oi i

Wiritcrport,

iiiaii,

skill,

R. H. MOODY, Druggist,
of Main and High Sts., Helfast, Are.

Physician

|

u ,i

ORGANS!

.Mornings at 4:3Q o’clock,
numbing as above, arriving in Portlnnd’same night,
n-uaiiy connecting with Kiillman d rain, and early
morning Trains l'or Poston and the West.

Discount to

lie Honorable Judge ol' Probate Ibr the
County
of Waldo
,1 b* A N K I.I \ I I: I.A I <>l Centerville, in tile State
"I Phode 1 laml. (iuardian of Waldo 1’. I
■i
Cat
■I l-iankrort, in the
Count} ..| Waldo, respectfully
1-1 lue eins that the
goods, chatties and credits of
in! ward are not sutlicient to answer his
jUS| debts
and provide ti.r his 'itpport.
iij;i;i.i «»i;i. your petitioner
prays your honor to
I.* ci ut
him a license to sell and convey so much of
the real e-tate of aid ward,
including tie- reverion of the W Plow's dower
thereon, a.' will satis)}
hi del.I and incidental ullages.
ldlANKI.I.N Mil, A T, < iuardian.

ORGANS!

1 or;;;;;

to

amp.
Add!-.

Xo.

::;:r UN APPRO ACHED
UNEQUALED
by
capacity

orner

DR.

1

All If'

iylit unii»e accompanied hy Hill of Hading
duplieai.'. Ail IV' iglit hill- must he l.aid on
ol
goods.
delivery
(i F< > i,. \V I. LI .s, Agent.

Pric<

S

-!

SHIP WIGHTS, SHIPSMITHS,

Strong.

bv

''"lit

al« 1. |•••'la.'.o- j
.1
.:"J,

'•

Pa03ATE NOTICES.

PAYSON TUCKER, Sunt.

.June •_» 1. is;;,.

Ire.-.

and

,!

in bruulilul I'pencil

BOSTON.

3:30p.

k.

particnlar.

tf!4

STREET.

<

»

iovernnn-i Lot:-i

Vity,

iioiio d than it ever was before
degenerate
because it eats corn instead ofber1
the
Californian and the
ompare

civilization not only
Capt. Webb, who would

11

"i

v.'dl ]• .po
1>\'» ami T111 KSIJA Y

"I lend.
Physical condition depends
physical conditions, and why should a
aro better
led, better clothed, and better

1

J. P. Johnson,

LOWELL,

*•

a

1 h
conditions
do not prohibit

Capt.

port.

a

You carry
physical training.
weight habitually. J5e< luse they keep indoors
Compare English prolessionals
with Tasmanian
savages, living in identically the same climate, but living out of

Roix,

<

Will
Knilroad Wharf, foot of Stale Street,
••very 11 IM)AV and I 1; 11 >A V Evenings, at lo
»
1
k, online living, Tuesday,May ‘.’A, for Kocklaml,
Famine. 1 >«•»
Ish
Sedgwick, So. West Harbor,
"dr. Hesert.! Millbridge, .Jonesport and Machias-

ol cli-

manent

R.

W i!i
Belfast l'»i‘Boston <*vory Monday,
v -due da\. 1 lull -day and
Saturday. at d I*. M.
I«< I it r u i i:will l>:i\«
Boston every Monday,
I
da;., 1 lu;r.-day and Friday at d 1 g I*. M.

CHAS. PEEKING,

every

moral c.,nse.|iieinrs may ha\ «• their forces turn*
a-ide and be rendered comparatively barmle
IJ'hicago rimes.

lyrVA/ QTYI

much of the real estate of Daniel S. Palmer
bde of Palermo, in said County of Waldo,
deceased,
iute-tate, as will produce tie sum of t-ighi hundred
'•'•liars lor tin i>aymeiit of the-aid deceased’s
ju t
'1 ’t -,
charge- of administration and incidental
-aid real estate consists of about one hunbarge
dred acres <>f land, and produces about go tons of
•l;i> with a good pasture and wood lot, and a good
hou-e and barn, and suitable out buildings thereon.
HANNAH M. PAI.MI.IL Adm’trx.
Palermo. Sept. 11, is;:*.
.'AvlJ

Week.

Will most positively cure any cine of rheumatism
or rheumatic gout, no mailer how
long Minding, on
the lace of t.h< earth. IJeing an inw a: d application
it does the work quickly, tlne-oughl v a.;d permanently, leaving the. system’ strong ami healthv. Write
to any prominent person in Washington
and
you will learn that the above stateun at I- trm in

Making
Repair-

*-

tflJ(

-*

Trains leave Relfast 7.1 a.
Jm. connecting direct to Ran
gor, Dexter, Skowhegan,
—r'=®”-——--2°E“
P'anningtoii, Lewiston, Dan
villi* .Junction and Drand Trunk Railway, Augusta,
Itriinswick, Hath, Portland, and via Pa-terii. ami
Hoston and Maine Railroads, arriving in P.oMun
7 j». m.
Leave Rellast
m. connecting to In ■••.ter
and llangor. also with night Pallman I rain., arri-,
‘iig i" Bouton :it 6:15 tv m.
«

LEWISTON,
CAPT.

particular advan-

—

'■•e*

j

as

Mo

Capt. Wm.

THE

■

"<•

STFAMI.lt

FARE TO BOSTON,

■

on

Mi. \ MF.lt

i.

<

oil

ARRANGEMENT OF TRAINS.

worth .f 1
Sami
.... Portland, M.

w

1

Public A net ion bv virtue of a
nee
from the Court of Probate for the
of Waldo, oil .M Hilda
the '..lb day ot < »etol>

Wri'-I*
lie
>T

Maine Central Railroad.

r--.

■

was

SEARSPORT, ME.

per Week.

Trips

Thing, Neat, Snug

Administrator's

Purler BrOlliers,

I pri
|iri/c
‘-5 prize*., 4b >.».000 «*a« l».i(M»OU
tlthOOO
priz**H. aiiuiiiiifiin; to.

ii’nssian
Nothin® is
rey iineiit ol equal numbers.
...!i■ i] ol our lorclatliers here in
Engif I which
EngTshmcn could not do, unlio some feats ot archery, which
the result of a long
training of the
umiied tor generations.
The most
-d and luxurious family that ever
ed, tin European royal caste, is phyis leg. as
healthy, and a> poweram people* of whom we have
any
b at science can
accept. 'Tiiier.s’
•liniati is < ’.-esar's Kaul in all bodily
s*
boiis. and with an increased power
!
keeping alive, which may be partly
wmg to improved conditions of
living,
probably owing still more to devel"P"‘l .iality. There is no evidence that
o.o'i tin*
leeblcr races are feebler than
bu y !" :ime alter their lirst acclimatization.
I he benguloe was what we know him
’•!>
hundred years ago, anil the Chinaman

ill,- i'liiije! Four

■

TATf;

:

Model
Shot (inns

to

MILL!

Lv 11

IT U R E R K FAIRING

$510,000.
8

■

■

mi

Holla d, .Juno 1. 1-::..

frt con

now.

Kerman,

3

v*-» i-U s>£.U

There i- no naked savage tribe which
(
nushmen or A orksliiremen could
n
I si’'angle.
N o race exists of which a
b. ;
uni men similarly armed would der

T«|| Sic;!nitTs

City.

,.

3

tfU-tH, Me

The people id the
have till the bearing and more
the -:/c o| tin* Uoiuan soldiery.
No
is recorded as usual with Creek ath■te- which
Euglisli acrobats could not

English

or n/.».

i

U 11 K
Id Malt- .lid
B99
!|ia!<- \
m
llieir loeabi
/M
o
!
Nm Ill.Vli
t r-1 it.
1
j ;•
3
3 niars bi i. i <». \ i< k i;s;A, An

A tan

pi.

cs

('harge*
lit

gna

perform

j'«B mi;

-.

N'«

s

VK 11FMOV1.D to their new Hanking Hoorn
in Custom llousi S.juare, are prepared to re
ceive deposits, placing the same on interest on the
first days ot June, July, August and Septemher, ami
December, January, February and March. Interest
being computed on same, the’first .Mondays of June
and I >ecember.
Deposits received daily, except on Sundays and
I.egal Holidays, from .Mo l'J A. M.,and 'i to 1 1*. M.
Saturdays Hank closes at 1.’, noon.
John IF (Juimby, I'reas.
ASA FAFNCF, l’rest.
tf
Helfast, June Sth 1n74.

FRKD ATWOOD,

and l IMF M.sTFRI\<;, Fietnre Framing, &c.
( all and examine our
good- and we will -:i!i-t\
you with both price and (piaiity.

«

TO INVENTORS; f

I'liis book w ill put ho-ts of people on their guard
against tie* terrible eonse.jiienc* of habit- whi«*h
«•
make a wreck of human
directly ealcabit'-d
nafi.re.'' | Maine >;aml.n d, Jan. *.*. tv'i.
•It*
licted, i t shows
misfortune may b«*st be tiovvie, liow its physical and

The best St’UiNO Hittkr in the market.
Its peculiar medical properties gives it a precedent
above all others for loss of Appetite, Debility, Indigestion, Jaundice, and all kindred diseases which
people are subject to in the Spring and Summer. It
is an excellent tonic, and used in connection with
iron, builds up the system, and makes w“11 the r-ick
and sutl'ering. For sale wholesale and retail by

VEST.
/,. >/./•./

uvular-

of every description.
Hav ing secured fhesmieiof a fir<t-class workman, we are prepared to do all
kind

K—

■

■

1

CASKETS AND COFFINS
'"E l T R

in

In,ice t in tie- WU'ld
!
«
portei>' prices- la:i
ompm
in
America ~t a ] A
artu-le pha~<
.-veryhod;.
Trade eout inn all) iie-n-asin*'- \«»e:it w a 11 r. 1 «•>.
where In-! inducement-' don
\va-t«- tiim-.-ml
for circular to |{«n:i
\
Wi in
p: \
\
I*. <>. Ihx 1 :v

cj
JL JEd.£A.C?«

11

I uioii.

New York

l b;-

A

—V

j

THIS]

UEN

129 Broad Stree t,
min

j
1

inducements offered to the right

Liberal

or

.bigness, the evidence is positive.
Egyptians areas big as the liiuiu-

;

e.

r.IiuMe a
ery < 'omit).

bigger, stronger, swifter, or parties- 'min
lidiiring under the same conditions
WELLINGTON BROS.,
d and climate Ulan lie is now.

et
e

A

e\

Lino

hidopomlout

j

..

New

LN*-w t ork I ribunc.

t

>

ni||Y
UnLl

\m> sh a Itt: it«*i.I I i:>

CIDER

Having purchased the interest of M;. \V< i.hcr, of
the Firm of W ebber & I’ortor. we ate
prepared to do
the lat.-t St vie. and war
/(
1 Mfr
lUllJUmnUfj,,, a ivrivn 'Fit in cmy
case.
\\ c also have on hand and manufacture to
order

tin- old."

c\di

all get this great work on diseases of the
ne
ole -y-lelil, jll-t pill li'lo d b\ pea bod
Medical
11. tituie. h is a- readable a- a 1 unaiicc.'
P-tn
gor ! *;ti 1 \• < omiuu 1 eial, Jau. It.*, i-i L

SXTI GENERIS.

American Organs ever awai
i» I’a rope, or whi« h p-.*s.*m
nary excellence as to command a wide >.th*
>1111 IVp awarded

FARMERS FAVORITE

T ATI

1s,.,.

are

i here di’Vit was a delusion with less
i• 11 iif*• lor it. except a
permanent im-

descriptions.

1

‘•la

nr"

Volta's Electro Beits and Bands

■

MAIN

DR. R.

MAKERS WANTED
W at •/.
/’/./i”.s, lor which good prices
will be paid. Poor vest makers need not apply.
I., sLKKPI-.B, No. -i Main St.
Belfast,duly In, 1st:, tttt

Brackets, Trunks,Valises, Paper
Hangings, Curtains, &c., &e.

cages direct from the manufacturer, and
enabled t-» sell them much cheaper than any
"'ln-r parties in Ibis city. Cage' from DO emits to
Step mi and look ‘hem over.
•

OOD

the indiscretion*

or

ars.

■

and

KINDS OK

BITTERS!

—

Birds Bath Dishes &c.

IM>IS<»\S.

Maine,

Vt*st 11 iikns Wanted!
(
\

robbed

to

|

HA

i-or eirculars or inhumation address
ll-»
W. COOMBS, Secretary, Portland.

MADE

Of all

..-.m r>.

DISH*

4G

Belfast

E. D. M. SWEAT, President.
A. W. COOMBS, Secretar\
i,..

tering

_

Ard!

a

CARPETINGS

('Hilaries.

Ko lit any ,-agi
This prevents tin* birds front scat>et .1 ami crumb' about the lloor.

Effervescent Aperient,
in

Voting

Brass Guard Cloth

i>

'o,

have lately reti rued from Ho-.
Large 6took d t!ie following goods

CLOTHING,
Rubber and Oil Clothes,

Cure for Loss of Voice.

Kor

No.

m

Furnishing Goods,

Prepared Food
j

wild

READY

A di-order

ed liver i' the consequence of a foul stomach and oh
structcd bowels, and the very be.-i preparation in
existence to pm them in perfect order and k- ;>
them

ton

ons

ur<- n

■

READ,

%* Particular attention given
ami Sewing Machine lb pairing.
ed and Bored to shoot close.

Exchange Street,

I'iui.i

lita!

>

ATTACHMENTS.

AND

ot

Mdi.-sr\.
11. .1. I.ihbv.
I
K. Swan.
.1 aciili McLellan.
William 1.. (iould, Phillip II. Brown,
!
Will:;,m II. Hi,vis, \\ menu I I ;1 lllllu; ||< I,
w. II. ,'vnder.-on, Prank Noyes
I !>. M. Sweat,
A. W. Coombs,
J
A liner ( olnirii, Skowhegan,
Anson I’. Morrill, B> adlield,
d'j-eph Dane, Kennebunk.

.1

Cloths, Clothing, Cents,

Bird Tonic,

a bo-jug. inv little maid!
al the stab of the lb d < .’oat's blade.
i i; -i ii tin- g•' 1 1 of the tarnished frame.
Mid .bid ,:ili a rhyme\our household name.
bm 1 '•ha.'i smile on as brave and bright
A
iir't >oii erected ihe morning
light,
untroubled by woes and fears
f 'i111■ 'ii a "•» oii'l youth of a hundred
year>.

■

JL

large Breed-

ages.

Sun

IN-

Bi.\iwi. of Sait s in its Lint Pi;<*.»r and
lU'i.i. a i: Pin >'ii \ \\ 1.1 ;

97

«•

r

liable spoken so long ago!
I h!e" von, I lorothy, or forgive,
'ft) e little w hisper that bade me life?

M

1

■

the

Legislature

really

has

ioi:ai.

v,f Is 011II2.

ror-y

of

s

i li* untold mi -it:
that result ituni indiscretion
in early lif« may !><• alh-vitited ami cured.
I hose
who doubt this ts-i tion should
purchase the new
Medical Work publish* d by tlo* Pi.auoiiY Mi nn At.
I n 11 n it. iJo-tou, **nt it |i d The s< inn*' of Life, or
.v //’ /‘r< .-u realionPrice
\ itality impaired
5 Loo.
by the errors ol youth or a too do-e application to
business, may be restored and manhood regained.
1 he Institute also publish* •//,<• J’hiisiu/of/i/ of h o
man at •! la
/>/.*-•»••/
Price * •no.
i he best book
of tin- kind extant. Also another valuable medical
w ork treating exclusively on M> nlal oral .\errons
/)i.'iasr.<: more than t v\ o hundred royal octavo
pages, go elegant engravings, bound in substantial
nm-lin. Price only -r -’.00. Purely enough to pay
for printing." [London Lancet.

( iiKititt

public about

diseases id their terrors,

"•

••

DEALERS

>

undersigned

Til!IK

Singers Gravel Paper
1
tin Bottom ol'<

fud\ and lover, how faint and far

•

<

Gages!

deseription, from
-i/ejoul
1
lie commonest kind.

of the
is::,.

dangerous

\e<

1

a great
extent, and given a feeling of immunity from their
fatal effects, that is well founded if tin- remedy be
taken in season. Every family should June it in
flu Look for y >*111 ts and middle aged men to read
tln-ir closet for tin* ready and
prompt rebel'of it
now i-the Science ol Life. or s* 11 l'reservafion.
members. Sickness, suffering, and even 1 it• i- -as d ju
1 lie author h i- returned from Kurope in excellent
by this timely protection. Hu- prudent >hould not j In alt h, and i again the ( l ief ( oii-ult ing Physician
: the Pi abody
Medical Institute, No. 1 Pultinch
neglect it, and the wise will not. iv.-.-p it hv \<.n
Ma
strei t, l;
Pep.iblican Journal.
for the protection it affords by ii< timelv u-. in nd
11op• m -'l.d in t ie l.ottom of Pandora’s box,
den attacks.
and h"pe p!inrie~ ! r wing- alow, -inn the issuing
i-Ki i• ai:i;i» ia
of thi-so valuable Work.-, published 1\ the Peabody
Dr. J. C. AYER &. CO., Lowell, Mass., Medical Institute, wiir1. are leaching thousandhow to a\ 1 id ill. 1 iala.1.1
t! :tt
-up the citadel ot
<
Practical ami .7 nali/liral In mis/
Lie.”
Phi la. l.i, j.
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Mediein.
••It should be t. i.l by tiie young, tin- middle ag« d

PORTLAND.

tic

't n
image' hover—and here we are.
""b. an I 'tirring in ilesh and bom—
I beard's and borotliv's—all their own—
\ -< odl\ record for lime to show
*

"very

i>

m‘

act

AvKit’s

Indeed the Ciikhkv I*i:«
these

rut: thi:

New Goods!

I

AT

Safe Keeping of Valuables
rid tie

Gri ven AX way.

lioim
A :• m< w :.m- i. (tuttitand
clay
r.-e,
1 Kl I. x Co., Aug -:a. Mam

wav

Look !

in all the Fall

e-

\

a
t'-rms

Trifling vvith33iliousness

Look!

an

as

Sewing Machine Needles

PORTLAND SAFE DEPOSIT CO,

A. B. MATHEWS.

JOHN 11. BOOK
MATT WKLSII.

l>l.ALElt IN ALL

t i i a-;

70 Main Street, Belfast Me

!

this

hy

KILL!) &

Mong

«»!'

so

years,
cures, that

MAGXZZZTZST!

vo*/»i' if/.’.\rj:/. Ji r/./.<: ri..\cj

1

tiie breath of a maiden's Yes:
light go"ainer stirs with less:
i-u:
.ia
a cable that holds so fast
b ." -ugh ii! the battles of wave and blub.
Mm u< ver :.n echo of speech or song
l iiat Inin the babbling air so long!
lli'1' -v'i' tono> i• tlie voice that whi'perd
then.
^ "it Mia' iicar to-da\ in a liundred men.

patterns

won*

maintained it

It has hern known to the

toilaj..

from Ho- jo,

reputn-

a

or

..

Before purchasing your goods. There you will
find < ieneral 11 A 11 1 > W A I.’I., PAIN IS, OILS
and V A B N I '-111.N, NAILS, CL.\>S, and
I ABM LB’S TOOLS, constantly on hand and
for sale at l.oWLSl PBH'KS. Don’t forg.-t
toe plac", ANtilLB’S, No. 1 Phenix Bow.
til .*
April •'(>, lsr.V.

:

1

'•

sold
JUATUKWS.
as

wide

so

tion,

forty

MAKERS

T

G-.

fim.VS! l*cllast Hardware Store

&

chartered hv

MR.

$3 SAMPLE FBEEM&K^^
Add".
MIL l MDX CI’ll.
Newark. N.d.

ife.
and d ath and life.

liundred years ago
'"'-'hut lips had answered No.
Mi.
;.'l !i tile treuiulolj' ‘jMCstioll eame
I i
"A tie maiden her Norman name,
\
MU !' r tile folds that looked so 'til!
be
e swelled with tlie bosom’'
thrill?
>ii"tiM I he I, or would it he
Mie-t, nib another to nine-tenths me?
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Mi ni> tenure of heart and hand,
\ i mi> t it Ie to house and la nd :
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SHOES, Metalic Burial Cases !

BOOTS,

UBBERS!
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gift as never a king
'1;.lighter or son might bring—
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CANKKTS

Free to All 1
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1 would call

Catalogue.

Catalogues

iMo'othtM daughter's daughter told.

former residence, situated
lie west side of Stockton
House large enough to accommodate two moderate si/.ed
families, or one of the largest size,
providing there is not more than twenty children;
good barn nearly new, and about Jd acres ot land.
Prior £.'>,0ou.
firms, sjtloo to close the bargain,
S'.'tMi when possession is given; &'J,000 to remain on
mortgage, pavahle sbUU vearlv with Bankable inter
» -l.
:hn.V>
‘PKLKH s f.\ Pl.K.S.
I .noaire of Wu.i.xuit M. (inti 1 in, Stockton.

nlm* assortment of
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Sails made and
at short notice. Loft on
Swan & Sibley’s wharf, foot of Main street.
JOHN B. THUMBS.
<«KO. T. OSBORNE.
Belfast, July Ti, 1875—funosli

out

OF

KINDS

.extraordinary virtues.—
Perhaps no one ever sc-

Street.

tf

nocturnal and diurnal
Nervous and l’hy.
Debility, Hypochondria, Clooiny Forebodings,
Mental Depression, L"-s of Energy, Haggard Conn
tenance. C-mfu ion of .Mind and Loss of Memory,
Impure >tate id’tin Flood, and all diseases arising
Los«i

sical

only one but
\maiiy nations, mu.-d have

Paner Slock, Old Iron, Junk and Metal.
repaired

Sale.

con-

by a long continued series of marvelous
have won for it a conlidenee in its virtues, never equalled by any other medicine. It still
makes the most effectual cures of Coughs, Cohls,
Consumption, that can be made by medical kill.

—AND

til

he

l*i:<

village.

BEDSTEADS. BUREAUS. &c.. &c.
Also

PALPITATING,GRIEF-STRiCKCN HEART,

I l *i i up the cant as full in \ iew—
'Tv: 111ere's a rent tin light shines through,
I Mirk w itli a < enturv's
fringe of dust—
I hat w a- lied < oat's rapier thrust !
"Meli iv the tale the lad\ old
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won t

among not

are

SAIL

reasonable terms. In
\\
II. SIMPSON.

on

compositions,

fidence of mankind and
become household words,

THOMBS A OSBORNE
(Successors to the late Chus. li. Thumbs.)

MV

CONSTANTLY ON HAND.
ALL

II. IF. JOHNSON & CO.

TOIL! NT Ml DENT,

sold

For

ASH AND PAINTED SETTS !
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Will be

qubeol
Belfast, .July

1 lie few
which have

PAINTING

Belfast. March 18,1875.
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green

ing and broods

unniot

HYP0.F HO SPRITES.

FELLOW’

lamilies.

at Law!

prepared to do SHIP and HOUSE
all its brandies—both plain and
ornamental—at prices that will suit the times.
(lur long experience in the business, and our
past
labors with the citizens of Belfast, will, we think,
he a sufficient guaranty that woik entrusted to us
will he faithfully done. 1,'onsnlt us before guiim
elsewhere.
Shop over the Marble Works, limb
°

house on I'nion Street, cccupicd by 1'. J. Farrow. It is
good cellar, well of water,
quarter acre of land. The house is
■Jl.vlo, two stories, F.U one and a half
stories, three large rooms below and
kitchen; four rooms and kitchen above, besides
attic.
I lie bouse is thoroughly built, and in excellent condition throughout, and adapted for two

CJ/A.1/ II E li .1 EMU.Ml Sin'S. EA III. OH
TMU.ES JIA ItJI LE & WOOD ’TOT.
IIA TTHEES, WHATNOTS. Will TINII DESKS. 11 ’< HI K TMU.ES
mill I.DOKlNtf (II.ASSES.
E.X t'ESSION TMU.ES
,(■ SIDE HoAKDs.

Butterick’s Patterns

lips that Io\ er had net er k'<ssed,
1 per lingers and ^lender wrist.
! I aiming sleeve*, of <t,jjf broeadi—
111et painted tin* little maid.
parrot

Repairing

3000

\i> 1:i. 1. uoi.min.

We

siology of Woman and her Diseases, 2 Treatise on
Nervous and Mental Diseases, late Surgeon t\ »s.
A., etc., etc. It treats upon MANHOOD, how lost,
how regain* d and how perpctuuted, cause and cun
of Exlumite*! Vitality, 1 iiipoieiu%. l’n
mature Decline in Man, Spermatorrhoea,or Seminal

CONSUMPTION.

PAI1TTERS!

oew, with

II AS-

-SC

WALLACE,

POOR&WELSH

ll
rpil
JL

untieing large additions to the stork with h lie
will sell :tl the lowest living jirices

C. ABBOTT, Machinist,
Piping

Dorothy Q.

a

And is

Coughs, Colds, Whooping
Bronchitis, Asthma, and

as

Cough.

~

-o-

Establishment,

such

ay AH business entrusted to him will receive
rompt attention.

House for Sale.

70 MAIN STREET.

Cures (’atarrh, Bronchitis, \sthma, CniMimjition,
Mav be found, and will hold himself in readiness
Liver ami Kidney Complaints, Scrofula, ami all
to do
I mpurities of the Blood.
inth J‘in'ith/<is ire arc hariiiy unban mb-J
and
Gas
Consultation at our oiliee or In letter tree.
All !
1 u all its branches.
communications by mail will n-ccive prompt alien
Iron I’ipr. for Has, St* am, or Water Works, and
1i#u.
Treatment, with full instructions, s. nt to all
Ha- Eixtuivs for sale at bottom l’rices.
parts of the world by express.
Cliysicians and
I. H. AI5b<) IT.
instructed
in
.'•••
use
of
our
Druggist*
treatment,
lh Hast, .1 une
IsT-A. f,l
and furnished with territory and advertising p-ipers
None genuine unless rtInh e Dr. Townsend"' Hu
genal« d Air” is blown in the hot tie. also portrait of
Dr. Townsend on label.
Be careful to examine
both bottle and label. S. ml 'tamp tor our illustrated paper.
Address Di:. L. I
l-wx'ixi'.
Westminster st.. Cro’ idem
IL 1

And h\ thc'c altars wreathed with (lowers.
\nd lield' with fruits, awake again
rh inU'L'iving for the golden hours,
1 he earlv and the later rain.

her hand

F/FOCK OF FUiLNITUKK!

inhaling.

of

earner

la Connection with this

■
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A. BLODGETT & CO.’S

WADLIM.

iii'tead.that Freedom's arm
on eiiange a rocky soil to gold;
That bra\ c and generous lives ean warm
A elim with northern ices cold.

1:1: \\

has liouoiit or r

are

have.'

i’iianK heaven

i\

Mam Street,

both ornamental and useful, where everyis invited to call and see the MAN STOKE
and XIAV HOODS. And I will guarantee all will
’»• made hupp;, by so
doing, and you will lind many
tilings you can purchase for a small amount ol
monev that are HOOD and I SEI l Eanda joy to

Who murmurs at his lot to-day?
\\ ho scorns hi' native fruit and bloom.
ir sigh' for dainties far away.
I’.e'ide the bounteous board of home?

<>i

on

body

("’d givt ii" with our rugged soil
i’he |-owi r to make it 1-Men fair,
\'id rielier fruits to crown our toil
Than summer-wedded islands hear.

t.\

FIELD & MATHEWS'

-AT THE-

■

Or, SELT PRESERVATION.
it 111 LN by the (hie! Consulting Physician ot
t-i* IVabody Medical Institute, author of a
Treatise on Diseases of the Throat and Lungs, Phy-

For Diseases of the Throat and Lungs,

IIVEADEX BLOCK, Belfast, 31c.

one

Tin: firm of

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral

at Law!

Attorney

in Prospect,
the
western bank of Penobscot river
8111
two and

A. B. MATHEWS

...

V*

JOHNSON,

MAIN STREET, BELFAST.
Office formerly occupied by E. K. Boyle.

and stable nearly new. Terms to
suit the purchaser.
O. W. FRKXCH.

tno

E.

Attorney
14

FARM at French’s
Beach, Lincoluville, containing
about x!4 acres, all in one lot, house
SMALL

vicinity.

FOWLE’S
PILE AND HUMOR CURE.
The greatest mat only Medicine ever disrorereil
(and warranted j for the perfect cure of all tin worst
formsofl*11.i:s, I.i.i*uosv, s\ u*.>rri.a’ Kin<. \V<>i:m,
Salt Khki.m, Canlek, Catakkh, Uheimatism,
Asthma, Dyspepsia, Kidneys, and all discuses of
the. Skin and Blood. Entirely vegetable. Money
returned in all cases of fuilure. ii. l.». FOWLK,
Chemist, Boston. Sold everywhere. £1 a bottle.
Send for Circulars.

RICHARD M. MOODY.
Drilyyist ami Apothecary
dmosiy

1»i.lhAs r, Mk

SHINGLES
AND—

CEDAR FENCE RAILS
IN ANY

Ql VMITY FOR SALK D.Y

S. A. HOWES & CO.
KIDDER'S

PA8TILLES.;;a.^l1“?:
Ylaso.

